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in general -, as to its ObjeSi
Os the Nature os Arithmetics
and Operations ; with the Divijion and Order of the
Science.

§. i . ‘DEFINITIONS.

A

RITHMETICKisthe

Science, or Knowledge of Number ; which

is

either

Unity, or a Multitude of Units.

II. O/Unity . When we consider any thing by itself alone, either as indi¬
visible, or at least undivided ; or also considering several things as connected in some cer¬
tain manner, thereby making up a whole, neglecting what differences may be among
them in other respects; the Idea we have of this thing, or Collection of things, consider’d
in this manner, is called Unity, or One, i. e. an individual thing of a particular Kind and
Name ; as one Man, one Stone, one Kingdom, one Army.
III . Of Multitude . When we consider several things as really distinct Individuals,'
and which separately taken we would call Units, whether they are of the lame, or of diffe¬
rent kinds and natures of things; or whether they are really separated from one another,
or only distinguished by the Imagination, as the conceivable Parts of any continuous Body
(for Example, a Rod) looking at no more in them but that they are not the same indivi¬
dual thing; the Idea acquir’d by this way of considering them, is called Multitude (or many,
in distinction from one ;) so we lay, a Multitude os Men, of Horses, of Trees.

Scholium i . The Units , or .Individuals that make a Multitude , may either be of the
fame Kind, or Species and Denomination of Things, or they may not be so: for however
different several things are in Name and Nature , the Idea of Multitude arising from them
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is the same : So, for Example, a Man, a Tree , and a Horse, make as truly a Multitude,
as if they were all Trees, or Men, or Horses : They are at least a Multitude of Beings, or

Things j for the Idea of Multitude has no dependence upon the Likeness of the Things
from which it .is formed, but only upon their different and distinct Being or Existence, in
whatever manner they are connected together, or under whatever other differences they
really exist, or are conceived to exist. _
Scholium

2 . .We may also conceive Multitudes of things under .the Notion of one,-

or many ; and so we may fay one Multitude, or a Multitude of Multitudes. But it is to
soe-observ’d, that in this cafe, the Multitudes which make the Parts of one Multitude, are
conceiv’d each as an Unit , or one of its own Species, [viz,. Multitude,) to distinguish it
from the Multitude of which it is one constituent Part : so that Multitude in its general
Nature is still a Collection of Units , which are in all cafes simple Units in respect of the
Multitude which they compose ; tho’ they may be themselves Multitudes composed of
more simple Units . And this Distinction of Units may be very well distinguisli’d by the
Names, Simple and Collective Units.
IV. Of Number . 'Unity and Multitude comprehend the whole Object of Arithmetick,
and are both comprehended under one general Name , Number; whose Definition does
therefore take in the other two ; and may be made thus, viz . Number is the Name of that
Idea or Notion under which things being considedd, they are laid to be ■One or ManyI
Every particular Multitude having a distinct Name ; as two, three, four, fye. As after¬
wards will be taught.
Scholium :

We must make a little -Stand here , and take notice of an old Dispute

among Arithmeticians about the Definition of Number ; some denying Unity, to be a
Number , and others affirming it : about which there h® been .a great deal of Argument
fill’d with abundance of idle and nonsensical Jargon, ,to the shame even of some fate
Writers : For after all the learned Contention, it -dwindles into a meer Dispute about the
Name , or what shall be the Use of the word Numbers which no doubt each Party has a
Right to establish for themselves at pleasure; but no Right to impose it upon others : And
so then where is the ground of a Dispute? For if any Man asks me whether Unity is a
Number , I must first know of him what he calls a Number , and then I answer him ac¬
cording to his own Definition; or I first give him my definition of the word Number , and
then answer his Question out of that. But we shall hear their different Definitions: Some
define Number a Multitude of Units ; and according to them it is plain, Unity is not a
Number in that sense in which Unity and Multitude are distinguished, (for we have observed
already how Unity and Multitude may be applied to the same Subject in different senses;)
so that these by denying Unity to be a Number, do only deny it to be a Multitude in the
same fense or application in which it is Unity, which no body will affirm. Others adhere
to the former Definition which comprehends Unity and Multitude; but some of them are
as much in the wrong, because they contend about it as if they had the only right to
settle the Use of Words ; and still they are more ridiculous to pretend they are arguing
about the Nature of Things themselves, when it’s only about a Word : and if it does not
yet appear that there can be no more in the Dispute, let this be consider’d, viz. That
Unity and Multitude are agreed upon to signify different things. And I believe it must
be yielded, that these comprehend the whole Object of Arithmetick; therefore Number
must either signify the same with one of these, or be apply’d as a general Name to both ;
and then the only remaining Question will be, Which is most reasonable? And this, I
think, will be easily decided by considering, that of two Words merely fynonimous, one
is superfluous; but it’s often very convenient to comprehend several things, which have
also their different Names, under one general Name , because of some common thing in
equivo¬
which they agree, as it is in this present case. And those who would make
cal with a Multitude, are pressed also with this other Difficulty, viz. That if they retain their
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Definition of Arithmetic!:, viz. the Science of Numbers, then Unity will be no part of the
Object of Arithmetic!;, since it is not a Number. But this, I believe, they will not fay;
for whatever can be any part of the Data , or Means by which a Question in Arithme¬
tick is solved , or be itself a real and positive Answer , must belong to the Science , as a

part of its Object . And indeed, tho’ Euclid defines Number to be a Multitude of Units,
yet all along he treats of Unity under the fame Name.
V. 0/ Numbers , Abstrad and Applicate. 1. When in risings number’d we consider
their Number , abstracting from {i. e. not attending to) their other particular Properties
and Differences ; the Idea or Notion we hereby form of Numbers , is called abstract or
general ; or , we are said to consider Number abstradly: Because whatever is true of that
Number of things considers simply and purely in the Number , is true of the fame Num¬
ber wherever it is found, or in whatever things it exists.

Scholium . We can form no Idea of Numbers , without that of things number’d ; be¬
cause it is an Idea form’d by comparison of things : Yet while we consider a Number of
particular things, tho’ we still know that the Number is inseparable from other Ideas that
make up the complex Idea of these things, it’s in our power to consider and compare

only the Numbers of things together, and examine their various Properties and Diffe¬
rences; and the Mind can perceive at the fame time, that whatever is true of the Num¬
ber of these things, must necessarily be true of the fame or equal Number of whatever
other things, wherein the Number only is what we consider and compare. From whence
it is that we Ipeak of Numbers without naming any particular things; by barely naming
the particular Number , or joining it with the general word Thing, (which is always sup¬
posed, when not mentioned.) So we speak of the Number , Two , Three , <& c. ue. two,
three things, without pointing out any particular thing : Because where nothing is taken
into consideration (as the Subject of Comparison and Reasoning) but the Number of
things, then any things may be supposed; and so tho’ the Names Two or Three are Names
of particular Numbers , inseparable from particular things, yet because the same Numbers
in every other thing must have the fame Names and Properties, we make use of the Name
without mentioning particular things : not because that Name belongs to (or represents)
an Idea-of that particular Number which is not connected with any particular things; but
because it is a general Name applicable to the fame Number of whatever particular things;
and is used in this manner without mentioning any thing, when it’s indifferent which
things are supposed, (j. e. when the Number only is the matter in question ;) in the fame
manner as we have here used the word Number itself, without mentioning a particular
Number , as One, or Two , &c. Not as if the word Number represented an Idea different
from all Particulars; but as it is a general Name comprehending them all.
2. When we consider Number not in its general Nature , as above explained, but as
it is a Number of certain particular things, as two Years, two Men, or two Yards ; then
we call it an Applicate Number : which Name I chuse, for its obvious Meaning, rather
than the word Contrad or Concrete, which some Authors use.
Scholium . When particular risings are mentioned, there is always something more
considered, than barely their Numbers ; so that what is true when Numbers are com¬
pared in their abstract or general Nature , (i. e. when nothing but the Number of things
is considers ) will not be true, when the Question is limited to particular things : So,
for example, the Number Two is less than Three ; yet two Yards is a greater quantity
than three Inches : for the Comparison here is not simply of the Number of things two,
and three; but of the Numbers joined with another Consideration, viz. that of their
lengths. And when things are of quite different Species, then tho’ we can compare their
Numbers abstractly, yet we cannot compare them in any applicate Sense. And this Diffe¬
rence is necessary to be consider’d, because upon it the true Sense, and the Possibility or
Impossibility of some Questions depends ; as wo shall learn more particularly afterwards.
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COROLLARIES.
1. Number is unlimited in respe'ct of Increase; so that beginning at Unity , and adding
to it another Unit , and to this last Collection another Unit , and so on, we may pro¬
ceed in infnitum, i. e. we can never come to an end, or never conceive a Number , but
still there is a greater. But on the side of Decrease it’s’limited ; Unity ,being the first and
least Number , below which therefore it cannot descend. In what sense Unity is said to be
divided into Parts, which make a greater Number , shall be consider’d in its place. Also
we may not only begin at Unity , but at any other Number , and increase it in infinitum, by
the continual joining of Unit after Unit ; or diminish it to nothing, by continually retracting
or taking away Unit after Unit.
2 . Any

Number

may be increased

by any other Number

, or by any Number

of Num¬

bers; for every Number is either Unity, or a Collection of Units, which can be joined
separately to another Number till they be all joined. Also it may be decreased by any
Number not greater than itself; or by any two or more Numbers,which taken all together
do not exceed it, i. e. such a Number or Numbers may be taken out of it.
3. Every greater Number may be consider’d as composed not only pf Units, (which are
its most simple constituent Parts) but also variously of other Numbers llesser than it¬
self, according to the variety of lesser Numbers , whose Units taken all together make a
Collection equal to that Number ; or, according to the various Distributions that may be
made of its Units, by putting them together in separate Collections: where also every lesser
Number may be conceived as a Part of every greater; which is as a Whole with respect:
^
to all the lesser Numbers , which, being joined together, make up that Number .
§. 2 .

Of the general cDiviJion , and Order of this Science.

?.
Traffic
^
T HE The Theory-, or Speculative Arithmetics
Part, that Science which considers and explains the
most

general Division

of

is

is

that

of

Theory

and

Properties and Relations of Pure and AbfiraB Numbers; consisting of such Propositions
as exhibit to the Understanding certain Truths concerning Numbers , either more general
or more particular; as Axioms and Theorems.
The Vraffical Part is the Art of Numbering , or applying the Theory to the Solution of
Questions, either in abstract or applicate Numbers ; consisting of Problems, or such Pro¬
positions as require something to be done or effected: and gives us a Rule for the Per¬
formance ; teaching how, by means of certain known Numbers , to discover other Num¬
bers connected and related to them, according to the Conditions proposed in the Question;
or at least to find that from the given Numbers , compared and applied to one another, as
the nature of the Question requires, there arises no Number.
Observe, Some consider as Theory all that is proposed in abstract Numbers , whether

Theorems or Problems ; and the Application to Questions in applicate Numbers only,
they call the Practical Part . Others define the Theory as above ; and confine the Practical
Part to Problems of Abstract Numbers : and Problems of Applicate Numbers they call the
Efseffive Part.
, with other
As the Truth and Reasons of the Practical Rules are contained in Theorems
Deductions
reckon’d
be
to
are
they
so
more general Principles, as Definitions and Axioms,
from them, or rather their Applications: And therefore in the natural Order, the Theory
ought to precede the Practical Part . But yet these two Parts ought not, and cannot be
treated entirely separate from one another ; i. e. all of the first Kind together, and after¬
wards all of the other : But they must be mix’d together according to their Dependence.
It ’s certain that Theory must precede Praffice, because that contains the Grounds and
we
Reasons of this; yet ’tisas true, that we can make but a sinall" Progress ’ in' Theory, till
under-.

" ".

' ' '.
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understand the fundamental Elements and Rules

of

the Practical Part : These being in-

dispensibly neccTary both for understanding the Sense, and illustrating, or proving by Ex¬
amples, the Truth of Theorems.
Wherefore the Division that must be followed in explaining this Science, is not that of
Theory and Brattice, (tho’ these must also be disposed according to Reason , and their na¬
tural Connection and Dependence j) but the most proper and reasonable Division is into two
' lements.
other Parts, under the Titles of the Simple and Comparative E
If we reflect upon the Definitions and Corollaries already explained; these are so many
of the first general Principles and Axioms of the Science : And from these we shall easily
understand the Reason of this Division, and what in general belongs to each Part . For

it’s plain, that the most general, and what we may call the only absolute Property of
Number , is, a Capacity of Increase in infinitum, or Decrease to nothing: all other parti¬
cular Properties are relative, depending upon the Comparison of Numbers together. And
since there is nothing in Numbers, but different Collections of Units, or different Com¬
positions of lesser Numbers in greater, these particular Properties must all depend upon the
Effect of different Applications of Numbers to one another, whereby they are variously
compounded together or resolved, according to certain Conditions. And for Arithmetical
Problems, or Questions, in which an unknown Number is to be found by means of cer¬
tain Connections and Relations it has to some known Numbers ; these Connections can
consist in nothing else but this, viz. That the Number sought is the Result of variously
increasing and decreasing the known Numbers by one another, according to the Condi¬
tions proposed; so that all that can be known or done in Arithmetick does evidently re¬
late to, and depend upon, the Application of Numbers to one another by Composition,
and Resolution, or Increasing ana Decreasing them.
Therefore the first and fundamental Part of Arithmetick is the Knowledge of the va¬
rious Rules and Operations (with the Principles upon which their several Reasons depend)
by which Numbers are compounded and resolved; i. e. increased and decreased by one
another, which are the fundamental Elements of Practice ; including in general all that
can be done with Numbers ; and indifoensibly necessary also for understanding and proving
the more particular Theory ; which does all relate to the Effect of these Operations:
Which I have therefore justly, I think, considers as the Simple and Primitive Elements of
Arithmetick. What further Subdivision of this is necessary, shall be shewn in its proper
1
place.
All the rest of the Science of Arithmetick I comprehend under the general Name of
Comparative Elements ,' because it consists of such relative Properties as arise from the
Comparing of Numbers together, and applying them to one another by the various Methods
of Compounding and Resolving, taught in the first Part ; as also the Solution of iuch
Questions as depend upon these Relative Properties.
In the remaining Part of this Book, with the second and third, you have the first Branch,
or Simple Elements explained; and the Comparative Elements in the remaining Books.
§.

z . Of the Operations

of Arithmetick

in general.

D Y what has been already explained, it will. be obvious, That all the Operations i»
Numbers are of two Kinds in General, viz . Augmenting and Diminishing. Each of
these are performed after two different ways, and thereby come under two different Names:
; Diminishing into
Thus, Augnmiting is divided into Addition , and Multiplication
Substruction

, and Division

: Which shall be explain’d in order .

Some add a third

Class, whose Branches are call’d Involution, and Evolution; or also Raising of Powers,
and Extratting of Roots. But these may be, comprehended under Multiplication and Di¬
vision ; for the Operation is of the fame general Kind, only under certain Limitations.
They will deserve However to be explain’d distinctly by themselves.

But
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But there is yet something previous to all this, viz. The Knowledge of the Signs

whereby our Ideas of Numbers are expressed or represented; for without some easy Method
and Art of representing them, so as they may be clearly and distinctly compared, there
could be little or nothing known or done in Numbers . This Art we call the Natation
of Numbers ; which, if we consider by itself, and in its primary Design, is only a necessary
Instrument for the better and more easy Comparison of Numbers , and performing their
Operations; and is therefore rather a Handmaid, than an essential Part : For we can call
nothing essential but what belongs to the very Nature of a Thing ; and which being taken
away, the thing would be destroy’d : not that which is arbitrary, and may be changed, and
another thing put in its place at pleasure, as it is in the Notation of Numbers . However,
as there must first be a Method of Expression instituted, whatever that is, so far as the Rules

of Operation depend upon it, it is the Foundation of them ; and therefore it is commonly
look’d upon as the first Rule or Operation in Arithmetick, making in all five fundamental
Operations, viz . Notation, Addition, Substruction, Multiplication, and Division. But still
it ought to be consider’d only as an arbitrary Rule and Foundation, which requires and
supposes no other Principle but this, viz. That any of our Ideas may be represented by.
any Marks or Signs <we please to institute : whereas the -other Operations, besides what they

owe to the Notation , have also a dependence upon Reasonings from the Nature of
Numbers themselves.
Before we enter upon these Operations, we must here repeat an Observation which has
been already made, viz. That all Science must begin with Theory as a Foundation for

Pradice. Now this Order we have in effect followed ; for the Definitions and Corollaries
explained in §. i . are the first and more general Principles of this Science; to winch if we
join this general Axiom, viz. That the Whole is equal to all its Parts , we have all that
is necessary for entring upon these practical Elements. What other Principles are cmploy’d in particular Rules, shall be explain’d in order as we go on ; for they are gained
most part by consequence in die progress of the Science.

C H A P.

II.

with their
Of the Notation , or Expression c/Numbers,
Distinction into Integral and FraSlionaL
§. i . Of the Flotation of Numbers .
definition.

NOT

:
Numbers

by certain
or Names,
Words
certain
Exprejstng
of also
ways;
or Art and
the Method
a
AT byION

or Characters,
Signs which
two
is done called

Figures; the one corresponding to the other in the Representation of the seme Num¬
bers, and both equally necessary: The Figures being contrived for the easy management

of Operations, whereby the greatest Numbers are compared, and the Operations per¬
formed with die greatest ease and readiness; without which, our Knowledge in Numbers
bad reached a very short way . And so much does the Science owe to these, that upon
this Account some call it, The Art of Figuring-, but we might better call it, The Science
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numbers,- as they are represented and managed by Figures: So that this is the principal
Branch of Notation ,- which yet cannot be without the other, the Names of Numbers being
necessary for our conversing or speaking to one another about Numbers , and the Result of
the Operations made by the Figures, and for the actual numbering or telling over things, by
the Application of Names in an orderly Progression from Unity, still joining one Unit after
another to the Collection ; or telling things out one by one. For without some Signs

us

whereby the Number , as it increases, is continually distinguished, we could make nothing
of the Numbers of things, nor compare one Number with another : and Words are the
most proper and convenient Signs for this purpose; which are also of good and necessary
Use in making the Operations with the Figures.
The System of theNamesof Numbers is indeeda part of our Language, and therefore
the Writers on Arithmetick suppose them to be known, and reckon it their business only
to explain the Representation of Numbers by Figures, and their Correspondence to the
Names : But it will be a more regular and just Method to explain both the Systems of
Names and Figures by themselves; and then ssiew their mutual Correspondence. These
two Systems I shall explain under the Titles of the Nominal and Figural Notation ; which
being compared, their mutual Correspondence will be easily understood. But this I shall
more particularly explain in the Solution of a 'Problem, teaching how from the Expression
of any Number in one manner, to find its correspondent Expression in the other.
(1 .) Nominal

Notation

, or the Expression of Numbers by Words or Names.

simple Name for every Number , oreven for as many particular
A DIFFERENT
Numbers as we have occasion to consider in human Affairs, would be a Burden altogether
insupportable; but it is more happily contrived, that a few simple Names, ana these
compounded together in a very easy manner, answer all the Ends and Purposes both of
Speculation and Practice.'
The Simple Names of Numbers are these,
Ten,
A Hundred,
A Thousand,
A Million,
A Billion,
A Trillion,
A Quadrillion,

One,
Two,
Three,
Four,
Five,
Six,
Seven,
Eight,
Nine,

&e.

Explanation of this TA B L E.
One is another Name {ot Unity: the rest of the Names

to Ten express Numbers in a -Series from Unity, by the
continual joining Unit after Unit ; so Two expresses One
more One; Three expresses Two and One, and so on to
Ten : a Hundred expresses Ten-Tens; a Thousand expresses
Ten-Hundreds; a Million is a Thoufand-Thoufands; a Pillion
is a Million of Millions; a Trillion is a Million of Pillions ;
a Quadrillion is a Million of Trillions.

So that we have here Names answering to the natural Series of Numbers from Unity to
Ten. But after this, the Series is interrupted, and we pass to the Names of greater Num¬
bers : And all that remains to be explain’d is, how the intermediate Numbers are named
from Ten to a Hundred, and from a Hundred to a Thousand, and so on. Which is done thus,
after Ten the Names are compounded of Ten and the preceding to a Hundred. First,
from Ten to two Tens we proceed thus;

j

Ten,

8
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Ten,
Then from Twenty we simply join the Names of
Eleven,
Ten and One,
the first nine Numbers thus, Twenty-one,Twenty-two,
Twelve,
Ten and Two ,
& c . to Twenty-nim: then the next Number is Three
Thirteen,
Ten and Three ,
Tens, called Thirty ; and the fame Composition of
Fourteen,
Ten and Four,
Names we use from Thirty to four Tens, called Forty:
-a
Fifteen,
Ten and Five ,
and from this to Fifty, (or five Tens:) and soon to
3
cr
Sixteen,
Sixty, (or fixTens :) Seventy, (or fevenTens :) Eighty,
W Ten and Six,
Seventeen,
Ten and Seven ,
(or eight Tens:) Ninety, (or nine Tens :) and after
Ten and Eight,
Ninety and nine, One added makes ten Tens, or a Hun-Eighteen,
Nineteen,
Ten and Nine ,
dred. Then from a Hundred (or one Hundred) we
Twenty,
Two Tens .
proceed by joining with it all the preceeding Names
from Owe to Ninety and nine, thus, One Hundred and owe, One Hundred and two, &c . to Owe
Hundred and Ninety nine, to which one added makes Two Hundred. In the fame manner
we proceed from Two Hundred, toThree Hundred-, and so on to Nine Hundred Ninety and
nine, and then one added makes Ten Hundred, or One Thousand. In like manner we proceed
frem Owe Thousand, joining with it all the preceding irom Unity till we come to Two
thousand, and so on to a Thoufand-thoufands, or a Million ; and with this also we join all
the preceding Names from Unity to two Millions, &c . to a Millioti of Millions, ,or a Billion ;
and so on to a Trillion and Quadrillion.
Observe, If we would proceed farther , we may use these Names , Quintillions, (or a
Million of Quadrillions ;) Sextillions, (or a Million of Quintillions, ) andfo on ; filling up
the intermediate Numbers as before : But for any real Use in human Affairs, we need no
Names above Millions . In Mathematical Work , greater Numbers occur ; but they are
manag’d by Figures, and can be compared without Names ; which , if required, may be
contriv ’d in the manner now mention ’d. Observe also, that some instead of the simple
Names Billions, Trillions , Quadrillions, &c. chuse the compound Names Millions of Mil¬
lions; Millions of Millions of Millions ; Millions of Millions of Millions of Millions ,' and so
on, compounding the word Million once more gradually : But the other simple Names
seem more convenient , tho’ the contrivance and way of making the complex Names is
more obvious and easy; however , since we have little use for Names above Millions , we
need not dispute about the difference.

( i .) Figural

Notation.

AS a few simple Names serve all our Purposes in Arithmetick , so yet fewer simple
Figures are found sufficient, not only for common Use , but even to carry us thro’ the
■Infinity of Number : Which Figures, with their corresponding Names , are these;
Figures

0

i

2

3

Names
Nought One

Two

Three

4

5

6

.a

Four Five co

7

8

Seven Eight

9-

Nine

That a Figure signifying of itself Nothing, (or no Number ) is necesiary, we shall pre¬
sently see. In the mean time observe, that the Number of simple Figures being Ten, they
are hence called the Digits , from the Number ot Fingers (Digit :) on our Hands . How
this Number came to be chosen, we shall afterwards consider.
All other Numbers greater than Nine , ( 9, ) are expressed by Combinations of these
Digits ; placing them together in a Line in various Orders ; every Figure changing its
Value according to the place it stands in. By this
G E-
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RULE.

GENERAL

In a Rank of Figures placed together in a Line , (reckoning ' the Order of Places from
the. Right, to the Left -hand ; that being the firs which is first on the Right -hand ;
and the seconds third , &c . being in order from that on the Leftj any Figure in the
first place represents the primitive simple Value above exprejfed, as if it stood alone ;
and in every place gradually tovjafds the Left -hand , it figv.ifies ten -times as many
as it would do in the preceding place.

Thus j , 2, 3, cst‘c. in the first place signify simply so many Units as above named ; bat
in the second place of a Rank, any one of them signifies ten times so many Units, (or
so many times ten.) Ex. 48 signifies forty and eight, [i. e. four tens for the value of 4
in the second place, and 8 in the first place.] Again, 6v signifies sixty, [or six tens, which
is tire value of the 6 in the second place;■ the o in the first place signifying nothing of
itself.] Again, in the third place they signify ten times their Value in the second place;
or ten times so many Tens, (i. e. so man)1hundreds :) and so on gradually towards the Lefthand, still increasing their value tenfold of that of tire preceding place. So 600 is six
hundred ; 642, is six hundred, forty and two.
Now this general Institution being well conceiv’d, it will, I suppose, be sound evidently
sufficient for the expression of all Numbers ; or that all Numbers in a gradual Series from
Unity may be represented thereby. And if this is not evident, it may be made so—Thus;
Every .Number is either less than Ten ; which is expressed by one of the nine signifi¬
cant Digits : or it is a Number of Tens lest than ten ; which is therefore expressed by some
Digit in the second place, and o in the first: or it is such a Number joined with a Number
lest than ten ; which last Number is expressed by a Digit in the first place : or it is a Num¬
ber ofTen -tens (or hundreds) lest than ten ; which is therefore expressed by some Digit
in the third place, and o in the first and second places: But if with this Number is joined
any lesser Number , (i. e.■any of the preceding Classes) that is expressed by Digits in the first
or second, or in both places. The Progression to greater Numbers , I think, will be now
plain enough. Or We may consider it in this manner —Any Combination of Figures expresies some one determinate Number , according to the instituted Value of Places ; and if
Unity is joined to this Number , the Sum C211 be expressed: for fists is done by changing the
Figure in the first place, and taking the next greater, i. e. for 1, taking 2; for 2, talcing i, & c.
and if 9 is already in the first place, then because nine and one make ten, we must (accor¬
ding to the Institution) put o in the first place, and change the Figure of the second place,
taking the1next.greater ; and if that is also 9, we put o also in the second place, and change'
the Figure of the third ; and so on till we come to a place in which there is a Figure lest than
9. So that if all she Figures of the given Example are 9’s, we set o in all their places, and
sot 1 ort the left of all. Example I. 47 and 1 is 48. Ex. II . 29 and 1 is 30. Ex. III.
499 and 1 is 500. Ex. IV. 999 and 1 is 1000.
Now it’s plain, that if to any Number we can add one and eXpresi the Sum, by the
fame Rule we can add 1 to the Sum; and r to this last Sum, and so on. And because
r may'hfe-th'*given Number, - ft follows that we can by this Institution expreft any Num¬
ber in the natural Series from Unity in infinitum; arid the way of doing it is here also
evident.

made

SCHOLIUMS.

, 1. We fee now that tho’ the Figure o signifies nought of itself, yet it is not ufelest; but
iridstjjenfibly necessary to sill up places, that other Figures may possess such places as they
ought to be in, for the expression of certain Numbers which could not be expressed by this
fundamental Rule, without the help of lists Character. One Example is enough to ihew
C
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and we shall chuse the Number Ten-, which could not otherways be expresi’d : for by
this Institution, x in the second place is ten ; but there cannot be a second place unless
there be a first; and if any significant Figure stand in the first place, the whole will make a
Number greater ,than Ten : so 14 is ten and four ; therefore the Figure in the first place
must signify nothing, and serves only to make two places, that the 1 may be put in the
second, where it signifies Ten : thus, 10.
2. The Figure o standing on the Left-hand, or in the last place of any Rank of Figures
is altogether useless; so 04 is no more than 4, because the Value of Figures rises from the
Right-hand to the Left.

it,

3. According to this Institution, each of the nine simple significant Figures may be
consider’d as having two Values; the one certain and determinate, known by its Form,
which is that it signifies simply by itself, (as 4 is four) and may be called its fimple or pri¬
mitive Value : the other is uncertain and variable, depending upon its place in a Rank
with others ; so any Figure in the second place is so many Tens ; in the third place it is so
many Ten -tens, ( or hundreds) and so on in a ten-fold Increase: and this may be called
the secondary or local Value, i. e. the Value of the Place, and these two Values compounded
(or the one repeated as oft as the other contains Unity ) makes the compleat Value of that
Figure in that place. For Example, 4 in the second place is four-times Ten , (or forty ;')
and in the third place it is four-times Ten -tens, or four hundred. But in the first place
(and in no other) these two Values coincide ; for here there is no Value but the Simple.
4. If these two Systems of Names and Figures are duly compared, their mutual Corre¬
spondence will be easily understood ; so that you’ll find little difficulty in expressing any
Number in the one manner which is first expressed in the other . But that no body may
complain, I shall explain this more particularly in the following Problem.
PROBLEM.
Having any Number exprejsed by Figures , how to read or express it in Words;
or, having it exprejjed in Words , how to write or express it in Figures.
Case i . From a given Exprejsanaf any Number

in

Figures , how to read it

in

Words.

We have already consider’d how that any Number being expressed by Figures, every
Figure may be consider’d in a double view, i. e. according to its simple and local Value.
Again, the System of Names as above explain’d, is so contrived, that Ten times Ten;
Ten times Ten times Ten ; Ten times Ten times Ten times Ten ; [and so on, which
are the Value of places after the second, which is Ten ] have distinct Names , either simple
or compound ; and fiich Values taken any number of times less than Ten , are named no
other way than by expressing the number of times ( less than Ten ) that Value is repeated;
so that if we know the Names of both values for every Figure in any Rank (or Expression
of a Number , which has more than one place) and express each according to the Compo¬
sition of these two Values, then we have the Expression sought, for the whole Rank or
Number proposed. The Names of the simple Values of Figures we have already learnt;
what remains is to know the Names for the local Values, which is the Design of what
they commonly call the Table of Notation (or Numeration ) which I shall put in a more
convenient Form.
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If you would carry this Table farther, it is to be done by the Names Trillions, Sec.
(already explained) the fame way used, as here Millions and Billions are.
Now the Use of the Table is plainly this. Apply each of these Names in Order, to
the several Figures of a Rank, according to their Places (the Name Units signifying
only, that the Figure in that Place is taken in its simple Value) and prefix the simple
Value, making a Composition of both (observing how any simple Value compounded
With Ten is contracted, viz,. For two Tens, fay Twenty , and so on to Thirty , Forty, <
& c.
as above explained) and thus read all the Figures from the Left to the Right . Observe
also, that where any Word belongs to the Names of several Places, which stand all next

together, as do the Words, Thousand, and Million, and Billion, that needs not be re¬
peated j but only once expressed, after all the Places to which it belongs are read according
to what is more in the Name , as the following Examples will make plain.
Examples.
86, is Eighty Six
* .
254, is Two Hundred , Fifty, and Four.
7408, is Seven Thousand, Four Hundred , and Eight.
67040, is Sixty and Seven Thousand, and Forty {i. e.) Sixty Thousand, Seven Thousand,
and Forty.
46258300, is Forty Six Millions, Two Hundred and Fifty Eight Thousand, and Three
Hundred, (i. e.) Forty Millions, Six Millions, Two Hundred Thousand, Fifty Thousand,
and Eight Thousand, and Three Hundred.
24800540362 , is Twenty Four Thousand and Eight Hundred Millions, Five Hundred
and Forty Thousand, Three Hundred Sixty Two , (/. e.) Twenty Four Thousand Millions,
and Eight Hundred Millions, esc.
But this may be made yet easier, by considering the several adjacent Places that have
any one or more Words common in their Names 3 from which we have this other
TABLE.
th-Bill.

Bill.

th-Mill.

Mill.

Thousd.

c : x : Un .

c : x : Un .

c : x : Un .

f^ Kjr\ r >sj ^r\ Va/

c : x : Un.

ex

: Un .

/‘

Un.

'i

c : x : Un.

Observe, Is you neglect the Word Un . (or Units) which stands first in the upper Line
of this Table 3 and where the Word Unit stands after the three first Places in the under
C z
Line,
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Line, put the Name thatstands over every Repetition of c : x : Un . repeating it also with
the other two, viz. c : x. then you make the same Series of Name ? as in the preceding
Table . And for the Advantage of this Form , we shall presently see it.
The Application of the TABLE.
Begin at the Right Hand of any Number , and divide or separate the whole Figures
into Classes or Periods of three Figures each, as long as .there are as many: then each Pe¬
riod must first be read as if it were alone by Units, Tens, Hundreds, i . -e. the first place
on the right of the Period by its simple Value, the second .place as so many Tens,
and the third place so many Hundreds as the simple Value expresses [which Practice is
expressed by these Signs c : x : Un . constantly repeated in the under Line of the Table .]
Again, because Figures increase their Value towards the left, the fame Figures indifferent

Periods are of different Values, and therefore every Period has a common Name that
compleats the Expression; which are these in the upper Line of the Table ; (in which

Units is made the Name of the first Period merely for a distinction , but is never expressed)
therefore to apply this Table more easily, get the Names of the Periods by heart back¬
wards and forwards; and then applying them to the Periods from the right to the left, that
you may find the Name of the highest Period in any Example; -and remembring exactly
the Names of Periods in order from the left ; you must begin from the left qnd first read
the Figures of each Period, as c : x : Un . then join the Name of the Period, which is
supposed to be applied to each Figure of it.
Observe, That in some Cases you’ll have a broken or incomplete Period of one or two
Figures next the Left-hand, which must be read by itself, just as it happens to be ; but the
rest will each have three Figures: yet these may be also in a true sense but broken Periods, i. e.
not have significant Figures in all their places, as in this 24,048 . Again Observe, That in
the Periods of Mill. and th-Mill. because the word Mill. is common , you need not repeat
it : but in the th-Mill. use only the word Thousand, supposing the word Mill. which you
need only express after the Figures in the Period of Mill *unless that Period befijl’d with o’s,
as here, 24,000,468,350 . which is 24 th-Mill. &c. but in this, 24,360,579,2.00, I read
24 th. 360 Mill. 1&c.
•

See these few more Examples.

278,307,000
348,026,000,123
7,200,809,867,345
326,009,478,205,723

§ 278 Mill. 307 Th.
-§ 348 Th . 26 Mill. 123.
-o
7 Bill. 200 Th . 809 Mill. 867 Th . 345.
§ 326 Bill. 9 Th . 478 Mill. 205Tb . 72 ; .

Case 2 . AnyElumber being expressed in Words , to write it down in Figures.

If the preceding Table of Names corresponding to the several places of a Rank of
Figures be consider’d, there can be no difficulty in this part of the Problem , which is but
the reverse of the former ; yet perhaps it may not be .uleless to some to point them out a
Method, which is thisRemember exactly the Names and Order of the Periods from
Left to Right ; and of the three places in each Period : Then observe what is the Period
first named in the Example, also what is the Number {viz,, of c : x : Un .) applied to

that Period ; set down that Number , with a Point after it : then consider what is the
Name of the next Period below that in order, and What Number is applied to it in
the Example ; set down that Ni^mHer on the right of the former, .with a Point Zstpr it;
and whatever be the Number , it must be set down fo as to pollass three places, by set¬
ting o in those places of the Period to which no Number is applied; (except the first
or highest Period where this is not necessary.) so that if there is ho Number applied to
any whole Period, (after that which is the highest in the Example,) set three o’s in its
3
three
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three places: thus pracecd to the lowest Period or first on the right. Observe also,
that if you find the Name Thousand mention’d before Million or Billion, it signifies
Th -Mill. or Th -Bill. and is to be distinguished from the Period of simple Mill. or Bill.
a; in the preceding Table . One or two Examples will sufficiently illustrate th 's Practice.
Ex. x. To write in Figures this Number ; Forty fllillioH Tvio Hundred Thousand and
Eight,- 11 proceed thus ; Million is the highest Period, and Forty the Number applied,
which I write down thus, 40 ; the next Period is Thousand, and the Number here applied
is two Hmidred, which I set on the right of the former, thus 40,200 ; then follows the
Period of the Units, and the Number here applied is only Eight ; which, according to
the Rule, I set on the right of the former thus, 40,200,008.
Ex. 2. Twenty-four thousand andsxty -two Millions. Here the name Thousand stand¬
ing before Million signifies ih-Mill. which is the highest Period in the Example, and the
Number applied is Twenty-four, thus written 24 ; then follows the Period of Millions,
and the Number is Sixty-two, joined to the former thus, 24,062 ; and because there is
no more in the Example, and yet there are two Periods remaining, viz . Thousands and
Units, I fill them up with o’s thus, 24,062,000,000 . For without these, the other Figures
could not express above Thousands. If you compare the Examples given for the first
part reversely, you have enow for this last Purpose.
Notation.
to the Figural
COROLLARIES
1. Of two Numbers , expressed by Figures, (by the Rule and Institution explain’d)
that which has fewest Figures (or Places) is the least Number . Exams. 99 is less than
100. For tho’ the Figures of that which has fewest be all the greatest possible, (i. e. all
9’;) and those of the other be all the least possible, (j. e. 1 in the highest place, and the
rest o’s) yet the other will want at least 1 to make it equal to this ; because 10 is equal to
9 and 1, and 100 equal to 99 and 1, and so on. Hence the value of an Unit in any
place of a Rank is greater than the value of all the preceding Figures on the Right-hand;
because taking that Unit in its true value, it is a Number having one place more than
are upon its Right-hand.
2. If two Numbers expressed by Figures have an equal Number of places, that is the
least Number which has the least Figure in the highest place ; or in any other place, all
the preceding places on the left being equal. Ex. 199 is less than 200 ; and 232 is Ids
than 233; and 469 is less than 472.
3. If one Number is greater than another, and if you set before each of them an equal
Number of whatever Figures, that which was greatest before will still be the greater.
4. If before, or on the Right-hand of any Rank of Figures, (or Number expressed by
Figures) be placed any one Figure, the given Rank expresses thereby ten-times what it
did before (or without that Figure ;) and if two Figures are set before it, it expresses an
hundred-times what it did before ; and so on in a ten-fold Progression, according to the
fundamental Rule. Ex. 480 is ten-times 48 ; and 4800 is 100 times 48, &c. And ob¬
serve, That with respect to the raising the value of the given Rank, it is the fame whether
o, or any other Figure be prefixed; it is certain that another Figure will make a greater
Number of the whole Rank as it is now encteased; but will not make that part of it
greater, which was the given Rank . So here in 486, the 48 is equal in value to 480,
whatever Figure stands before it ; tho’ 486 is greater than 484 or 480.
5. Hence again; Any part of a Number taken from the Left-hand, may be valued thus,
viz. we may consider what Number it makes taken by itself; and then consider the place
in which its first Figure (on the right) stands; and make the Name of that place a com¬
mon Name or local Value to the whole Rank : Thus, all the Figures of any Rank, ex¬
cluding the first on the right, or place of Units , being read by themselves, (as if there
were no Figure before them) is so many Tens ; or such a Number 'taken 10 times. Again, excluding the two first places, the rest read by themselves is Ib many Hundreds, and
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so on. Ex '. 24687 ; : here the 24.687 is equal to 24.687 Tens, (taking 7 as it were in
the place of Units ) i. e. twenty -four thousand six hundred and eighty-seven Tens . The
2.4.68 is 24A8 Hundreds; the 24.6 is 246 Thousands, and the 24 is 24 Ten -thousands: as
the 2 is 2 1 hundred Thousands.
SCHOLIUMS.
1. Both in the General Rule of the Figural Notation , and these two last: Corollaries, I
have supposed this for a Truth , viz. That Ten -times, (or a Hundred, <& c.) any Num¬
ber is the fame as that Number of times Ten , (or a Hundred, Ar .) For Example, that
Ten -times 7, is 7 times Ten j which is a Truth I believe will be easily granted : yet it is
of that kind that admits a Demonstration ,• but I shall refer it till we come to Muliiflication, to which it properly belongs.
2. By the Figural Notation now explained, all Numbers above Nine are expressed in
a compound Form ; representing either a certain Composition of the Number Ten , or
such a Composition with the addition of a Number less than Ten ; which are notably
distinguished by this method of Expression. But there are various Degrees of the Com¬
positions of Ten ; for a Number compounded of Tens is either a Number of Tens less
than Ten , which is expressed by a Digit in the second place and 6 in the first, as 10,
20, Ar . or it is such a Number taken ten-times, which is expressed by a Digit in the
third place, and o’s in the second and first, as 300, 400 , Ar . or such a Number as the
•last taken ten-times, as 2000,5000 , Ar . and ib on. All which different Degrees are express’d by a Digit in different places. From which it’s clear, that if several os these de¬
grees be joined together, i. e. if there is a Rank consisting of more than one significant
Figure, and having at least one o on the Right-hand, as 460, which is 46 Tens, that
expressesa Number which is also a Composition of Tens ; but if there is a significant
Figure in the place of Units, that Number contains so much odd or over a certain num¬
ber of Tens, as 468, which is 46 Tens and Eight. Now there are two things to be re¬
marked from this Method of Notation : First, That every Number is distinguished by
the very Expression into as many parts as there are significantFigures in it ; each of which
is expressed separately by setting as many o’s before it as there are Figures before it in
the given Expression; as in the following Example. And secondly, That each of these
Parts is a certain Composition of the Number Ten (as above explained) except that
which is in the place of Units, which is always lest than Ten . Thus, the Number 4682
is equal to 4000 and 600 and 80 and 2, which is more simply and conveniently written
all in one Rank 4682 ; whereby all the Parts are as clearly and intelligibly marked out by
the meer situation of the Figures, (according to the Rule.) Now tho’ this is really a
compound Form , expressing several Numbers distinctly from one another ; yet because it
is the most simple way of expressing that Number , or Term in the natural progression,
which is equal to the Sum of all these lesser Numbers (according to the Institution) there¬
fore it is said to be a' sipiple Expression of one Number , in comparison of the other ways
of expressing the Parts separately; or of the Expression of a Number by any other of its
component Parts, separately written each in their most simple Form , (in each of which
therefore there are Parts, or Figures that have the same local Value) as if instead of 3
we should write 5 more 3, (which together make 8) or instead of 74 we should write
43 more 31, which therefore in distinction from the other we may call complex Ex¬
pressions representing separately two different Numbers , the lesser of which has Parts of
the same local Value with the greater. Or we may explain this distinction of simple and
complex Expressions, thus : That Expression is called simple, or one Number , which is one
of those whereby the natural Series of Numbers is expressed in a continued Progression
from Unity ; but when two different Expressions of that Series are separately written in
two distinct Ranks, they are said to be two different Numbers : and with respect to that
Number to which they are both together equal, they are said to be a complex Expression
3
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of it,* especially with some Mark or Word betwixt them"to signify their being joined to¬
gether. For Example, 46 is a simple Expression of one distinct Number in the natural
Series: But 32. and 14 are two Numbers , which being both together equal to 46, there¬
fore 32 more 14, is a complex Expression of the Number 46. Again, in the same man¬
ner any Number which is equal to the difference of two Numbers may be complexly
expresled by these two, with a Mark of Substraction betwixt them : As for Example,
since 32 more 14 is equal to 46, therefore if 14 is taken out of 46, the remainder is 32 j
and hence 32 may be expressed thus, 46 lest 14.
The fame things are applicable to the Parts by which any Number in its simple Form
st expressed; as "if for 46 we should write 40 more 6 ;or for 6 we should write 46
lest 40.
In the last place observe, That the compound Form of this Notation st the Perfection
of it j not merely as it is compound, but the particular Manner of it ; because of the cer¬
tain relation that each part has to one Number , viz . Ten> by the constant, regular and
uniform Progression in the Value of Places: For by this Similarity or Likeness of some
Parts in different Numbers , (/. e. of Parts expressed by Figures in the fame or like places;)
and the Connection or Relation of all their Parts by means of the common Number Ten,
to which they have alia relation; Numbers can be compared together, and their Opera¬
tions performed in a very easy, clear and distinct manner. And more particularly we have
from the Method of Notation this Principle of Operation, viz. That some Operations
may be performed by the few simple Characters, taken and applied in their primitive
Values; and what st wrong or deficient by the neglect of their local Values may be again
made up, by the order or due placing the several Figures arising from the Operation : And
in other cases where we cannot work by single Figures, yet we can take the Parts of Num¬
bers, (i. e. two or.more of their Figures) and consider them in the Value they would have
by themselves; correcting the Defects the fame way as now mentioned. Which Principle
we shall see applied in the following Rules ; and here only I shall further observe, That in this it is that the Rule of Notation is the ground of all other Operations ; affording re¬
gular and eaiy Rules for expeditious and certain Work , as we shall learn.
As to the History and Invention of this admirable Notation , see what is said in the

PREFACE.

3. We might here make Comparisons betwixt this Method of Notation , and others
that have been or may be.used, in order to ssiew the Excellency of this Method ; but
this will be better understood after you see the Application of it in the Operations, where
I have allotted a Place for some general Reflections upon these Operations. However,
I ihall here explain the Notation of Numbers■instituted by the Romans; which will be
proper, .because it is also practised for Marking of Chapters and Sections, and such things;
and this being compared with what we use, the difference in favour of our Method will
be sufficiently evident.

Of
The Characters whereby

of Capital Letters ; thus:

the

Roman Notation.

the Romans

marked Numbers were taken out of their Alphabet;

The Simple Characters.

I.
Equal to

1.

V.

X.

L.

C.

D.

5-

to.

50.

100.

500.

M.
1000. .
Th$
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The intermediate Numbers be twist these are expressed by a repetition of the same;
setting them together in a Line, thereby expressing tire Sum of all their Values (above
expressed) joined to one another, (for they have no different Values from their Places)
the Characters of greatest Value being set next the Left, as for Example ; II is 2. III is 3.
VI is 6. VII is 7. XI is 11. XV is 17. XX is 20. LX is do. LXV is 65. DX is 510.
DC is 600. DCCCC is 900. DCCCCLXXXXVIIII is 5,99. These Examples will
sufficiently shew how all the rest are made.
•But to prevent too great a Repetition of the same Characters, they sometimes set the
lesser Character besom the greater ; and then it represented the difference os these two,
or the effect of taking the one Number away from the other ; thus IV is 4. 11X is 8.
IX is 9. XL is 40 . CD is 400 . CM is 900. And when a Number is expressed by
more than two Characters, if anv part of it is thus expressed, it is fit to distinguish
it from the Charasters on the Let: of it, by a Point ; thus, 14.0 may be expressed
C,XL , (for CXXXXj and 148 thus, C,XL,IIX (for CXXXXVIII .) Again, 499
thus CD,XC,IX , instead of (CCCCLXXXXVIIII ) which are 'more convenient.
Again, for Numbers greater than 1000 or M, they are expressed after the fame man¬
ner. But there are other things in their System, both for some Numbers las than 1000,
and especially for greater, which I shall briefly explain. Thus, for D or 500 they write
J0 . and then by adding another 3 it gradually expresses ten-times as much; so 333 is
5006. 1333 is 50000, and so on. Again for M or 1000 they write CIO, and by
joining another such Mark as C and j one on each hand, it expresses ten-times as much;
so CCJDD is 10000. CCCID 03 is 100000. But lastly, they had a more convenient
; any Number of Thousands, which was by drawing a Line over any
way of expressing
Expression of a Number less than a Thousand, whereby it expressed so many Thousands :
soV is 5000. VI is 6000. 5?is 10000. LX is 60000 . Cis 100000. and M . isa Thoufand-thoufands, or a Million, 1000000. MM is 2000000. But I shall insist no more.
If we now compare this Method of Notation with ours, it presently appears by the.
preceding Examples, that some Numbers are more shortly expressed by the Raman Way;
but these are very few in rdpect of what are otherwise: And then there is here no such
regular Progression in the Value of the fame simple Characters as in the other Method.
But we must learn the worth of this from its Application.

Of the Universal

Notation.

By this Name is not meant any constant or established Method used every where for the
Expression of particular Numbers ; but a Method of representing any Number indesinitely,
in order to the more easy and general Expression and Demonstration of certain Truths

in Numbers , which tho’ they be limited to particular Conditions, yet not to particular
Numbers , but extend to all Numbers , wherein the fame Conditions are found.
The fundamental Principle of this Notation is. the fame as the last, viz. That any
Mark or Sign may be instituted for the Representation of any of our Ideas; and here it is
done by Letters, making the seme Letter stand indifferently for any Number , upon.this
Condition, That through the fame Proposition and Demonstration it be supposed to stand
for the fame Number ; i. e.. when particular Examples are applied, we must apply the
fame Number always to the seme Letter . Thus the Letter A or B, or any other, may
represent any Number we please to suppose.
or
Observe, This Notation , and' the consequent Operations are called The Literal

Arithvictick , which is in part the Foundation of the Algebraick Art ; the
Specious
designed Use of which in the following Work is to make easy and universal Demonstrations.
F«r when. any Truth is proposed which is not limited to particular Numbers , but only
tO Certain Conditions ; it is nor a sufficient Demonstration to shew that it holds in one, or

any
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any Number of particular Examples; it must be shewn that it will hold good in all Cases
possible: and as this must be done by an universal Method of Reasoning abstracted from
all particular Examples; so there must necessarily be an universal Notation for Numbers.
It is true indeed, that the Universality of a Truth may, irksome Propositions, be made
to appear through one, or a few particular Examples; but for the most part this would
prove very tedious, and require many Words , which would render the Demonstration
more difficult and obscure; and in very many Cases could not be done at all. Which
makes the Algebraick Method of Demonstration necesiary in Arithmetick, (as I have more
fully represented in the Preface.) The Principles and Rules of which, as far as this Work
requires, you'll find explained gradually as we proceed.

Before we enter particularly upon the other Rules and Operations of Arithmetick,
there is another Distinction of Numbers must first be explained; viz,.

§. 2. Of Numbers Integral

T

and Fractional.

IS Distinction proceeds from the Comparison of lesser Quantities with greater;
and to understand the Nature of it aright, we must consider the different Notions
of Parts and VFhole
; thus, Every lesser Quantity is called a Part with respect to a greater
of the same Species, which is called an Integer or Whole with respect to the lesser.
But there is a more geneial, and also a particular Sense in which one Quantity is called
a Part of another. In the general, no more is meant but that it is a lesser Quantity,
which with some one or more Quantities, also lesser, make up a Quantity equal to that
other ; and into which therefore that Greater may be resolved. But in a more particular
Sense, a Part signifies such a lesser Quantity as is contained a number of times precisely
in a greater, (or Whole :) i. e. it is one of those lesser Quantities, all equal among them¬
selves, into which any Quantity may be resolved or separated. Or we may also conceive
it thus, viz. As a lesser Quantity, of which a certain Number joined together makes up
a greater Quantity or Whole . Hence such a Partis called an Equal or Aliquot Part ; and
the number of times it is contained in the Whole, or the Number of equal Parts con¬
tained in the Whole , gives a Denomination to the Part, and is called its Denominator: so if
any Quantity is contained in a greater 6 times, it is called a sixth part of it. Now it is in
this sense only that apart can be understood in Arithmetick : for in order to compare two
different Quantities together by the means of Numbers , we must consider them as com¬
posed of some common iElcment, or equal Part ; by the Number of which contained in
each, the Comparison may be made ; and the Value of these Quantities with respect to
one another be determined. If tire lesser is an Aliquot Part of the greater, there is no
more to be done ; but otherwise they must both be conceived as composed of, and re¬
ducible into, some common Element or equal Part ; so that if the lesser is not one of
these Aliquot Parts of the greater, yet it is equal to a greater Number of such Parts;
[for otherwise they cannot be compared together ; at least the Relation cannot be expressed
in Numbers -]] Such a lefler Quantity, to distingtiiih it from an Aliquot Part, is called an
Aliquant Part. For Example , a lefler Quantity equal to 20s 3 Parts of another, is called
an Aliquant Part ’thereof.
I have hitherto spoken of Quantities and their Parts in general; but what is said is
applicable both to what is called Continued Quantity, (as / length. Weight, Time , (frc.)
IT

or to pure Number. For every Idler Number is a part of a greater ; and is either an

Ahquot or Aliquant Part, because Unity is the common Element or Aliquot Part of all
Numbers ; so that every Number is a Number of such. Aliquot Parts (as Units are) of
every other Number . But this difference is very remarkable, That the.Aliquot Part of a
continued Quantity, considered properly by itself in the nature of a continued Quantity,
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is only one single individual thing, or an Unit > whereas in pure Numbers , one Aliquot
Part may be a Number greater than Unity . Ex. The 3d part of 12 is 4 ( for 3 times 4 is
12 ) It is true indeed, that conceiving any continued Quantity to be resolved into 12
equal Parts, one 4 th part of it is equal to 3 of these partsj yet the Whole and Part are here
consider’d only as pure Numbers : for to fay 3 is a 4th part of 12, whatever things we
speak of, it is but a pure Arithmetical Expression; whereas in continued Quantities, be¬
cause the Part of any thing must be of the fame nature with the Whole, therefore a 4 th of
any Length ( for Ex I) must be one certain Length j which, in so far as is necessary to consti¬
tute a 4th part , is not conceived to be any further divided, but to be an entire Length
equal to a 4th part of another. But a more remarkable thing is, that any continued
Quantity may have any aliquot Part, for that we can conceive at pleasure; but pure
Numbers cannot : For some have no other aliquot Part but Unity ; as 5 and 7 ; and
others have different parts according to their Compositions : so 6 has a half and a third
part, but not a 4* 11 part or a 5th part . Again, no Number can have such a Part as isdenominated by a Number greater than itself; for Unity is the least part of any Number,
and is the part denominated by that Number itself; so 3 has not a 4th part in pure Num¬
bers : But if we consider any Number applicatelyas signifyinga Number of things which
are divisible into any conceivable Parts, then any aliquot Parts of one, or of any number
of these things is possible. For Ex. Tho ’ a 4th part of 3 is impossible in pure Numbers,
it is possible when the 3 is applied to things divisible into any Number of Parts as 4 ; yet
here it must be carefully remarked, that this is not the 4th part of the Number 3, but of.
a greater Number into which 3 things are resolved: Therefore every such Expression as,
a 4th of 3, or 3 4ths of 2, must he conceived with this qualification, i. e. as possibleonly
in applicate Numbers.
The fame also is to be understood, tho’ the Denominator is left than the Numerator:
which is considered as the Wholey when thisNumber has no suchPartas is expressed; as in.
this Ex. a 3d of 5.
We shall now gather together these Definitions; and from them you’ll fee the ground ,of
the Distinction proposed with the Definition of the Terms.
Definitions.

1. Every lesser Quantity or Number is in a more general Sense, a Part of every

)
Kind,
(
S-eater
ut more particularly,
of

the

fame

which

is

a
called

Whole

or

Integer with respect

to

the

Part.

2. An Aliquot Part is that which is contained a certain number of times precisely in
the Whole ; and that number of times is the Name or Denominator of the Part. Ex. If
any Quantity or Number is resolved into 3 equal Parts, one of them is an aliquot Part,
called a 3d part ; so 2 is a 3d-part of 6. And from the nature of Numbers we have this
Corollary viz.
. One is an aliquot Part of every Number , and the Denominator
Corollary

is that

Number itself. So 1 is the 6 th part of 6.
3. An Aliquant Part is such a lesser Quantity or Number which is not an equal Part;
but contains a certain Number of some equal (or aliquot) Parts of the Whole. As when
any Quantity or Number is not one aliquot Part of a greater, yet is equal to 3 4th-parts
of that greater : So 9 is 3 4th parrs of 12 ; for a 4th of 12 is 3, and 3 times 3 is 9.
4. An Integral (or whole Number ) is that which represents things absolutely by them¬
selves, without any comparison to other things; i. e. they are not considered as. Parts of
other things; as when we fay in general 4 Things, or particularly 4 Words : And they
are called Integral or whole Numbers only in distinction from Parts.
5. A Praclmial Number (or a FraBion) is that of which each Unit represents a cer¬
tain aliquot Part of another thing, as the Whole to which this Part relates, called hence
the Relative Integer. For Ex. 1 5th or 3 5th parts ; or 7 13 th parts of any thing. And
because the Denomination of the Part, which is also a Number , must be expressed, there¬
is the
fore every Fraction consists of two Members, or requires two Numbers : for there
Number
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Number of things directly and immediately represented (as in the preceding Examples,
the Numbers i , 3, 7.) called hence the Numerator of the Fraction j and the Number of
equal Parts of which the Relative Integer is supposed to be composed, called the Deno¬
minator, or the Name of the Part, expressing the Value of each Unit of the Numerator

with respect to the Quantity of the Relative Integer. So in this Ex. 3 5th parts, 3 is the
Numerator , and 5 the Denominator ; the common way of placing them bring co set the
Numerator above the other thus, 4 or 4 XSHir.
Scholium. From this Definition of a Fraction it is plain that the Numerator may either
be less or greater than the Denominator, or equal to it ; for we may as reasonably lay( (or
7 5th parts) as %;if we understand it according to the Definition, i. e. as expressing7
things each of which is equal to a 5th of another thing; and not as if 7 were supposed to
be taken out of 5, which is impossible. By comparing the Numerator and Denominator,
we have this Consequence; viz.
Corollarv.
If the Numerator is greater, equal to, or lesser than the Denominator,
the Quantity expressed by that fractional Number is greater, equal to, or lesser than the
Integer ; because the Denominator represents ass the Parts of the Integer, and the Nume¬
rator Ihews how many are taken.
And this gives rife to a Distinction of Proper and Improper FraSlions, as the Nume¬
rator is lest or not lest than the Denominator . But a more particular Expsscation of this,
with other Distinctions of Fractions, we must refer to another place. And here you
may Observe, That instead of the Names Integral and Frational, we might as properly
call them Absolute and Relative Numbers ; which do very well express their different
Natures : For the first considers things simply and absolutely in themselves; and the other
considers things relatively, as Parts of other things.
It is to be also Observed, That Fractions are a more general Kind of applicate Num¬
bers : For the Numerator (or the Number of things directly designed) st restrained; so
that it does not represent a Number of any things indifferently; but is limited to a certain
Relation to some other thing : nor does it exprest any Part of that other clung; but such
a Part or Parts as the Denominator expresses: yet whole there st no particular thing named
as the relative Whole , it is in this respect a general and abfirall Fraction, (but not a pure
absolute Number ;) so J is a general and absirad Fraction ; but ~ of a Day st applicate.
Wherefore in every applicate Fraction there are two Denominations to be considered,
which we may call the Relative and the Absolute: The first is the Denominator of the
Fraction, and the other is the Name of the Integer. But if the Integer st not one, but
a Multitude of Things (as ^ of 6 Pounds ) that st to be conceived as an Integer or one
of its own Kind ; or rather we are to conceive this Expression as a mixt Form reducible
to a simple, wherein the Integer is an Unit of a particular Name ; so f of 6 st equal
to v° of 1. But this must be left to its own place.
GENERAL

SCHOLIUM.

Os the different Senses in vihieh Unity is Divisible -and Indivis.b 'e, and the Conversion
of Numbers from Integral to Fractional, and contrarily; /hevingjn general viherein
their Operations must be the fame, and viherein they differ.

Here now st the place to explain the different Senses in which Unity st divisible or
indivisible. And in the first place this st plain, That Unity in its own Nature as Number
st indivisible
; for there can be no Number of Things conceived left than One: but if
we consider the Subject or Thing to which the Idea of Unity is applied; as that is capable
of division into real or imaginary Parts ; or as it st really a Collection of distinct Things
united by the Imagination ; so, what st the Subject of Unity in one View and under one
Denomination, may be the Subject of Multitude under another. For Ex. 1 Pound is
the fame as 20 Shillings; wherefore it is not the Number One that is.divisible, but some
D 2
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continued Quantity, as a Yard, a Day, &c. or some Number -of Things ' comprehended
under a singular Denomination. Hence again we learn to correct a Vulgar Error , viz.
That a Proper Fracticn (>. e. whose Numerator is less than its Denominator) is a Number
less than Unity. It does indeed represent a Quantity less than the relative Integer or Unit; :
but is not a Number less than Unity : For the Numerator, which cannot be less than i,
is as properly a Number as if it were applied to things under an absolute Denomination :*
so { of a Pound does as truly express three things, as 3 Pound does; differing only,in she;
Value and Way of denominating the things. Again, because one Quantity or Number
cannot be referred to another as a Part or Parts, unless that Other be really, or con-.;
ceivably divided into, or composed of such a Number of Parts ; therefore, strictly"
speaking, the relative Integer of every Fraction is what we may call a col/eBive Unity
or a real Multitude united together in one Whole under a particular Denomination.
Hence a Proper Fraction is in effect some lefler Number compared to a Number greater*
than it, and always greater than Unity . For Ex . | is 3 things taken out of y ; or
Parts of a Whole composed of 5 Parts : and in this View only a Proper Fraction is
lesler-Number than its relative Integer ; yet not as this is Unity, bin as it is really a .Mui-7
titude. To have done; The proper Arithmetical Value of One or any other Number is
invariable, i. e. One, Two , Ut . is always the sameNumber , in whatever things aict.how¬
ever denominated ; but take the Number with the Application complexly, there maybe,
a difference; so that what is equal to Unity, or any other Number , in one denomination,,
may be a greater Number applied to another ; as 1 Shilling is equal to 3 Gloats,, or to
12 Pence . The mixt Value is the fame in all these, yet the Numbers and Denominations
differ: Also what is an Integral' Number applied to Things under a proper and absolute
Denomination , may be converted to a Fraction or relative Number by ' applying a rela¬
tive Name or Denomination ; so 3 Shillings is the fame as -fs Parts of a Pound . In both
Expressions the Number and mixt Value is the fame, only the' Things are differently de¬
nominated in the Application; this being indeed all the difference betwixt Numbers In¬
tegral and Fraffimdry yet this difference is the . occasion that these two ' Kinds , must be
handled separately: for the Denominator of a Fraction beingalso a.Number , respect muft
be had to that in every Operation, Which' occasions mofe Workt than in Iptegrais, But!
still the fundamental' Operations of Numbers hfe those performed by Integral,.or,Absolute.
Numbers ; for the Numerator and Denominator of a Fraction, taken by themselves, areof the fame general Nature with every other absolute Number , and can have' no other.
Operation applied to thorn; and the Way of making that Application so as to fulfil all
that both the Denominations, Relative and Absolute, (where both are .considered), do de¬
mand, is the only new thing in the 'Operations of Fractions. Therefore after.the Operations
inWhole (or Absolute) Numbers are explained, which will employ she remaining Chapters
of this Book ; the fame shall be done for Fractions in the second Book.
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Scholiums.
1. Before we enter upon the particular Rules of Addition, it is necefiary to
make the following Reflection upon the Method of Notation-, as it is in part the
Foundation of all other Rules of Operation ; viz., That as by any established Notation,
whatever it be, we know how to express any Number , or the whole Series of Numbers
in a continued Succession from Unity, by the adding or joining Unity after Unity for
ever j so by Application of this Institution, and the general Axiom, that The Whole is equal
to all its Parts , we fee a possible way of finding and demonstrating the Sum of any
two Numbers , viz. by beginning with one of the given Numbers , (and it is best to take
the greater) and joining to it all the Units of the other one after another, expressing the
Sum at every step, according to the Rule of Notation, till the last Unit is added;
and then you have the Sum sought: because if all the Units in any Number are added
successively to another Number , the first Number ( which is nothing else but all its
Parts together) is certainly added to the second Number . For Example, If (according to
the present Notation) it were proposed to find the
•
8, 1, i , 1, i , 1, 1, 1, ? Sum of 8 and 7 : I take 8, and after it I set down
all the Units of 7separately, and by adding them
9 : 10: ii : 11 : 13 : 14: 150
one by one to 8, and expressing the Sum as it gra«dually increases, die last and total Sum is iy . In the fame manner may we find the Sum
of any other two Numbers , or of any Numbers more than two, by first adding any two
>
of them, and then to the Sum adding any other of them ; and so on.
Let us ncxtobfirve, What is arbitrary, and what is not so in this Operation. In the first
place, As the whole System of the Signs of Numbers , both by Words and Figures, isa pure
arbitrary Institutiot^ .fo the Addition or Expression of the Sum of Unity , and any Number,
is directly and immediately a Part of that Institution ; and therefore has no other Reason
or Demonstration but that it is so Instituted. Again, tho’ the Names of all Numbers are
contained in the Institution, yet the finding the Sum of any other two Numbers, or calling
it by such a Name in the System, is not immediately a Part of the Institution, but a Con¬
sequence, and therefore Demonstrable : For die pure and simple Institution is all compre¬
hended in the System of Signs taken in a gradual Succession from Unity, and proceeding
by a continual Increase of Unity ; and therefore contains immediately no Question or Cafe
of Addition, but that of adding Unity to Unity, or to any other Number ; all other Sums
being found by Consequence from -this, which therefore have a proper Demonstration,
different according as the Cohfequence is less or more remote . As you'll afterwards learn.
.Now the Method of Addition irubst immediately connected with the Institution is that
above explained: But it is easy to perceive how tedious and insupportable this Method of
Addition would be upon any System of Notation ; and as upon different Systems., the
Remedy of this Difficulty would be lest or more perfect, fo the present admirable Method
of Notation affords the most eisy and perfect Rules for Addition, (aud all other Opera¬
tions) whereby such Additions are performed by a few and ea fy steps, which cannot be
done all at once, (as we add Unity to any Number ) and would be infupportably tedious
to do by so many steps as the preceding Method prescribes: yet this is to be observed,
that as die established Notation is the Ground-work and Foundation of all, ib there art
some simple Cafes thfit can be done no other way ; as shall be presently explained,
The most simple Cafes in any Problem are first in the Order of 'Science ; , and here the
Addition of Unity to any Number is the first,and most simple Case: but as it is con¬
tained immediately in the Rule ©£ Notation, therefore it is supposed in the following
Problem, as a previous and fundamental Principle.
set befwbct two Numbers , signifies the Addition
s2 . This Sign or Character
of the one to the other ; and is a complex or indefinite way of representing the Sum :
thus, 3 4 . 4 signifies,that . 3-and 4 are-added together; and we read the Sign by the
by
Wordwure. Exam. 3 ^ 4 is 3 wore4 ; and tiius it expresses the Sum in a complex mannerthe
1
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the Parts. And when more Numbers are added, they are joined by the fame Sign; thus
%—
f -4—
f- 9 is the Addition or Sum of 3, 4, and 9. The Use of this in particular and
determinate Numbers , is chiefly byway of Abbreviation for the neater and shorter Expli¬
cation of the Work of Addition in particular Examples, as you’ll fee immediately.
But the principal Use of this Sign of Addition, is for the Expression of the Sum of
■Numbers, universally or indefinitely represented by Letters in the Algebraick Art. Thus,
Any two Numbers being represented by A, B, their Sum is expressed indefinitely thus,
A -j- B, and the Sum of A, B and C, is A ~f- B -4 - C, and so on ; which is the General
Rule of the Literal Addition, or Numbers expressed by Letters. Some other particular
Considerations relating to this, you’ll find in another Place.
Observe again, That as the fame Number may be variously represented, either by one
simple Expression, or by the simple Expressions of otherNumbers variously applied to one
another by sundry Operations, whose final Result brings out the same Number ; so to
exprels the equality of Value betwixt these different Expressions of the same Number,
\ve use this Sign = set betwixt them ; which we use for Abbreviation in explaining the
Work of particular Examples in all the common Operations. Thus 8added to 7 makes 15,
which is therefore expresled either complexly 8—
f- 7, or simply 15 ; and to signify the
Equality of these Expressions, -we write 8 -f- 7 = 15, and read it thus, 8 more 7 is equal
to iy . Universally, A -f- B = D, signifies that the two Numbers expressed by A and B,
are together equal to the Number expressed by D ; and so of other Examples of Addi¬
tion. As q -f- Æ-f- y = 12, or A -f- B-f- C = D . Applications of this, in other Opera¬
tions, you'll find in their Places. I have only this further to fay here, That the different
Expressions of the fame Number , constitute what in the Algebraick Art is called an Equation, that is plainly an Equality of Value betwixt two Expressions of Number : In the
finding of which, from the Conditions and Circumstances of any Proposition, with the
various Changes and Transformations to be made upon them, by the Application of dif¬
ferent Operations, whereby one Equation is deduced from another, consists the Algebraick
Art of Reasoning; which, so far as the present Undertaking requires, you’ll learn as we
proceed,
B R O B L E M.
To add two or more Numbers into

one

Sum ,

or

simple Expression
.'

Case i . To add any two Digits or Numbers less than Ten.
Rule. Take the greater of the two, and to it add all the Units of the other one by one,
expressing the Sums gradually according to the Rule of Notation , as explained in Schol. 1.
Exam. To add 9 and 6, it is, 9-f- i -f- 1-f ~1-j- i -f- i -f - 1= 15; for adding the
6 Units gradually, and expressing the Sums in the Order of Notation , they make this
Series, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, the last whereof is the Sum sought.
Demon. The Reason of this Rule is already explained; and that there cannot be ano¬
ther Way of adding two Digits, is evident.
Scholium . Practice by degrees fixes the Sums of all the various Examples of this
Cafe in our Memory ; whereby we become capable to pronounce the Answer as readily
as the Question is proposed: For upon Reflection it will be found, That we do not always
calculate, and add in the manner directed ; but know the Sum purely by Memory ; which
was no doubt acquired by repeated Practice of adding them together Unit by Unit ; for
it could be done no other way: and therefore it is the only Method we can take to teach
young ones, who know nothing but the Names of Numbers in the simple progressive
Order from Unity ; who may be assisted by their Fingers in this manner, viz,. Let them
tell out the Units of the leflerNumber upon their Fingers, then take the greater Number
<snd add to it the Units of the other from their Fingers, expressing the Sums gradually ac-
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cording to the progression of Names, and the last is the Name of the Number sought.
Again, if thro5any confusion of Thought , the Sum of two Digits should not readily occur,
or if one should pretend to deny or doubt of it, this is the natural and certain way of
finding or demonstrating it ; [which may also be done by dissolving one of the Numbers
into two Parts, and adding them successively to the other Number , which is only reducing
the Question to a more simple Cafe, where the Sum may be more easily remembered ,j
And this brings to my mind, That in Conversation I have met with Persons who would
affir m that the Addition

of two Digits is a thing not properly

demonstrable

, but

the im¬

mediate Effect of an Institution ; the contrary of which, I think, I have sufficiently ssiewn.

The Occasion of this Opinion may be the familiarly we have with these .simple Cafes
from our first acquaintance with Numbers ; so that remembring the Sums as readily as
we do the Sum of Unity and any Number , we are apt to fancy we came by them without
any Reasoning or Calculation, because we have.them so now. I must also observe, That
the Method of our common Books of Arithmetick may have contributed to this ; for in
these we have but one general Case and Rule of Addition, in which it is supposed- that
we know already, or can find the Sum of any two Digits; and this perhaps is done upon
a Supposition of its being simple and eaiy : But this would be no reason for omitting it in
a-Work designed for a just and rational System.; which must therefore explain the Con¬
nection and Dependence of all the Parts of the Science upon their first Principles, and
upon one another.
In the last place, then, since this Cafe is supposed in all other Cases of Addition, it is
necessary the Learner know the Sum of all its Examples as readily as the Question is
proposed. In order to which, I shall express them all in the following Table ; from which
they maybe got by heart more easily by those who are Beginners in this Science.
TA BLE stewing the

Sums of any

two Digits. ..

19 1 0
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Case

1.

To

add any two

The Construction of the Table is
obvious, and the Manner of using it
is this : Take the greater of the two
Digits, whose Sum is sought, in the
upper Line, and the lesser on the Righthand Column ; in the fame Line with
this, and under the other stands the
Sum. So under 8, on the Head and in
the fame Line with 6, on the Side stands
the Sum 14.

ot more Numbers

into

one

Sum.

1. Place the given Numbers under one another, so that the Figures in like places
e. all Figures in the first or Units place in on# '
Column; all in the secondplace, or Tens, be also in one Column ; and so on in the Order
of Places/] Then secondly, begin at the Units place of the lowest Line or Number ; add
that Digit to the next above of the fame Place and Column ; and to this Sum add the
next Digit, and so en till all the Digits in that Column are added; then if the Sum is lest
than 10, set it down under the Figures added; and add up the second Column the fame.
way ; and so on thro’ ail the Columns, taking the Figures in each according to their simple
Value. But if the Sum of the first, or any other Column exceeds xo, then it is either a
precise Number of Tens ( as 20, 30, &c .) or it is such a Number of Tens with some
Number ■
Hule

of each be directly in one Column, [} .
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Number lest than to , ( as 24 = 20 -4- 4 ; or 68 = 6o -)- 8.) In the first Case write dov/no,
and in the other the Number over a precise Number os Tens, (as 4, if it is 344 or 8,
if it is 68) and for every 10 in tire Sum carry 1 to the next Column j i. e. add the Num¬
ber of Tens in the Sum of every Column to the next Column. Having thus gone thro’
all the Columns, the Number of Tens in the Sum of the last Column is to be set down
on the left of all the Figures already found ; or, the whole Sum of the last Column is
set on the left of all the preceding Figures: and all these Figures thus found and placed,
express the Sum fought.
Ex. 1 . 674-4- 243 = 897. wrought as in the Margin thus : Beginning
at the Units place of the lower Number , I fay, 3 -4- 4 = 7, which I set

897 Sum.

under the Numbers addedj then 4 —
f—5 = 9 ; and lastly, 24 - 6 = 8;
and the total Sum is 897.

Ex. 2. 897 -4- 968= 1867. Thus, 8 - j- 7 = 15 = 10+ 5 3 therefore
I set down 7, and carry 1 to the next place ; then 1—
f—6 = 7, and 7 -J- 9
= 16 = 10 -f- 6, for which I set down 6, and carry 1to the next place;
then 1- (- 9 = i o, and 10 -f- 8 = 18, which being set down, the total Sum
is 1867.
Let the Learner practise more Examples of this Kind to himself.

Scholiums.

1. If there are more than two Numbers to be added, this Rule plainly sup¬
poses, that we can readily, in our Mind, add any Digit to any other Number ; which
therefore might have been considered as a particular Case : But, rather than make too
many Cases, I have made this Supposition; nor has it any thing contrary to good Order,
because it is indeed no other than a particular Case comprehended , under the . general
Rule here delivered: so that by practising Examples,of this.simple Case, we soon acquire
the Capacity sepposed for more. complex Cases. .For, if the greater Number has, In the
place of Units, luch a Digit, as added to the othdr Digit, makes a Sum lest than 10, the
Total is plain; thus, 64 -4- 2— 66 ; 22-4- 7= 25. -Bat if theSam of the two Digits exceeds
10, what’s over belongs to the place of Units of the Sum, and x for the 10 is to be
added to the remaining part of the greater Number . Thus 46.4 - 8= 74, viz. 6 -4- 8= 14;
which makes 4 in the place of Units of the total Sum, and then 1-4- 4= 7 ^ c^e P^ ce
of Tens . Also 3974 - 9= 406 for 7-j- 9= 16,' then i -f-*3,9~ 4o.
There is also another Supposition in this Rule, viz.. That we can readily perceive how
many Tens are contained in any Number , or in the Sum of any Column of Digits, and
also what remains over. Now , tho’ these do indeed belong to other Rules, yet the Rule
of Rotation has already taught us them, in the Cafes here supposed: For, if we write
down any Number , the Figure in the place of Units is the Number over all the Tens
contained in it, and the remaining Figures on the Left-hand, takes by themselves, express
the Number of Tens ;- as has been explain’d in the Rule of Flotationsee
(
Corol. 4. after
the Problem in Chap. 2.) thus, 40 is 4 Tens and o over, 87 is 8 Tens and 7 over, 124
M 12 Tens and 4 over. In small Examples the Number of Tens is easily perceived without
writing down the Sum, and in greater Numbers write it down. But there are other
Methods of managing Addition, whereby the Number of Tens Will be mark’d ont in
the Operation, which shall be presently explained; but I shall first make some larger Exam¬
ples, and strew she Application of the preceding Rule to them.
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Ex .~id. E x .^ tb.
863
87869

5

Etf .5th.
H
596
789
6897
■ 2540
4698
246
86532
78063
6s
180460

TheOperation of Ex. 3. is thus,6+ 9= 153+ 1= 163 + 6
=223 + 9 = 313 - f—3= 34 3 + 8= 423 which is 2 for the
26100
first place and 4 to carry to the ad : thus, 4 + 9= 13 j + 8=
753
ax3 + 2= 23 3+ 7= 303 + 4 = 343 + 5 = 393 + 6= 45 3
7895
209
which is 5 for the ad place, and 4 to carry to the 3d:
54-6
3746
thus, 4 + 7= 113 + 6 = 173 + 9= 263 + 3= 293 + 5=
6543
370
92 x
789576
343 + 2 = 363 + 7 433 + 8= 513 which being the Sum
of the last Column is all written down 3 so the total Sum
456789
689
is 5152 .79 <>
324160
Observe that you are to read the Operation
thus,
6 + 9 = 15, then 15 + 1= 16, &c. But to prevent
1761567
5152
writing the last Sum twice , I have separated it from the
Number to be next added to it by a Semicolon , by which
you must understand, that it is added to the next Numher. [But not that these Expressions
are all equal, viz. that 6 + 9, 15 + 1, &c. are
equal.]
After the same manner examine the other two Examples , for your own Practice.
2 . If there are many Numbers to be added, so that the Sum of every Column be a great
Number , we may save the Memory being too much burdened, and the Work render’d
thereby more difficult and uncertain, by various means 3 as,
First, By making a Point at every 40 or 50, or 100 . Thus , Add up the Column till
you have a Sum containing any Number of Tens you please, as 50 or 100, making a
Point at the last Figure which makes up your Number of Tens , and if there is any ex¬
cels over Tens , add it to the next Figure, and so go on thro’ all the Column : When you
have finished it, if the particular Sum after adding the last Figure is less than 10, set it
down in the place of the total Sum (or Answer,) and for every Point carry as many Units
to the next place as there are Tens in the Number pointed , (i. e. 3,4,5 , or 10, for 30,
40 , 50, or 100, ) and if the last particular Sum exceed a Number of Tens , set down the
Excels , and join that Number of Tens to the Number arising from the Points, and carry
the Sum to the next Column 3 and thus go thro' them all.
So in the annex’d Example, which I point at 50, I proceed thus 3 9 + 7 is 16,
528
and 8 is 24 , and 7 is 31, and 9 is 40 , and 8 is 48 , and 9 is 573 here I point
269
at the 9, and take the 7 which is over 50, and lay, 7 + 6 is 13, and 9 is 5.87.
22 , and 4 is 26 , and 5 is 31, and 6 is 37 , and 7 is 44 , and 5 is 49 , and 7 is
675
56, which makes a Point at the 7, and 6 over3 with which I proceed , saying,
367
6 + 9 is 15, and 8 is 23 3 therefore I write down 3 in the Sum, and I have 2 (for
986
the 20 ) to be added to the Number of the two Points , viz. to 10 (for every 89 .5
Point is here .5 ) and so I have 12 to carry in to the next Column 3 which I add
764
in the fame manner.
489
To prevent blotting of Accounts , which is the Objection made against this
76
Practice , you may make the Points upon a Shred of Paper applied to the
29.
Column .
38
i d here is also another useful Method of sumrnjng up long Columns , viz. by
19
distributing the Numbers into Parcels of 9 or 10 Numbers in each, (so that the
27
Sum of each Column in every Parcel shall never exceed 100 ) adding each Part
38
by itself, and then adding their Sums into one total Sum . As in the following
27
Example, which needs no further Explanation .
9
5803
D E~
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of the Rule of Case 2.
^ TION
DE MONSTR
Nature of Notation , and the common
the
from
This we deduce
678
is equal to all its Tarts : Thus;every Number
Whole
the
That
Axiom,
957
consists of as many Parts as there are significant Figures in it ; and. the
834
Figures standing in the fame Places of different Numbers are the similar
92,8
or like Parts of these Numbers ; winch being therefore added together
65?
according to their simple Values, the Sum has all the fame secondary or
756
local Value, viz. That of the Place in which these Figures do all stand:
890
But (by Cor. 4 . Chap. 2 .) any Number is equal to as many Tens as the
348
Figures above the place of Units taken by themselves do express, and
269
59^3
to that Number of Units more ; (so 248 is 24 Tens -f- 8.) And again,
375 '
1, or any Digit standing in any place is equal to 10 times the Value of
908
the same Digit in the preceding place : wherefore the Sum. of the Digits
ZP
standing all in the like places of aisterent Numbers , is equal to as many
687
Units of the Value of the next higher place as there are Tens in the
94Z
Sum, and to as many Units of the place added as are over that Number
259
of Tens. Hence we see the Reason of all the Parts of the Rule : for
167
the Parts of Numbers added must be similar, else the Sum is false; so
896
-4- 7= 11, which supposes them to be both of one local Value; but
4
735
7702
if the 4 be in the place above the 7, the Sum is not 11, but 47 : This
the first Part of the Rule. Then , by carrying forward the Num¬
explains
Total 11615
ber of Tens found in the Sum of every Column (added according to
the simple Values) and adding that Number to the next Column (with which it has a
similar Value) we actually add all the Parts of each of the Numbers given ; and do add them
so, as that all the Units of each particular Digit set down in the total Sum have one local
Value, which is the fame that the Parts to whose Sum it belongs have in the Numbers
added; but the Parts are equal to the Whole, therefore the Numbers set down according
to the Rule, express the true Sum.
Tens,
As to the second Part of the Rule, viz. The carrying forwards the Number of
we. may see the Reason,of .it another way; Thus, suppose every Column added,by itself
and the Sum?,set down separately so as the first Figure of the Sum stand in the place of
that Column ; and let all these Sums be again added in the fame manner ; and so on till
we have the most simple Expression of the Total of the given Numbers . Now this is a
very natural way Of Operating, which carries its Reason with it ; but it is also plain, that'
the carrying forward the Tens has the very fame Effect ; for it is only doing that all at
once, which is here done at several steps, and is thereby a more compendious Way of
finding the Number sought, and therefore preferable.
Example

Sum of Units
Sum of Tens
Sum of Hundreds
Total Sum

I.

348
- 695
476
587
200
26
370
20~>0
2 ■>6
Example
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Example II,

5789
6958
4746
8984
4897
6518
7968
9376
56 Sum of Units.
480 — of Tens.
5700 — of Hundreds.
49000 of— Thousands.
06 Sum of Units.
130 —-of Tens.
1100 —- of Hundreds.
14000 — of Thousands.
40000 —- of Ten Thousands.
55246 Total.

§. *. 0f the 'Proof of Operations in Arithmetics
^/Addition.
Arithmetick
Operation
E
TH
are tnade more certain that the first Work
Proof

of

any

in

is

and particularly

,
Operation

we
by which
is some other
right performed, and the true Answer

found.
It is different from the Demonstration of the Rule ; for this shews that if the Rule is
followed, the true Answer will be found : But the Proof supposes the Truth of the Rule,
and only shews whether we have observed it in doing the Work.
The Proof of any Operation ought naturally to be another easier than itself, in which
there is less hazard of erring ; otherwise we are not more certain of the one than of the
other : And if we be very scrupulous, we may require again a Proof of this second Work,
by a third easier than the last ; and so on till we have the most simple Operation. But a
little practice puts us beyond the need of all this ; and we may be satisfied with any one
Proof, even tho’ it is not an easier Work than that to be proved, because there is less
hazard of Erring in both.than in one- However , the easiest Proofs, if they are not tedious,
are always preferable.
of A D D IT I O N.
PJOOF
If we should propose' a more simple Kind of Operation for Proas of Addition, we have
none but the adding Unit by Unit , already spoken of in Notation. But the simplicity of
this Method is infinitely overbalanced by its tedioufnefs; therefore we must be content with
another Application of the same Rule ; which may be made different ways.
1. If the Numbers have been added all together without distributing them into Parcels,
(as has been explained) then by making such a Distribution , and adding them that way,
we shall prove the Answer which was found the other way; 'for the total Sum must be
the same in both Methods : But if it has been at first wrought this way, we may make a
Proof by making a different Distribution.
2. Whatever way the Work is done at first, we may do it again the fame way, only
beginning at the upper Line, and adding downwards.
3. There
E 2
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3. There is another way ingenious enough, and very easy; but as it supposes a small
Capacity in Subtraction, it may seem not agreeable to good Order to propose it in this
place : For tho’ one Operation or Rule may no doubt be made serviceable to another, yet
every thing ought to be in its Place ; therefore you’ll fay, that according to the utmost
strictness of Method, what requires Subtraction, ought to come after Subtraction. But
the thing supposed is no more than that we can readily know the difference betwixt 9 and
any Number less than 18; and this Capacity cannot but be already acquired by the practice
of Addition, (of which Subtraction is but the Reverse.) There is also something in it
which produces the fame Effect as Division; but as it does not require the Rule of
Division, that furnishes no Objection : Therefore I Brail explain this Method here as
its proper place.
Rule. Take
each of the given Numbers separately, and add all their Figures together
as simple Units ; and in doing so, when you have made a Sum equal to 9, or greater than 9,
but le is than 18, neglect the 9, taking what’s over and add to the next Figure,- and go on
so till you have gone thro’ them all, and mark what is over or under 9 at the last Figure;
but if the Sum of all the Figures is less than 9, mark that Sum. Do the fame with each
of the given Numbers , setting all these Excesses of 9 together in a Line, (in any Order,)
then sum them up the same way, marking the excess of 9 as before, (or what the Sum is
less than 9.) Lastly, do the fame with the total Sum, and what is under 9, or over any
Number of 9’s in this, must be equal to the Excess( or Number lest than 9) last marked;
else the Work has not been right performed. .
I shall explain this Practice by one Example.
Example.
Beginning with the upper Line, I work thus; a -J- 7 = 9; then 4 -f- 3
— 7, which I have set down on the Right . Then to the second Line,
4 -|- 6=io, which is 1 over 9 ; then 1—
f- 7 —
(- 8=
i (j, which is 7
over 9 ; which I set under the Figure last found. Again, to the third
12786
Line, 5 -f- 3 -f- 0 =14 , which is 5 over 9 ; then 5 -j- 5 = 10, which
is 1 over 9. Then I do the fame with the Line of the Figures now found, viz,. 1 —
f- 7 --f—
7 = 15, which is 6 over 9 ; and finding the fame Excest of 9’s in the Sum ( 12.786,) I
conclude the Work is right performed.
Observe, It will have the fame Effect if, instead of setting down the Excest of 9’s in
the several given Numbers , we carry the Excest of one Line into another, and only mark
the last Excest ; which ought to be the Excess in the total Sum.
Demonstration. In order to shew the Truth of this Rule, I must premise and demon¬
strate this Lemma, which will be useful also afterwards.
LEMMA.

The Figure that stands in any place of a Number, taken in its simple Value, is equal
to what will remain after 9 is taken out of the compleat Value as oft as pojstble ;
i. e. after all the 9V contained in it are taken away.
For Example, If all the 9’s contained in 700 are taken away, there remains the simple

Number 7.
Demon. Any Figure standing in any place of a Number is equal toten -times the Value of
the fame Figure in the next lower place, (by what has been shewn in Notation ;) i. e. equal
to 9 times-)- 1 time that Value, (because 9—
(—1= 10.) But 9 times any Number is a
precise Number of 9’s; which being taken away, there remains once the Value of it in
that next place, and this again is equal to 9 times -j- 1 time the Value of the fame Figure
in the next lower place, and the 9 times being taken away, the 1 time remains; and so on
till you bring it down to the place of Tens, where it is equal to 9 times its simple Va¬
lue -j- once that Value; and the 9 times taken away, there remains the simple Value:
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But thus we have suuposed all the 9’s to be taken out of it, and consequently the Lemma
is

true.

Corollary. The Sum of all the Figures in any Number , taken as simple Units , is the

Remainder after as many 9’s are taken out of that Number , as are to be found separately
in the compleat Value of each of the said Figures (because each of these Figures taken
simply, is the Excess of the 9’s contained in that Part, ) and if that Sum is less than 9, it
is the Remainder after the 9’s contained in the given Number are taken away : but if it is
not less than 9, the Remainder, after all the 9’s are taken out of it, is the Remainder of 9’s
in the given Number : For it is plain that there can be no more 9’s in any Number
than what are in the several Parts and in the Sum of the Excess of 9 in the fame Parts.
Now from this Lemma and Corollary, the Demonstration proposed will be plain: For
by adding the Figures of any Number according to the Rule, it is evident we find the
Excess over all the 9’s contained in their Sum (taken as simple Units .) And this is the
Excess of all the 9’s contained in the said Number by the Corollary. But again, the Excess
of 9’s in each of two or more Numbers being taken separately, and the Excess of 9’s
taken also out of the Sum of the former Excesses, it is plain this last Excess must be equal
to the Excess of all the 9’s contained in the Total of all these Numbers , (the Parts being,
equal to the Whole .)
Scholiums.

1. In the Demonstration of the preceding Lemma, I have taken it for a Truth,
that 9 times any Number is a precise Number of 9’s; i. e. that it is equal to that
Number of times 9, (without any thing over.) For Example, that 9 times 7 is 7 times 9;
for the Demonstration of which (jf it is required) I refer you to Chap. 5. as I have done
already in a like Case.
2. To this Proof it is commonly objected, That a wrong Operation may appear
to be true ; which must be owned : for if we change the Places of any two significant
Figures in the Sum, it will still appear right. So in the preceding Example, the true
Sum is 12786 : But suppose, thro’ mistake, it had been 12768 ; it is plain this Method of
Proof would make it appear right, because there is the fame Excess of 9’s where there
are the fame Figures, whatever order they stand in. But then consider, a true Sum will
always appear true by this Proof, (for that is demonstrated) and to make a false Sum ap¬
pear true, there must be at least two Errors, and these opposite to one another ; i. e. one
Figure greater than it ought to be, and another as much less-,- and if there are more than
two Errors, they must always balance among themselves; i. e. the Sum of the Figures that
are greater than they ought to be, roust always be equal to the Sum of the Figures that
are deficient; else it is plain, a false Sum will not appear to be right. But now if we
consider what an exceeding great Chance there is against this particular Circumstance of
the Errors, and how simple the Proof-work itself is, we may trust to this Proof as safely
as to any other.
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'Example. The Difference betwixt 8 and 3 is 5 : Betwixt 48 and 19 is 29.
Observe also, That for distinction the greater Number is called the Subtrahends and
the lesser the SubtraBor ; and the Number fought, or the Difference, is called also the
Remainder, i. e. what remains after the lesser is taken out of the greater.
Scholiums.

1. As the Effect of SubtraBion is plainly the Reverse of Addition ; so is its
Operation : Wherefore we have this first to observe, That by a continual retracting
Unity after Unity ( by the reverse of what was done in Addition) the difference of any
two Numbers may be found ; which shews an immediate Connection betwixt tiffs Work
and the Rule of Notation . But the insufferable tediousneis of this Method is removed
by the following Rule, whereby that is done by a few easy steps, which cannot be done
all at once, and ought not to be done by more steps than are necessary: and this we owe
to the Method of Notation . But we must also observe, That as the subtracting Unity
from any Number is the most simple Cafe, so it is immediately contained in the Rule of
Notation , and presupposed in the following Problem; and is also the only Method by
which one Digit can be subtracted from another; which therefore I make the first Cafe
of the following Problem, as that upon which all other Cafes depend.
. 2. This Sign or Character — set betwixt two Numbers , signifies the SubtraBion
of the one from the other ; and is a complex or indefinite way of representing the
Difference. Thus 7 — 4 signifies that 4 is taken from 7 ; and we read the Sign by the

word less. Ex amp. 7 — 4 is read, 7 less 4 : and thus it exprefles the difference in a
complex Manner, by the Whole and Part taken away. And if more Numbers are suc¬
cessively fubtraBed , we prefix the fame Sign to each of them ; thus, 12 — 4 — 3 signi¬
fies that 4 is taken from 12, and then 3 from the first Remainder ; or , which is the fame
thing, that 4 and 3 both if e. 7 ) is taken from 12. By this Sign we explain in a neat
and brief way the Work of particular Examples in SubtraBion ,- as you’ll presently see.
But the principal Use of this Sign of SubtraBion is for the Expression of the difference
of Numbers represented by Letters in the Algebraick Art. Thus , A — B expresses the
difference of A and B; A — B— C, the difference of A and B -J- C ; for by taking all the
Parts of one Number successively from another, we take the Whole os that Number from
this. And this is the General Rule of the Literal SubtraBion: other particular Cafesyou’ll
earn in another place.
PROBLEM.
To Subtract one Number from another ; or, to find their Difference.

Case

i.

To find the Difference betwixt two Digits.
Rule. This is to be done by a continual retracting each Unit of the SubtraBor suc¬
cessively from the Subtrahend, and expressing the Differences gradually, according to the
Rule of Notation.
Example. 9 — 4 — 5. For 9 — I — 1 —>I — I — 7. The gradual Series of Differences

being 8, 7,

6,

5 ; because 9 — 1= .8., — 1= 7, — 1~ 6, — 1= 5 ; the Number sought.

Scholium . As all other Cases, necessarily suppose this one ; the Answers of all

o ight to be ready in the Memory : and therefore I

ssiaff

its

Examples

put them all in the following

Table, for their Use who are mere Novices in Arithmetick. But I must here observe,
as this is only the Reverse of Addition, whoever is Master of that, (as they ought to be
before they enter on SubtraBion) will be able at once to pronounce the difference of any

That

two Digits.

a

TABLE/
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T A B L E for finding the Differences of any t v:o Digits.

The Use of this-Table will, I think, be obvious: Seek the SubtraSior on the RightColumn, and against it under the Subtrahend, found in theUpper -Line, is the diffe¬
rence sought. Examp. Under 7 on the Head, and against 4 on the Side, you find 3, the
difference of 7 and4. Or also thus, Take the Subtrahend on theHead , and in the Column
under it, seek the SubtraSior, against which on the Side is the Difference.

side

Case 2 . To Subtract any Number from another.
Rule 1. Write the one under the other according to the Order of Places , (and most
commonly the Subtrahend is set above the other, tho’ this is not necessary.) Then , Se¬
condly, take the difference betwixt each Figure of the SubtraSior and its Correspondent
in the like place of the Subtrahend, beginning at the place of Units, and set the Remain¬
ders under them in order ; but if the Figure in any place of the Subtrahend is less than its
Correspondent in the SubtraSior, add 10 to that Figure, and subtract from the Sum, and
set down the Digit which remains; then add 1 to the next Figure of the SubtraSior, and
take the Sum from its Correspondent in the Subtrahend ,- and go on so, adding in the fame

manner whenever the Figure

of

the Subtrahend is least. All the Figures written -down,

express the difference sought.

Subtrahend 876
Examp. 1. The difference of 876 and 724 is 372, as in the MarSubtractor 724 gin. The Operation is thus, 6 —
4 = 2, which I set down; then 7—
Difference “372 2 = f > and 8 — 7= 3; and the difference sought is 372.
Examp. 2 .

Subta.
Sut rDiff.

The difference of 74627 and 47382 is 27243 . Whoso

74627 Operation is thus, 7 — 2 = 3; then 2— 8 is impossible, therefore I
47382 take 12, and fay, 12 — 8= 4 ; then (because 10 was added to the last
place of the Subtrahend) I add 1 now to .the Subtracter , and fay,
14 - 3 = 4; then 6 — 4 — 2. Again , 4 — 7 cannot be, therefore I'
take 14, and fay, 14 — 7=
7 . Again 1 + 4 = 7, and 7 — 7 = 2. And so the compleat
difference is 27243.
You may examine these few more Examples in the fame manner.
Examp. 3.

Examp. 4.

Examp. 7.

87234

2837

345
79
266

73890
XX1 14

927
1910

Examp.

78034
028
7 106
SCHQ-
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Scholium . This Rule supposes we can readily in our Mind subtract any Digit from
the Sum of any lesser Digit and io ; which may be easily admitted : but to make the
Difficulty less, (if there can be any) we may do the Work thus ; Subtract from the io,
and add the Remainder to the figure of the Subtrahend to which the io should have been
added, and set this Sum down. So in Examp. 5. fay 9 from 5 cannot, but from 10, and
1 remains; then 1+ 5 — 6; which is set down.
DE

M O N S T R A T I O N of the Second Cafe.

1. Where all the Figures of the Subtraftor are less than their Correspondents in the
Subtrahend, the difference of the Figures in the several like places set in the same place,
must all together make the true difference fought ; because as the Farts make up the
Whole , so must the differences of all the similar Farts of any two Numbers make the
total Difference of the Wholes, of which these are the similar Parts.
2. Where any of the Figures of the Subtrahend is less than the Correspondent in the
SubtraBor, the 10 which is added by the Rule you are to suppose to be the Value of
an Unit taken from the next higher place, (which by Notation is equal to 10 in this
Place,) and then the x added to the next place of the SubtraElor is to diminisli the next
place of the Subtrahend by 1 more than is contained in the Subtraftor, because that 1
was supposed to be already borrowed from it, and applied to the preceding Place ac¬
cording to its Value there : so that instead of adding 1 to the Subtraffor, we may take 1
from the Subtrahends i. e. take the Subtracfor from the Subtrabend
lessened by r.
But the Effect is the lame, since either way that 1 is taken from the Subtrahend; as it
ought to be, since it is already applied to the last place; which is only taking from one
Part , and adding as much to another, whereby the Total is never changed : And by
this means the Subtrahend is resolved into such Parts as are each greater than (or equal

to) the similar Parts of the Subtracfor. So in order to subtract 26 from 52,
52 resolve the 52 into these Parts, 40 and 12, so that the 12 correspond to the 6 of
26 the Subtratfor, and the 40 to the 20 ; which is in effect done by the Rule : for we
say, 6 from 2 cannot, but from 12, and 6 remains; then it is plain, that for 5 we
have but 4 in the next place, and it is the fame thing to fay 2 from 4, or 3 from 5.
But there is another thing to be accounted for, which the Rule iupposes, viz. That
the Difference betwixt any Digit and the Sum of any Hester Digit and 10, will always be
less than xo ; the Truth ot which is plain; for since that lesser Digit wants at least 1 of the
greater, (to make a Part equal to the Subtractor) that 1 being taken from the 10 added,
mere cannot remain above 9.
Scholium . If it be proposed to subtract two or more Numbers from any one, or one
from more ; or lastly, more than one from more than one ; the best and most simple way is,
first to add these more tojjether, and then sobstract: So let it be proposed to subtract
560 from 467 + 235, as in Example 1. below ; or, 345+ 432 from 978, as in Example 2.
or, 3072 + 5678 from 2578+ 9631, as in Example 3. Also when more Numbers
are to be subtracted out of one, it may be done by taking away first one of them, and
then out of the Remainder take another, and so on till they are all subtracted; and this
is called Continual Subtraffion.
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702
56a
142

Sub*.
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Example 1.

Subd.
Sub*.
Diff
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Example 3.’

978

2578
9631
Subd. 12209
3072
5678
Sub*. 8-750
Diff.
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H

432

in

201

0/ Subtraction may he made either by Addition or Subtraction.

1. By Addition, thus j Let the Remainder be added to the SubtraShor, and the Sum
ought to be equal to the Subtrahend : For this is restoring back what was before taken
away.
2. By Subtru&ion, thus; Subtract the Remainder from the Subtrahend; and this Re¬
mainder ought to be equal to the former Sub traitor : Because which soever of the two
Parts that make up any Whole is taken away, the other remains. I leave you to apply
these Proofs in the preceding Examples.
If we have subtracted more Numbers out of one by continual Subtraction, the Proof
of this Work will plainly be, Adding all the Subtraiiors and the last Remainder into one
Sum, which must be equal to the Subtrahend.
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DEFINITIONS.
i . *TL JsULTIP
LI CA TION is the taking any Number a certain number of times:
|\ /I
or, finding a Number which shall contain any given Number a certain proposed
•1 * JL number of times; i. e. as oft as that other Number contains Unity. For Ex.
If it is-proposed to take 48, 7 times ; or find that Number which contains 48,7 times;
the Answer by the following Rule, is, 336.
2. The Number to be multiplied is called the Multiplicand
; the Number by
Which it is multiplied, (or the number of times it is to be taken) is called the M u l t iplier ; and the Number found is called the Product
. The Multiplicand and Multiplier
are also called the Factors
(of the Multiplication) without distinction; because they
make the Prodult, or Number sought.

Scholiums.
1. I know there may be made a more general Definition of Multiplication, compre¬
hending in it also what is called, Multiplication by FraBions: But that being really a mixt
Operation of Multiplication and Division, I thought it more reasonable to make the Defi¬
nition here to agree only to whole Numbers , which is proper and pure Multiplication,
according to the more common Sense of the Word ; and when you learn the other, it is
only joining them both together to make that more general Definition : which I shall
So in its proper place.
F
2. The
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is the fame with Addi¬
-Is oft astkerc are
down
it
write
and
tions for it’s plain , that if we take the Multiplicand,
Units in the Multiplier, the Sum of all thefe, taken by Addition, is the Number fought.
For Ex. to multiply 48 by 7, or to take 48, 7 times,- I set down 48, 7 times (as in
Margin) and find the Sum 336. But Multiplication is a Method of finding the
the
48
by
48 fame Number more easily and expeditiousty. For Ex. to multiply any Number
Multi48 468 ; what a tedious and intolerable thing would it be, to write downthethe
Number
48 plicand 468 times ? But by the following Rules this is prevented, and
is only a compendious
then
Multiplication
.Operation
easy
an
by
found
is
soitght
48
added are
48 Addition, limited to that particular Cafe wherein all the Numbers to bethat
affords
48 equal to one anodrer, (or the fame Number :) For it’s this Circumstance
Yet
Addition.
of
Rule
general
the
by
than
working
of
Method
easy
more
777 us a
Multipli¬
the
are
These
:
Compend
no
2JL there are some simple Cases which admit of
cation of Numbers under 10, or the Digits, by one another ; which are the primitive
therefore ex¬
Operations in Multiplication, upon which all other Cafes depend . We must
the pri¬
whereas
But
Addition.
done
have
we
as
Cafes,
two
in
also
plain Multiplication
primitive
the
j
Notation
of
Rule
the
upon
immediately
mitive Cafes of Addition depend
not go back to
Cafes of Multiplication depend immediately on Addition. For we need
ah easier
gained
Addition,
in
Step
intermediate
an
by
,
have
we
Notation for these ; since

2. The Sense and Effect of Multiplication (of whole Numbers )

doing them.
3. This Sign or Character X set betwixt two Numbers , signifies the Multiplication
Multiplier or Multiplicand;
of the one by the other (taking either of them for thedemonstrated
) and is a Com¬
afterwards
be
will
as
,
Product
the
alter
not
does
Which
that 7 is
signifies
7X3
Thus
plex or indefinite way of representing the Product .
,the Pro¬
whereby
7.;
tiroes
3
3,,or
times
7
read
we
which
*
7
multiplied by 3, or 3 by
are
duct is exprested in a complex manner by the Faftors : And if more Numbers
to
prefix’d
is
Sign
same
the
together,
multiplied
called)
ids
as
(
continually
successively or
multiplying
by
made
Product
the
expreiles
each foccessive Factor . Thus 4x6x3
be the
4 by 6, and this Product again by 3 ; and so of more Factors, (which will still .) - By
demonstrated
.be
will
as
,
applied
are
Factors'
she
some Product in Whatever Order
this Sign we explain in a nek and brief way the Multiplettast Of paftidukr Exatnples,
as you’ll presently fee.
Art, to ex¬
But the principal Use of this. Sign df Multiplication is in the Algebraic
Product
the
is
XB
A
Thus,
Letters.
in
Numbers
press the Product of two or more
two
of A and B j also A XB XC the Product of A, B stud C, arid so on. But When
by
exprdssed
also
is
Product
the
,
Letter
one
by
each
,
expressed
are
of more Numbers
C
AB
and-B,
A
of
Product
the
these Letters set together without the Sign. Thus A B is
par¬
other
,Multiplication
Literal
die
of
Rule
general
the
is
This
.
C
and
that of ’A, B,
ticular Cafes you’ll learn afterwards.

Way of

PROBLEM.
To multiply any Number by

Case I .

To multiply one

Digit

another.
by

another.

, and
Add the Multiplicand to itself as oft as there are Units in the Multiplier
-f- 6
)
(--fta
Exatnp. To multiply 6 by 4, I say 6 -j-6
you have the Product sought.Rule.

18) -46 — 24, the Number fought. But the Products of

all

the Digits ought to be

(=
Table.
ready ip the Memory 3 which are easily got by the help of the following

TABLE
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TABLE

of MUL TIPLI
I

for the simple

Digits,

or

Numbers lesstlian io.

7

8

9
18

18

14
21

16
24

27

20

24

28

32

36

25

30
7,6 '

77

40

42

48
56
64

4

5

6

6

8

IO

12

9

12

u

l6

2

4

CATION

49 '

45
54
63

1
2

8
4
?
6

7

72

8

81

9

Use of theTABLE.— Seek the greater of the two Digits in the upper Line, and under
it against the lesser, taken in the right-side Column, is the Product sought. Ex. To mul¬
tiply 8 by 4., I take 8 in the upper Line, and under it against 4 I find 32 the Product.
Again, to multiply 7 by 9, take 9 in the upper Line, and under it against 7 on the side,
you have 63 the Product sought.
,
Demon. The Construction of the Table is plainly this : The 9 Digits being set down
in the upper Line, each of them is considered as a Multiplicand ; and is added to itself
successively, as oft as there are Units in every Digit not exceeding itself; and the Mul¬
tipliers are set in a Column on the side against the respective Sums. For Example, the
Multiplications of 6 from the upper Line are carried no farther than 6 on the side; and
so of the rest. This explains the Reason of the Rule when the greater Number is propo¬
sed as the Multiplicand, or where the Multiplicand and Multiplier are equal : But, where
the lesser is proposed as the Multiplicand, yet we apply the greater to the Table, as if it
was the Multiplicand, [which I shall here suppose to be the same in effect, and after¬
wards it ihall be demonstrated, m . that 6 times 8 is the fame as 8 times 6, and so of
any other two Factors.]
CASE II . To multiply any two Numbers into one another.
Rule 1. Make any of the two Factors the Multiplicand, or Multiplier ,■ but it will be
generally most convenient to make that the Multiplier which has fewest significant Fi¬
gures: Then , tho’ there’s no matter in what order the Factors are set down, yet, when
it can be done, ’tis convenient to write the Multiplier under the Multiplicand j so that
the first significant Figure on the Right-hand of this be over the first significant Figure
of the other, [ whether these Figures be in the place of Units or not . See the Examples.]
Then , in case there are o’s standing on the Right-hand of either or both Factors, neglect

them as if they were not there, and proceed thus:
2. Begin with the first significant Figure of the Multiplier, and by it multiply every
Figure of the Multiplicand, one after another, (by Case1.) beginning at the first significant
Figure, and proceeding in order to the last Figure on the left j and write down the Pro¬
ducts. Thus, If the first Product (or, that of the first significant Figure of the Multipli¬
cand) is less than 10, write it down ; but if it exceeds io , write down what’s over any
Number of io ’s, and carry that Number (/. e. 1 for every 10) to the Product of the
next Figure. If this Sum is lest than 10, write it down ; but if it exceeds 10, write
down the Excess of io ’s, and carry the Number of io ’s to the Product of the next Fi¬
gure, and so on : setting the Figures to be written down all in a Line after one another,
orderly, from the Right to the Left. Having thus gone thro’ all the Figures of the Mul¬
tiplicand, (not omitting the o’s that stand mixt with other Figures) write down the compleat Product of the last Figure with the io ’s of the preceding added to it.

F 2

3. Make
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3. Make the same Operation upon the Multiplicand, with every significant Figure of
the Multiplier; ( palling all the o’s) taking them in order as they stand towards the Left;
and setting the several Products under one another : Thus, Set the first Figure of the Pro¬
duct made by every Figure of the Multiplier, at the fame distance from the first Figure
of the preceding Line, as their respective Figures in the Multiplier are ; and place the rest
of the Figures in order towards the Left, under the preceding.
4. Add all these particular Products into one Sum ; taking them as they are set in the
Columns under one another : And if the first significant Figure of both Tailors was in the
place of Units, this Sum is the Product sought (Ex : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.) otherwise set as many
o’s before it as stand before the first significant Figure of both Tailors, (as in Ex. 6, 7,
8, 9.)
Lshall next apply this Rule in Examples.
Ex. 1.

To multiply 642 by 4 ; I sty 4X2 — 8, which is set down ; then

642 Multiplicand. 4x4—
4 Multiplier.
( = 24)
2s68 Product.

16,

for which I write down 6 and carry 1; then 4x6
1= 25, which being written down, the Product is 2568.

Ex. 2.
To multiply 85065 by 8, I work thus, 8x 5 = 40, for which I write,
85065 M 1- down o, and carry 4 ; then 8x6 (— 48) -j- 4 = 52, for which I write
_8
Mr- down 2 and carry 5 ; then 8x0 (— 0) -f- 5— 5, which I write down;
then 8X5 = 40, for which I write down o, and carry 4 ; then, 8x8
680720 Pr.
(■= 64) -j- 4 — 63 ; which being written down, the Product is680520.
Ex. 3.

To multiply 84653 by 469, I work thus ; beginning with 9
(in the Units place of the Multiplier) I multiply by it the whole
46Y M r.
Multiplicand, in the manner of the preceding Examples. Then
' 761877 Prod- by o- I take the next Figure of the Multiplier, 6, and by it in the fame
507918 by 6. manner multiply the whole Multiplicand; setting the first Figure
338612
by 4. of this Product , 8, under the second Figure of the preceding, and
39702257 Total Prod. the rest in order ; making the same Operation with the next (and
last) Figure of the Multiplier, viz 4, and setting the first Figure
of this Product {viz. 2) under the second of the preceding, and the rest in order. All
these Products summed up, as you see in the Ex. gives the total Product.
84653 Md.

Ex. 4 ,

To multiply 6452 by 806 : After multiplying by 6, I

pass

to 8 ; and because

6452 there is one o betwixt them, the first Figure of the last Line is set under the
^
806 third place of the former, i. e. with one place betwixt the first Figures of the
two Lines, because of the one o betwixt the Multipliers.
51616
5200312
Ex. 5.

46007859

To multiply 46007859 by 380046 : After making the Product of

6 and 4, I pass to 8 ; setting its first Product two places distant from
_
380046 that of the preceding Line, because of the two o’s betwixt 4 and 8.
276047154
184031436
368062872
138023577
17485x02781514

Iri
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In the four following Examples, wherein the first significant Figure of each Faff or is.
not in the place of Units, the Application of the Rule is so plain, that I need make no .’
more words about it.
Ex amp. 6 .

7.
Examp.-

467
2800

584000

3736
934

•

1307600

Ex

8.

Ex amp. 9.

37689a
_5004000

46000
2700

93
1752
5256
54312000

amp.

322
92

124200000

188445
188595756000

In order to the Demonstration of the preceding Rule , and for the fake of some other
special Rules following , we must premise these Truths, as belonging to the Theory of
Multiplication.

’ LEMMA

I.

Jf one Number is multiplied, by another, the Produff will be the fame as if this.
other be multiplied by the former 3 i. e. Any one of the two Factors may be made.
Multiplier or Multiplicand, the Produff will be the fame.
Examp. 4 times 7 = 7 times 4 . A times B = B times A.
Demon. A sinall Attention to the Idea of Numbers will make this Truth evident ; and
therefore few Writers think it needs any Demonstration . However ; as it is capable ot
one, and some may require it, I shall satisfy them . Thus;
Any Number B is only a certain Collection of Units ; wherefore A times B is equal
to A times each Unit in B, taken separately and added together : but A times 1 is the fame
thing as A, or 1 time A, (from the Definition of Number :) Therefore A times each
Unit in B is equal' to A, (or 1 time A) taken as oft as there are Units in B ; i. e. B times Ar
Therefore A times B = B times A.
Or take this other more sensible Demonstration.
Suppose any two Numbers , A, B ; let the Units of A be represented by a Row of
Points , as in the Margin : Repeat this Row as oft as there are
,
Units in B, and set them orderly under one another ; then it is
A
, that there will be as many Columns of Points as there
. . . 7 plain
1
are Points or Units in A ; each of which Columns has as many
B . . . ; . . &c.
Points as there are Units in B. Therefore the whole Number
. . . . .
Points which were at first made equal to B times A, ( by
of
&c .
repeating the Row A, B times) becomes necessarily equal to
A times B.
LEMMA

II.

If three or more Numbers are proposed to be continually multipled, the last Produff
willstill be the fame , in whatever Order the Factors are taken.
Examp. 3x5x7 = 3x7 ^15 = 7x3 X5 = 7X5X 3 = yx 3 x 7 = 5 x 7x3.

Demon . Case

I. If there are 3Faffors A,B,C ; then since the Product of zFaffors

is the fame whichever of them is Multiplier ; i. e. A times B= B times A : Therefore
tire thing to be proved here is only, That whichever of the 3 Faffors is cast in the last
place, the Product is still the fame, viz,, that AB C = CB A = A CB . For since AB =
the like Reason CB A = B C A, and ACB =
B A ; therefore ABC = BAG. For
,
.
...
•
•
x
CAB,

Notv
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Now then, to prove that ABC = CBA = ACB : First, taking the Factors in the
Order ABC , expresses the Product of A by B, or B timesA, and this Product A B taken
C times ; which makes C times B times A, or A taken C timesB times; i. e. CB times A:
So that AB x C = Ax CB , or CBxA;
i. e. ABC =CBA
. Again, ACB signifies
A taken C times, and this Product A C taken B times ; which is B times C times A ; i. e.
A taken B times C times ; or, which is the fame, C times B times : but this, viz.
Ax CB or CBx A was before shewn to be equal toABxC , therefore AB C = CBA = :
ACB.
Case II . If there are more Factors, than 3, then I prove the Truth proposed thus:
I fay, if it is true of any particular Number of Fatiors more than 2, it is therefore true if
we take in one Fattor more : but it is true of 3 Fatiors, as shewn above ; therefore it is
evidently true of 4, and hence again it is true of 5, and so on for ever. What is to be
proved then, is the first Part, viz. the Connection of the Truth of theRule for any Num¬
ber of Fatiors more than 2, with the next Cafe, or one Fattor 'more. Which I prove
thus;
Let AB CO , &c. be a Product of any Number of Fatiors, in which it is supposed to
be no matter in what Order they are taken ; therefore J may cast any of its Terms last,
the Product will still be equal, viz. ABCD, ^ 't . = : ABC,ef 's. xD = ABD,df . xC
— A C D,
x B — B C D, &c. X A. Now , let another Term X be taken into the
Question, then it is plain, that whatever Fattor of the whole A,B, C, D , X, &c. we sup¬
pose to be last employed, the various Orders in which the preceding Fatiors may be em¬
ployed, produce the same Effect, by supposition; wherefore all the various Orders of ta¬
king the whole Fatiors, wherein any particular Fatter keeps the last place, produce the
same Effect ; because the various Orders of the preceding Terms have no different Effect
by supposition. And therefore what remains to be proved is only this, viz. That the
Products are all equal which are made by the several Orders wherein different Fatters are
put in the last place, which will easily appear thus: Since by supposition ABCD, <z£r . —
ABC , &c. xD = ABD , <£ c. xC, and so on, putting each Fatior last : Therefore
ABCD, ^ r. xX = ABQ ^ . xDxX = ABD, ^ . xCxX, and so on. But we
may makeX and the Factor preceding it, change places in each of these Expressions; the
Product will still be the same by Cafe 1. because it isa Product of 3 Fatiors, thus ; ABC,
&c. xDxXsABC,
&e. x X x D .
Also, ABO, &c. x C x X = A B D,
X X X Q, and so on ; whereby each Fatter is cast in the last place. Wherefore these
Products are all equal, being each equal to the Product of another Order, and all these

other Orders equal.
Corol

. If two Numbers are proposed to be multiplied together ,

it

is the fame thing to

do it by the General Rule at once ; or, if one of the Fatters is equal to the continual
Product of two or more Numbers , then we may multiply the one given Fatter first by
one of these Numbers that produce the other, and then this Product by another of them,
and so on thro' them all: Thus, 24 = 4x 6. Therefore 62X24 — 62X4X6.
Scholium

it

is

. What

an

Aliquot Fart is, has been already explained.

And from Lem. 1.

evident, that if two Numbers are multiplied- together, each of them

Fart of the Product, and the other is the Denominator of the Part.

is

an Aliquot

So, because 4x8

— 32 ; therefore 8 is J of 32, and 4 is -g of 32. Universally A — 2 of AB,and B — ^
of AB . Whence this follows, that if we multiply any Number by the Aliquot Part of
another, and then this Product by ' the Denominator of that Part, the last Product is the
fame as if the first Number were . multiplied by that other Number ; , which is a Truth
manifest also from the nature of an Aliquot Part , without regard to this first Lemma.
Ao-ain observe, That the Product of two Numbers is very naturally called, the Multiple
of either of the Fatiors ,' and it is Lid to be a Multiple of it by the other Fatter -. So 48
is a Multiple of 8 by 6, or of 6 by 8. Also if two Numbers are multiplied by thesame
Number , the Products are called Uke -Multiples of these Numbers , as 3 X4 and 3x7*
are Uke -Multiples of 4 and 7. Now , as Multiple and Aliquot Part we directly opposite;
2
so
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fo from the nature os them;, this follows; That the Product , of one Number by the
Aliquot Part , or Multiple of another , is the like Aliquot Part or Multiple of the Product

of these two Numbers . Thus ; suppose B= CD ; then is AC the
(= sACD, ) and AB (= ACD ) is the Multiple of AC by D.
LEMMA

f]

Part of AB

III.

If either or both of two Numbers are any how diftributed into two or more Parts ;
and if each Part of the one Number is multiplied into the other Number , or itito
each Part of the other ; the Sum of all these ProduBs is equal to the ProduB of
the two given Numbers.
Examp.

3 + 4 = 7, and 6x 7 = 3X6 + 4X6 . Again , 15 = 9 - 1- 6 , also 8 = 3+ 5.

3X9 + 3x6 + 5x9 + 5x6 . Universally, if A = B + C, then
Therefore , 8x15 =
CF.
is AD = B D + CD ; andifD =E + F, hence AD = BE + BF + CE +
Demon. The Reason is manifest; because the Whole being nothing else than the Sum
of all the Parts, when one Number or every Part of it is multiplied into every Part of
another Number , then is the one Whole multiplied into the other ; so that the Sum of
the Products made by the Parts must be equal to the Product of the Whole.
DEMONSTATION

of Case II . of the preceding PROBLEM.

I. When the first significant Figure of each FaBor is in the place of Units, {Examp. 1,
2, 3, 4, 5.) the Reasons of the Rule are these:
(1 .) That either Number may be made Multiplier or Multiplicands is demonstrated in
Lemma 1.

But making that one Multiplier which has fewest significant Figures , is most

convenient, because it makes fewest partial Products.
. (2.) If the Multiplier is a Digit, {Ex. 1, 2.) then by multiplying every Figure, i. e.
every Part, of the Multiplicand', y/e multiply the Whole ; and by writing down the Pro¬
ducts that are less than 10, of the Excels of io ’s, in the places of the Figures multiplied,
and carrying the Number of ig ’s to the Product of the next place, we do hereby gather
together the similar Parts of the respective Products ; and so do the fame thing in effect

is if we wrote down the Multiplicand as oft as the Multiplier expresses, and added them

up : For the Sum of every Column is the Product of the Figure in the place of that.
Column, whereby it appears that the Addition, and the Multiplication according to this
Rule, have the fame Effect : ( see Ex. 1.) Wherefore the Rule is right.
(3 .) When there are more significant Figures than one in the Multiplier, as in Ex. 3,
4, 5. then, by applying them separately, we resolve the Multiplier into Parts ; and if the
true Products made by each of these Parts multiplying the whole Multiplicand, are added
together, the Sum is the Product sought, (by Lem. 3.) Again; the Product made by
each Figure of the Multiplier taken in its simple Value, is truly found by the Rule ; as
shewn in the preceding Article ; and by placing these Products with respect to one ano¬
ther, so as the first Figure of each Product stands under that Figure of the first Product,
(or Product of the Figure in the Units place of the Multiplier,) which is in the feme
place as the multiplying Figure stands in the whole Multiplier; these Products are added
together according to ;the true Value they ought to have, by considering the multiplying
Figure in its complete Value. For Examp. The Product by the second Figure, or Place
of io ’s, is set and added to the Product of the first Figure, as if a Cypher or o had been
prefix’d to it, whereby it is made 10 times as much as were the multiplying Figure in
the place of Units, as it ought to be, since that Figure is in the place of Tens , and not
of Units ; (fee Schol. after Lem. 2.) The feme Reason holds in all the other Figures ot
the Multiplier. Therefore the Sum of the Products taken according to the Rule, is
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the true Product sought. And the Reason why we don’t actually prefix these o’s, is,
because it were superfluous as to the Sum. See these Examples.
Ex. i . 6784 x 3 = 20352. For 6784.:= 6000 -j- 700 4 80 4 4. And the Operation
by Parts is thus:
4X3 = : 12
80 x 3=
240
6784
700X3
=
or thus, 6784
2100
6000 x 3= 18000
. 67.84
20352
2035a
Example 2.

-Common Way .
68749
853
206247
343745 •
549992
58642897

Or Thus.
68749
853
206247 Prod . by 3.
3437450 Prod . by 50.
54999200 Prod , by 800.
58642897 Total Prod-

II . When the first significant Figure of either or both.Faftors doe? not stand in the
place of Wits: Then ,
'
1
(i .) When it is so only in one of the Faclors, (as Ex. 6, 7.) then by taking that FaSlor
as if the first significant Figure were in the place of Units• i. e. neglecting all the o’s that
stand on the right, we <k> indeed work only with the 10 th or ioo ,h, &c. part of it;
therefore the total Product found is accordingly but the io lh or roo ,h Part of what it
ought to be : and therefore to have the true Product, we ought to multiply the last Pro¬
duct by to , loo , &c. (by Schol. Lem. 2.) which is done by setting as many o’s before
the Product as were before the Multiplier.
(2.) When it is so in both Fatlors (as in Ex. 8 , 9.) there is the fame Reason for setting
before the Product the o’s that belong to the one Fallor, as those belonging to the other:
For after correcting the Product by the o’s of the one Fatlor , it wants to be corrected
again by those of the other : Therefore when there are o’s belonging to both, they ought
ail to be set before the Product.
Therefore this Rule is true in all possible Cases.
P

R 0 O F

Of

Mtl

LTT PLICATION

.’

In the first place, we must observe, That the multiplying of one Digit by another has
no other Proof than by Addition : But the Table being examin’d and found true, we are
to depend upon that or Memory for these simple Operations 3 the Proof here designed
being for other Cases where either or both FaSlors exceed 9 : And this may be done several
ways. Thus,
1. By Multiplication itself: For if we change the Faclors, and make that the Multiplier
which was before the Multiplicand, we ought to have the fame Product , by Lem. 1.
2. By Division: But this cannot be applied till that Rule is learned.
But both these Methods are too tedious to be of Use 3 and therefore,
3. The most convenient and easy Proof is by help of the Number 9, like what we have
in addition 3 which is performed thus:

Cast
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Cast out the y's out of the two Factorsin( the manner taught in the like Proof of Ad¬
dition) and mark the Number that is under or over y's in each ; if either of them is o,
pass immediately to the Product , and cast out the y's of it ; the Excels ought here
to be o, which makes the Proof . But if the Number under or over y's is not o in
either Factor, then multiply these two Numbers together, and mark also what is under
or over y's in their Product ; this Number and what is over y's in the total Product of
the Example ought to be equal.
Ex. 2.

Ex. 1.

In this first Example, the Excels of
y's in the Multiplicand is 8, in the Mul¬
3808 tiplier it is 5 ; then 8x5 = 40, and lo
2856 the Excels of 9 is 4 ; exactly equal to
the Excels of y's in the Product 32368.
32368
476
68

Demonstration.

_

87
In the second Example,
16 the Excess of y's in the Mul¬
522 tiplier is o, therefore I pals
261 immediately to the Product,
where I find it is also o.
3132

The Reason of the Practice of casting out the y's in the several Num¬

bers has been already demonstrated in Addition; and the Reason of the rest of the Work
will easily appear, thus : 1. If either Tailor is a precise Number of y's, (i. e. when there
is no Execs ) as in Example 2. it is plain the Product must be so too, for it is only that
Number of y's taken a number of times. But, 2 . If each of them is equal to a Number
of y's, and some lesser Number over, then let us represent them thus; Let one be A -fwhere A represents any Number of y's, and b the Number over : Let the other be
N -j- r, where N is any Number of y's, and c the Number over. But now, by Eem. 4.
the Product of these FaSlors is equal to the Sum of the Produ cts of all the Parts of the
one by all the Parts of the other ; and so the Product is here Ax N , -j- Ax c, -f- N x e,
-f- b x c. But the first three Products are each a Number of y's, because one of their
FaSlors is so ; therefore these being cast away, there remains only bxc. And if the y's are
also cast out of this, the Excels is the Excels of y's in the total Product ; but b, c are the
Excess in the FaSlors, and bxc their Product : therefore the Rule is true.
Scholium . The Objection made to this Proof is the fame as that mentioned already
against the like Prods for Addition; and therefore the fame Answer serves here.

2. Containing
Particular

Methods

&f working

Multiplication

in certain

Cafes ; whereby it is either contracted into a shorter Work than the
general Rule, or made easier and more certain with as large a Work;
and, in some Cases, with a little more Work.

T HEthe General RuleCases
wherein
Operation
performed
by
, only the Trouble and Time of writing down a great many
first

five

are

such

the

very

same

is

as

Fi¬

gures is saved.

Case I . When one of the FaSlors has any Figure whatever in-the place of Units,
and 1 in all the rest, as 16, 114, 1118; make that.the Multiplier, and the Product may be
got all-at once thus;
(i .) Suppose the number of Places of the Multiplier do not exceed those of the Mul¬
tiplicand, then multiply by the .Figure in the 'Units place of the Multiplier , and with every

Product , till you come to the Product of. that Figure that stands over the last 1 of the
Multiplier , (/. e. till you have multiplied as many Figures as the Number of Places in the
Multiplier ). add in all the preceding Figures on the right of the Multiplicand ; to the next
Product after this, ,add in all the preceding except the first, (or Units place) and at every

G

sec-
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succeeding Product exclude always one more in order from the right, [ and when you come
to these exclusions, it will be fit to set a Point over the Figure which is to be excluded at

the next Operation,] viz. the remotest on the right of these that were taken in at the
last step. Write down at every step what’s under or over io ’s, and carry the io ’s to the
next step; and when you have gone thro’ all the Figures of the Multiplicand, to the num¬
ber of io ’s carried from the last step add in all the Figures of the Multiplicand after the
last Point, poin ting also the last you take in at this step ; then take in all from the last
Point , and to on til you take in the very last Figure alone; and thus you have the true
Product sought; as in Examples i , 2, 3.
(2 .) If the Places of the Multiplier exceed in Number those of the Multiplicand, do all
as in the former Cafe-, only, when all the Figures of the Multiplicand are multiplied, the
whole of them must be summ’d and taken in as oft, and once more, as the difference
betwixt the Number of Places of the Multiplicand, and the Number of 1’sinthe Multiplier,
(z. e. plainly till you have got a product Figure under every 1 of the Multiplier .) then
beginning still at the last place, take in one place fewer, (as before) till the last place is
taken in alone. See Example 4.
The Reason of this Practice will easily appear by comparing a few Examples wrought
this way, and also the common way.
Example 2.

Example 1.

4678
16

4658
16

74528

27948
4658
74528

5276
114
601464

Example 4.

Example 37
-

— A~ —

263487
1113
293261031
‘
""

5276
114
21104
5276
5276
601464

r

263487
1113
790461
263487
263487
263487
293261031

847
mi3
9412711

847
11113
2541

847
847
847
847_
9412711

The Operations of these Examples are thus; viz.
Examp. 1.

6X 8= 48, which is 8and carry4 ; then 6x5 (= 30 ) -44carried
(= 34)
right) = 42; which is 2, and carry4. Then 6x 636)
(=
- -4 carried (—40) 45 (on the right) = 45 ; which is 5, and carry 4. Then 6X4 (= 24)
- - 4 carried ( = 28 ) -j- 6 (on the right) = 34; which is4, and carry 3 ; then3 (carried)

4 -8 (the

next Figure on the

44 the
(

last

Figure) — 7.

t6( right
)=36
; is6, carry
3: 4X2
(=8)43carried
(=
Examp. 2 .

4x6 = 24 ; which is 4, and carry 2 : then 4X 7 ( = 28 ) 4 2 carried (= 30)

11)
746on the
( the two next on which
the right) = and24 ; which isthen
4, and carry2 : then 4x5 (= 20)
4 a carried(= 22) 4 24 7° ( n the right) = 31; which is 1 and carry3: then3 car¬
ried
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the right) — ro ; which is o, and carry i : then i (carried) + 5 ( on the

Examp. 3. Here I shall spare repeating what is set down and carried ; or the words car¬
ried , and on the right , because you know how to supply them . The Work is thus:

3X7 = 21 ; then 3 X 8(= 24) -J- 2 + 7 — 33 ; then 3 X4 (= i2 ) -j- 3 + 8+ 7= 3° i then
3 X 3 (= 9> + 3+ 4 + 8+ 7 = 3! i then 3 xd (= i 8) + 3 + 34 *4 + 8= 36 ; then
3 x 2 ( = 6) -j- 3-j - o- J- 3 4 -4 = 22 ; then 2424643
— 13 ; then 14246
— 9,'
then (o carried 4 ) 2.
Examp. 4 .

Thus 3x7 = 21 ; then 3X4 (= 12) 42 4 7 — 21 ; then 3x8 (— 24) 4 2

4 "44 "7 373 then 3 4 ^84 4 4 -722;
— 14; then 148 = 9-

then 2 4 - 8 4 -44 °7 —' 2t ; then 24 - 8 4 "4

Scholium . To compare these Operations

with the same Examples at large , observe

what Figures of the Multiplicand (as it stands written down for every 1 in the Multiplier)
stand under each Figure of the first product Line ; and these shew the reason of taking
in the Figures on the Right-hand of the Multiplicand, and how this Rule was invented.
I advisea Learner to make himself familiar with the Practice of Examples like the first;
because they occur frequently in common Business.
Also if the Multiplier has but two Places, tho' 2 is in the second place, the Product
may easily be made all at once, by taking in with every Product made by the place of
Units , double the Figure on the Right-hand. Practice will make this easy, and it will be
very useful. The like Method may be used whatever Figure is in the second Place, (by
taking in with every Product as many times the preceding Figure :) but the greater that
Figure is, it is the more difficult; and I would only recommend the Practice for 2 ; un¬
less the Multiplicand have not above 3 or 4 Places, and these also small Figures; for
then we may use this Method with 3, 4, or 7 in the second Place.
746
The Example annex’d is thus done ; 8x6 = 48 ; then 8 X4 (= 32) 444 - 12
28 = 48 ; then 8xy (= 4o) 4 -4-48 = 72 ; then 74 10= 17.
-

Note, If 1 is in all the Places , the Practice is so much the easier, without

altering the Rule.

C a s E II . If one of the EaSlors has a significant Figure in the Place of Units, 1 in
the highest Place, and o’s betwixt them ; make that in Units place the Multiplier, and
work thus.
1. Suppose the places of the Multiplier do not exceed in number those of the Multipli¬
cand ■then multiply by the first Figure ; and when you are come to the Figure of the
Multiplicand thaX stands over the 1 in the Multiplier , (i. e. having made as many Products

■as there are Places in the Multipliers with that Product take in the first Figure of the
Multiplicand ; and with every succeeding Product add in the next Figure in order , ( and it

will be convenient to put a Point over every Figure when taken in, that you may more
readily know what is to be next taken in.) After the last Figure of the Multiplicand is
multiplied, set down all the remaining Figures of the Multiplicand that are on the left of
the Figure last taken in, after having added to them what was carried from the last
Product.
The Reason of .this is obvious in the following Examples.
Example 1.

Example 2.

^4653
1004

7937744

i7 2944

4671612
’

37648

5937744
G 2

4653
1004

18612
4673
4671612
2 . Sup-
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2.. Suppose the Places in the Multiplier exceed those in the Multiplicand; then is they
exceed only by one, there is no place for a Contraction , (Examp. 3,4..) But if there isonly
one Place more, it may receive a small Contraction thus ; Add what’s carried at the last
Product to the whole Multiplicand, and set down the Sum on the left of the Figures al- ,
ready set down ; (Examp. 5.)
Example 4.

Example 3.

Example 5.

->

468

3207
iooooy

8674
Ioonjj
8677,-3014
' ' l'

1000007

468003376

320716025

8674
IOO06
52044
8674
86792044

Observe, Is there are any more than one x upon the Left -hand of the o’s, this will be but

a Mixture of this and the preceding Cafe, to be done thus ; viz. After you begin to take
in the Figures of the Multiplicand, take them in gradually, first one, then two, and so on,
till you take in as many as the number of i ’s in the Multiplier, (beginning still at the first
Figure of the MultiplicandI)and after that ( taking in still the fame Number of Figures,
begin one place nearer the Left-hand ; and when you have not as many Figures to take
in, take in all you have- The following Examples, without any more Words, will suffi¬
ciently explain this.
Example 7.

Example 6.
A -

( (-

-

5

853467

853467

I 1004

I1004

9301550868
'
*

3413868
8534.67

67853945
n 1007
7533362872615

853467

9391550868
Example 8.

4633

I

111004 {

514170528

J

Example 9.

Example 10.

463
11004
5094852

463
50931852

Example n.

463
ITOOOO4
SOO307852

Case III . When one of the Faffors has any Figure greater than 1 in the highest
Place, and 1 in all the other Places make th at Figure the Multiplier: then work thus, viz.
Take the Figure in Units place of the Multiplicand, and set it down ; next take the Sum
of the first two places, and then the Sum of the first three Places, and so on (beginning
still at the first Place) till you have made as many such Operations as the Number of
times that 1 is in the Multiplier, ( and if there are not as many Figures in the Multiplica?id
as to have a Figure more to take in at every Operation, you must continue to take in the
whole Multiplicand till your number of Operations are compleat) still writing down the
Sums as in Addition, ana carrying the xo’s. After this, take the Figure in the highest Place,
and by it multiply the whole Mtdtiplicand in order ; taking into the first Product what was
carried from the preceding Operations ; and to this and each other Product add the Sum
of
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as many of the next following Figures on the left as the Number of i ’s in the Mul¬
tiplier ;and if there are not as many, add all that arc.
Note, It will be convenient to set the highest Place of the Multiplier under the first of
the Multiplicand. ,

of

Example I.

4.768
4£
4768
19072
195488

4.768
_41
I 197488
■

Example 2.

_ .a . ... . _
7236
4111
29747196

—i
7236
4-rn
7236
7236
7236
28944.

Example 3.

^ 86

86^ ^
4111 41

-373546

29747x96

11

86
86
86
344
373746

Cas E IV. When one of the Tailors has 1 in the first Place, any Figure in the highest
Place, and o’s betwixt them, make that Figure the Multiplier, and work thus ; viz. Write
down as many of the first places of the Multiplicand as are in Number one less than the
Places in the Multiplier, (Examp. 1,2,3 .) and if there are not as many, make it up with o’s
set on the left, {Examp. 4 .) After this, multiply by the last Figure of the Multiplier, ta¬
king with every Product the Figure of the following Place but one or two, &c. according
set a Point over the Figures taken in, which
(
to the Number of o’s in the Multiplier,and
will be a guide to the next) and you have the Product sought.
Examp. 1.

678
301
204078

678
201
678
2034
204078

Examp. 2

?
A-34677
34675
3001
3001
34677
104059675
1 . . . ■" 104025
104059675

Examp. 3 .’

496
8001
3968496

Examp. 4I

7263
400001
2905207263

Case V . When one of the Tailors consists of the fame Figure in all its Places (as
66,

or 444, ) make that the Multiplier, and work thus ; viz. Multiply by that Figure, and

out of tnis Product make up the total Product in this manner : Begin at the Place of Units,
down the Sums under or
(
and first take one Figure, then two, then three, &c. letting
over 10’s, and carry the io ’s;) repeating the Operation still from the first Place, as oft
as the Number of Places in the Multiplier; and if there is not another Figure to take in
at every Operation, you must continue to take in the whole Multiplicand, so oft till your
Number of Operations be finished. Then begin at the second place, and third place, &c.
successively; taking in from each as many on the left as the Number of Places of the

Multiplier, as long as you can find as many ; and when they fail, take in all that remains
till the last Figure is taken in alone; (minding always to carry the io ’s from every Ope¬

ration to

the

next.)

Examp.

46
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Example
i.
——
^
8739
•14956 Prod
. by 4.
3880116 Total.

Example 2.

8739
444

46

46
33333

34956
34956

1533318

3495^
?88on6

138
iz8
138
138
138
1533318

Scholium . If the Multiplier consists of 1 in all its places, the Practice is the fame;
only we have not any previous Multiplication, the second part of the Work being made
upon the Multiplicand, itself.
Corol . When the Multiplier consists of any other Figures than 1, we may do the
Work thus : First find the Product , as if the Multiplier consisted of as many i ’s, and then
multiply this Product by the Figure of the given Multiplier; so the preceding Example
wist stand thus:
8739 X444
970029 Prod by m .
4
3880116

The Reason of this you'll find at
that 444 = 111X4.

Cafe

9. joined with this,

Case VI . If the Multiplier is a Number which has 9 in all its places, as 9,99,999
set as many o’s on the Right-hand of the Multiplicand, and subtract it from itself so in¬
creased: the Remainder is the Product sought, as in these Examples.
Example 1.

468.x 9 = 4212
Operation . 4680
468
4212

Examples .

3726x99 = 368874
372600
3726
368874

.

Examples.

7568 X999 = 7560432
7568000
7568
- 7560432

The Reason of this Rule is obvious, for by the o’s prefix’d to the Multiplicand, it is
multiplied by a Number which exceeds the given Multiplier by 1, (so 10 — 1—9, 100 — 1
= 99, and so on.) Wherefore the Multiplier being subtracted from this Product, the Re¬
mainder must be the true Product sought.
Observe, This Subtraction may easily be perform’d without the trouble of writing the
Multiplicand oftner than once , by imagining the o’s that ought to be prefix ’d : Thus , take
the first Figure of the Multiplicand from 10, then the next Figure increased by 1, from
10, and so on, till you have made as many Subtractions from 10, as the Number of 9’s
in the Multiplier: then you subtract from the Figures of the Multiplicand itself; and when
there are no more Figures to subtract, write down all the remaining Figures from which
no Subtraction has been made, after subtracting 1 from them when 10 was borrowed
in the preceding Subtraction. The proceeding Examples sufficiently shew how this is to
be done.
Observe again, To multiply any Number consisting all of 9’s by itself ; the Product
has 1 in the place of Units, then after it a Number of o’s fewer by one than there are 9’s
in the Number multiplied, then 8, and lastly, after it as many 9’s as there are o’s be¬
fore it.
Ex.

999 X 999 — 998001 , and 99999X99999

= 9999800001.

The
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The JReason, of this will appear to be universal, by considering one Example done in
the manner of the preceding Rule ; thus,
9999900000
L“
90909
1-999800001
Case VII . To multiply any Number by 5 ; multiply it first by 10, /. e. set (or sup¬
pose) o before it ; then take the half of it.
.
Ei
64.58 X5
Scholium . I have here proposeda Division, tho’ that Rule
*
ata 90 Prod .
is not yet taught : But it was fit to put all together that
* ’ relates
to Multiplication, tho’ the Learner should refer this
Ex . 2. 7287 X 5
Cafe
till
he has Division; yet I think it will be ealy to
76475 Prod.
feer t how any Number
is halved, by.1 considering
these two
.. . - 1— - r.
'
' '
Examples. And as to the Use of this Rule, it’s certainly easier' rhan n^ ipsting ^ v^
tho’ that is easy itself.
mumpiym* ^ ?»
General

Corollary

to the preceding 7 Cases.

If the Parts of the Multiplier

coincide with any of the preceding Cases, we may apply them separately: As in these
Examples.
Ex . 2. 367845
Ex. 1. 7468
For Ex. 1. Work by 9 (as in Cafe 6)
4118
159
then for 15 (as Cafe 1.)
6621210
67212
For Ex. 2. Work with 18, and 41
112020
(by Cafe 1. and 3.)
15081645
I 5I47 ^57i°
”11874127
r acv VTTT If one of the Tailors consists of two Places, and is equal to the Product:
of aiw two Digits, 2828— 4x7; multiply by one of these Digits, and the Product found
by the other ; and the last Product is that sought.
Ex.
7264 x 28
The Reason of this is obvious, for 7 times 4 times is
.
2,8 times. Or may be deduced from Lemma 3. Corol.
--2—
For having multiplied by 4, which is only the 7th part
a 9° 5°
of 28, I must multiply again by 7 the Denominator of the
_
I—
Part, to make the true Product by the whole 28.
203392 Prod.
Scholium

If the Multiplier

is

equal to the Produst of any three or more Digits ; we

may take the fame Method, by multiplying continually by all these Digits : But this will
not in every Cafe afford any Compend ; nor will it always appear easily what Digits will
1 produce
the given Number : However the Reason
Ex.
7486 X432 (— 8x9 X6) of the Practice is evident from Lem. 3. Cor. For
_8
_
7486 x 8x9x6 — 8xpx6x 7486. — 432 x 74863
61488
because 8x9x6 =
432 .,
553392
6
3320352 Product.
Case IX . In Multiplication of great Numbers , one part of the hazard of erring pro¬
ceeds from the too great Distance betwixt the Figures of the several Product Lines and
the corresponding Figures of the Multiplicand; and also their not standing directly under
one another, so that we must always look athwart from the one to the other.
In many Cases, tho’ we cannot contract the Work , either as to the Operation or Num¬
ber of Figures written, yet we may make it more simple and easy, by help of Addition or
Subtraction, or more simple Multiplication ; and sometimes with these Methods we may

mix
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mix some of the former . The following Examples will sufficiently instruct you how to
do the like in other Cases : For the different Circumstances of the Multiplier makes the
Variety unlimited , and therefore there can be no general Rule.
Ex. 1 .

648
76
3888
4536
49248

Ex .

2.

467
?8
3736
3269
36426

A
zs
0

467
78

Ex, 3 .

3269
3736
36426

57684
63
173052
346104
3634092

Ex. 4 ,

974
862
1948
5844

7792
839588

5689
286

Ex . 6. 4956
168

11378

39648
79296
832608

12
34174

455

4956
168
zs
pC 79296
3-1 39648
0
832608

5648

.Ex. 7.

459
50832
254.160
2592432

Ex .8. 724689

545
3623445
36611005
398955505

162.7054
The Operation of these Examples is thus:

Ex. 1. After multiplying by 6, I add that Product to the Multiplicand, instead of mul¬
tiplying by 7.
Ex. 2. After multiplying by 8, I subtract the Multiplicand out of this Product , instead
of multiplying by 7. Or , according to the other Method , I first multiply by 7, and to
this Product add the Multiplicand. The reason of placing the two Lines as you fee them
stand here , is obvious.
Ex. 3. After multiplying by 3, I double this Product for 6.
Ex. 4 . I multiply by 2, then multiply this Product by 3 (for 6) then add these two
Lines (the first Figure of the one to the first of the other , and so on ) for 8.
Ex. 5. I multiply by 2, this Product by 4, (forthe 8) and then subtract the first Line
from the second (for the 6) or multiply the first Line by 3.
Ex. 6. I multiply by 8, and double this Product (for the 16.) Or multiply by 16 and
halve this Product (for the 8.)
Ex. 7 . I multiply by 9, and because 9 X 5 — 45 , I multiply the last Product by 5, eitherthe common way, or by Cafe 7.
Ex. 8- I multiply by. 5 {Cafe 7.) for the last 53 and this Product by 9 {Cafe 6 .) for
the 45.
Method for all Cafes; whereby, thd there is no Contrattion,
An Universal
and even some more to do, yet it makes the Work so easy, that there is no time
loft, at leaft in large Examples, and more Certainty in the Operation. Thus:
Write down the Multiplicand, then double it 3 add this Sum to the Multiplicand, and
this again, and so on , every Sum to the Multiplicand, till you have nine Numbers . And
it’s plain that thus you have a Table of the Products of the Multiplicand by all the Digits 5
made up by a very simple and easy Operation : And then you have no more to do , but
transfer your several Products out of this Table , and sum them up.
TABLE.
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TABLE.

Example.

467853798
6839754
1871415192
2339268990
3274976586
4210684x82
1403561394
3742830384
2807122788
3200004886285692

4678537981
9357075:96
1403561394'
1871415192
2339268990
2807122788
3274976586
3742830384!
4210684182

Scholiums.
1. This Method is universal3 but we need not apply it in every
Case, for that would
not always be best : But in such Examples as this, I think the
Ease and Readiness with
which it’s done, does more than save the time spent in making
the Table ; with this Advan¬
tage, that the Work is perform’d with much more Certainty,
because it’s more simple.
2. Again this may be contracted in many Cases: for there is no
necessity always to make
the Table for all the nine Digits. And it may happen, that
by help of some of the pre¬
ceding Methods, we can as easily make a Table for few, or no
for in the Multiplier; nor is it any great matter in what order theymore than we have use
stand in the Table.
Ex. 1. 78659 by 6897.

In making this Table, I
first take 33 then double
its Product for 6 3 and do
the rest by the common
way.

Table for Ex. 1.
Ex. 2 . 783596 by 3856. Table for -Ex.2.
1 78659
First I multiply by 3, then
783596
by 5, (as in Casey.} then
227977
3 2350788
add these Products for 8,
6I 455954
5 3917980
then subtract the first from
7 534613
8 6268768
this for 7.
8 613272
7
9 691932

MULTIPLICATION

by NEPER

’S RODS.

The great and everlasting Honour of our Country, the Lord

Neper, considering the
vast Advantage of the preceding Method of Tabulating the
Multiplicand, to make it yet
more easy,
contrived the

following Machine, for the more certain and ready way of
making the Table : To understand which, we must set before
us what they call,
1 U 13 Ul 5 I 6 | 7 18 19
2 ( 4 ) 61 8 (10112(14)16(18
2 16 | 9 112(15(18)21(24(27
4 1 8 Ii2 16,20(24 28,32(36
5 (10( 15 20(25(30 35I40I45
6112( 18 24(30,36 42(48)54
7 (14(21 28(35,42,49(56(63
8 (16(24 32(40,48156164(72
9 (18)27 36l45l 54l63i72 l8i

The Construction of this Table is the fame as that
(hewn in Problem1. with this difference, that here there
is a compleat Column of Products from every Digit on
the head, to 9 times that Digit 3 so that either of the
Factors may be found on the head, or on the left side.
Now , suppose this Table to be made upon a Plate
of Metal, Ivory, Wood , or Past-board ; and then
con¬
ceive the several Columns ( standing downwards from
the Digits on the head) to be cut asunder, and these
are what we call Neper’s Rods, for Multiplication. But
then there must be a good number of each ; for as many
H
times
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times as any Figure is in the Multiplicand-, so many Rods of that Species, (i. e. with that
Figure on the Top of it) must we have ; tho’ 6 Rods of each Species will be sufficient
for any Example in common Affairs. There must also be as many Rods of o’s. But
before we explain the way of using these Rods, there is another thing to be known, viz.
That the Figures on every Rod are written in an Order different from that in the Table;
Thus, The little square Space or Division in which the several Products of every
Column are written, is divided into two Parts by a Line a-crofs from the upper
Angle on the Right to the lower on the Left,- and if the Product is a Digit, it is set in the
lower Division; if it has two Places, the first is set in the lower, and the second in the
upper Division; but the Space on the Top is not divided. Also there is a Rod of Digits
not divided, which is called the Index-Rod; and of this we need but one single Rod.
See here the Figure of all the different Rods, and the Index, separate from one another.

NETER

’s Rods.

x .
*}no

1 1 L 3 4i 5 e 7 8 9 0
2/ X X A A A A A A AbA
3 AAAAA A AA A
4i A A A A A |>4 A A H A
S A A A A.A A ys y° y A
> A A /a 'A'A M A A
S A
7 A A A A A x it x A A
8 A M A A A %X X 7 A
9 A A 2£ A A 3kX
A /o
USE of the ROBS.
Lay down first the Indcx-Rod ; on the Right of it, set a Rod on whoso Top is thfc
Figure in the highest Place of the Multiplicand; next to this again set the Rod on whoso
Top is the next Figure of the Multiplicand; and so on in order to the first Figure : Theh
R your Multiplicand tabulated for all the 9 Digits; for in the fame Line of Squares
standing against every Figure of the Index-Rod, you have the Product of that Figure;
arid therefore you have no more to do but transfer the Products, and sum them.
But in taking out these Products from the Rods, the Order in which the Figures stand
obliges you to a very easy and small Addition, thus; Begin to take out the Figure in thte
sower Fart (or Units place ) of the Square of the first Rod on the Right ; add the Figurb
in the upper Part of this Rod to that in the sower Part of the next, arid so on ; which
may be done as fast as you can look updri them. To make this Practice as clear as
possible, take this Example.
Examp.
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Exarnp. Multiply 4768 by 387.

Against7 in the Index I find this?
13840
Number , according to the Rule, $
Against 8 this Number , — — 38144
■ — 14304
Against 3 this Number,
Total Product; 1835680

To make the UTe of the Rods yet more regular and easy, they are kept in a flat square
Box, whose Breadth is that of ten Rods, and the Length that of one Rod ; as Thick as to
hold six, (or as many Rods as you please;) the Capacity of the Box being divided into
•ten-Cells, for the different-Species of Rods. When the Rods are put up in the Box, (each
Species in its own Cell, distinguished by the first Figure of the Rod set before it on the
Face of the Box near the Top, ) p much of every Rqd stands without the Box as shews
the first Figure of that Rod : Also upon one of the flat Sides, without and near the Edge
upon the Left-hand, the Index-Rod is fixed; and along the Foot there is a small Ledger;
so that the Rods wlyen applied are laid upon this Side, and supported by the Redget, which
makes the Practice very easy. But in case the Multiplicand should have more than 9Places,
that upper Face of the Box may be made broader.
Some make the Rods with four different Faces, and Figures on each, for different pur¬
poses. But I have explained what is necessary fox Common Multiplication, and shall leave se.
^New

MfiTSoD

By a small Moveable TA B L E.

To Those who want Rods, I propose the following Methods, which, with the help of
Cafe VI . and Vll . and some Hints given in Cafe X . may , I believe , be near as easy and
expeditious as the Rods. Thus:
1. Make a Table of the Multiplicand only for the Numbers 1, 2, 5 ; (using Cafe VIT. for
5.) and make it upon a bit of loose Paper, that it may be always applied directly and im¬
mediately over the Place where every particular Product is to be written down, (for much
of the difficulty lies, as I have already observed, in the Distance and cross Position of the
Multiplicand to the several Products, ) and out of this small Taffie find your Product
thus:

Suppose

TA BEE.

i
685497
2 ' 1370994
<? 2a.274.8y

for a Multiplicand 685497.

When -the Figure of the Multiplier is 2 or 5, here you have the
Products ; then for 3 add a to 1, (i. e. the Numbers against a and 1;)
for 4, double the Number against 2. For 6, add 5 and 1; or mul¬
tiply 2 by 3. For 7 add 5 and 2. For 8 adds , 2 and 1; for 9, use
the Method of Cafe VI.
JH
2
2.We
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2. We may also make the Table for 3 and 5, as here : And then for 2, double 1;
for 4, add 3 and 1; for 6, double 3, or add 5 and 1; for 7, double 3
and add 1; that is, to every Product add the Figure of the Multipli¬
cand.

For 8, add 5 and 3 ; for 9, use Cafe VI.

3. Or also make the Table for 3 and 7 : And to get the 7, I mul¬
tiply 3 by 2, and add 1. Then in using the Table, to get the Product
by 4, add 2 to r. For 5, use Cafe VII . For 6, double 2 ; for 8, add
1 and 7 j for 9, use Cafe VI. or multiply 3 by 3.
4. Or we may make the Table for 1, 2, 4. Then for 3, add 1 and 2;
for 5, use Cafe VII - or add 1 and 4. For 6, add 2 and 4 j for 7, add
1, 2, and 4 ; for 8, double 4 ; for 9, use Cafe VI.
5. Or lastly, make the Table for 1, 3, 4. Then for 2, double 1;
for 7, useCtf/eVII. for 6, double 3; for7 , add4 and 3; for 8,double
43 for 9, use Cafe VI.
Use any of these Tables you please; and for different Multipliers, one of them may,
perhaps, be preferable to another. But if all the 9 Digits are in any Multiplier, it is
indifferent which of them you chuse; tho’ I think the third Method has the
Advantage.

CHAP.
DIVISION

VI.

of AbJlraSl Whole Numbers.
DEFINITION^

D

containing Number ) is
theanother.
divided,
is contained as in
Numberis consider’d
one which
how oft (or
called the Dividend-, the Number dividing, (or which is considered as contained)

The Number
fndeth
IVISION

is called

the Divisor; and the Number sought, is called the Quotient, or Quote, (from

Quoties, How oft ;) because it shews the how oft sought. Examp. Is we enquire how
oft 3 is contained in 12, the Answer is 4 times : And 12 is the Dividend; 3 the Divisor;

4 the Quote.
Scholiums.

1. Every greater Number is not a Multiple of every lefler : therefore when a greater
Number is proposed to be divided by a lefler, and is not a Multiple of it, this Operation
finds how oft the Divisor is contained in the Dividend ; and also what remains after the
Divisor is taken out of the Dividend as oft as possible: So that in some Cafes there are
four Numbers concerned inDivifon ; viz. the Divisor, Dividend, Quote, zndRemainder.
Examp. 3 is contained in 14, 4 times, and 2 remains.
2. As Multiplication is only a compendious Addition', so is Divifon onlya compendious
Subtratfion of one Number out of another as oft as possible : For it is plain, that as
oft as any Number is contained in another, so oft precisely it can be taken out of it;

so
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so that if we find how oft the lesser can be taken out of the greater, we thereby find how
oft it is contained in it : but to find how oft it can be taken out, is plainly the work of
Subtraction ; for by taking the leller out of the greater, and the fame lesser out of the first
Remainder, and out of every Remainder successively till the Remainder be o, or left
than the Subtractor, we have found what is required is Division; the Number of Sub¬
tractions being the Quote . So in these Examples, we find that 3 is
Ex. 1 . Ex. 2
contained in 12, 4 times ; because it can be taken out of it 4 times,
and o remains. And 3 is contained in 14, 4 times, and 2 remains3
12 14
being 4 times subtracted, there remains 2.
because
_ 3
_i
the thing sought in Division may be found by Subtraction,
tho’
But
9 11
yet it would be intolerable Labour in most Cases; and therefore the
3
_ 3
following Rules of Division are contrived, which do that by a few easy
8
6
steps which cannot be done all at once, and would be too tedious to

3

3

3

5

do by Subtraction.
Again observe, That tho’ there are here also, as in the preceding
some more simple Cases, the ready performance of which
Operations,
3
3
is useful in more complex Cases: yet in most Cafes we are left to gueft
2
o
at the Answer in the several steps of the Work 3 with this help only,
that we have a certain Rule for proving the Number guessed to be right, and when it is
wrong , how to come nearer to it at the next guess, till at last we find it ; as you will'
presently learn.
3. In all Cases where there is a Remainder in the Division, or when the Dividend is not
a Multiple of the Divisor, the Number called the Quote is the direct and proper Answer
to that Question, How oft is the Divisor contained in the Dividend? yet the Remainder
may be brought in fractionally as a Part of the Quote, making the Remainder the Nume¬
rator, and the Divisor the Denominator of a Fraction : Ana then we may fay, That the
*

Dividend contains the Divisor lo many times as the Integral Quote expresses, and such a

Part or Parts of a time, (t . e. such a Part or Parts of the Divisor,) as that Fraction ex¬
presses. Thus, for Example, 3 is contained in 14, 4 times, and 2 remains; which be¬
ing f Parts of 3, we may fay, that 14 contains 3, 4 times and { Parts of a time; i. e. that
it contains 4 times 3, and f Parts of 3 : And this mix’d Expression, 4 -f- j ; or thus,
4 j , may be called The Complete Quote, in distinction from the Integral Quote . There
will be the lame Reason in all Cases lor completing the Quote by a Fraction made of
the Remainder and Divisor, and understanding it as we have done in this Example. Thus,
universally, if any Number A is contained in another B, a number of times expressed by
any Number R being,
;
D, with a Remainder R 3 then is the complete Quote D 5 For
the same as R times 1, and 1 being such a Part of any Number A, as that Number
denominates3 i. e. the Part 3 therefore R is g Parts of A. Wherefore, if by the
Words, How oft, in the Definition, we mean how many times and parts of a time, (as
now explained,) the Integral Quote must always have this Fraction, made of the Re¬
mainder and Divisor, annex’d to it as a part of the complete Answer of the Question.
Hence again observe, That in this sense, the Dividend may be a leller Number than
the Divisor; for tho’ a leller Number does not contain a greater, yet it contains a cer¬
tain Fraction of it, which is what we call containing it a certain part or parts of a time ;
and the Quote is a Fraction whose Numerator is the Dividend, and its Denominator the
Divisor. So 3 divided by 5, the Quote is a, signifying that 3 contains5, | parts of a time;
or that it contains | parts of 5.
4- But again, for the lame Reason, (viz. that any Number A is equal to or contains
js Parts of any Number B) the complete Quote of any Number divided by at\y other
Number
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Number may be indefinitely exprested by a Fraction whoso Numerator is the Dividend*
and its Denominator the Divisor- Thus ; divided by 3, die Quote is | j atrd 3 divided
by 5, the Quote is {. Universally, A divided by st, the Quote is
Now , as Fractions arise from imperfect Division when the Dividend is not a Multiple
of the Divisor ; so the Consideration of Fractions does neceflarily begin with Divison of
Whole Numbers: For

which Reason there are some things relating to Fractions must be

explained in this Part ; particularly I must here shew you, That the Fraction ct is in all
Cafes equal in Value to the complete Quote of A divided by B ; and this being demon¬
strated, it will follow, that if we use such an Expression of a Quote in any Reasoning or
Operation, instead of the more direct and immediate Expression of the';Quote, which it is
often very convenient to do, the Effect wist be the fame. And this I demonstrate thus-:
x. If A is lesser than B, there is no other Quote . 2. If A is greater than B, then is -g
an improper Fraction ; and from the nature of sucha Fraction, (as it is dehfted and explained
in Chap. 1.) this is manifest, That as oft as B is contained in A, so many Units (of that
kind to which the Fraction refers) is the Fraction equal to, and to such a proper Fraction
more, whose Numerator is the Remainder, ( after B is taken out of A as oft as possible)
ynd its Denominator B. For when the Numerator and Denominator axe equal, the Va¬
lue of the Fraction is 13 so £ Parts, or ~ Parts of any thing, is equal to that Thing or
Unit : Therefore, if B is contained in A, R times without a Remainder, ^ is equal to

R times 1, or R. And if there is a Remainder n, the Value

of

it isR -j- H* <?r R —•

The Division or Quote of two Numbers is also expressed by this Sign -r- set betwixt
them ; the Dividend being set first, thus 5 -7- 3, signifies5 divided by 3. A ~ B signifies
A divided by B. It is also sometimes expressed by this Sign ), with the Divisor before
the Dividends thus 3 ) 5.

A ) B.

Here then you have the General

Pale

of the Literal

Division.

Corollaries.
I . If the Integral Quote ( or Number of times the whole Divisor is contained
in the Dividend,) is multiplied into the Divisor, and to the Product be added the Re¬
mainder, ( after the Divisor is taken out of the Dividend as oft ys possible) the Sum
is equal to the Dividend. For Example, 3 is contained 4 times in 12, and nothing re¬
mains1 therefore 4 times 3 is 12. Again, 3 is contained 4 times in 14, and 2 remains,therefore 4 times 3, and 2 added, is 14 : For 4X3 = 12, and I?-+ 2 = 14. Univer¬
sally, if A -4- B = 2, and nothing remaining , then is Bf —

A.

But

if r remains , then is

—r.= A.
B y —J
II . The Remainder in Division must always be less than the Divisor ; for else the Di¬
visor is not taken out of the Dividend as oft as possible: and this therefore is a Mark that
the Quote is taken too small: As again, if the Product of the Divisor and Quote exceed
the Dividend, it is a sign the Quote is taken too great- And hence, lastly, the Product
of the Divisor and integral Quote is the greatest Multiple of the Divisor contained in
the Dividend.
Scholiums.

I . We have here learnt a mutual Proof of Multiplication and Division, as these
Operations are in their Effects directly opposite to one another. Thus , in Multi¬
plication, if the Product is divided by any one of the Factors , the Quote is the other.
And in Division, if the Divisor is multiplied by the integral Quote, and to tsie Product be
added the Remainder, the Sum is the Dividend. Other Proofs of Division you will find
TT TC
afterwards.

3
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Is. If we compleat the Quote by a Fraction made of the Remainder and Divisor,
then it is a general Truth , that die Divisor multiplied by the compleat Quote, produces
the Dividend : For being multiplied by the integral Quote, the Product is the greatest
Multiple of the Divisor contained in the Dividend ; and multiplied by the Fraction,
(/. e. such a Fraction of it being taken,) it produces the Remainder, thus, 14 -v- 3 = 4 ';
then 4X3 == 12, and | of 3 = 2. And 12 -{- 2= 14. Universally, if A -—B = jg, then
A = B ^ -}“ 5 of B== B £ -f~TJ as in Corol. 1. Observe also, That as in Whole Numbers,
it is no matter which of two Numbers is the Multiplier ; so, to multiply a Whole Num¬
ber by a Fraction, or this by that, has the same Effect, as will be explained in Book 2.
But in the Cafe how before us, the Reason is obvious. Thus to multiply B by ^
is only taking ~ Parts ofB, which is A. Again, to multiply ~ by B, is takingB times,
A times Z ; (for g is A times —.'j But B times A — A times B, therefore B times
A times H — A times B times ~ = A times 1 ; (for B times i = 1) or A. Wherefore
to multiply the two Parts of the complete Quote by the Divisor, or to multiply the Di¬
visor by theft , the Sum of the Products is the Dividend. For ~ of B= B times T
~r ; and By -^-r — A. Ortaking

the

complete Quote fractionally, then g of B= Btimes

P R 6 B L E M.
To Divide one Number by another.

Case I . When the Divisor is a Digit, or jingle Figure, and the Dividend either a Digit,
or a Number of two Figures, whereof that in the place of Tens is less than the Divisor.
Rule. Take such a Digit as, multiplied into the Divisor , Will exactly produce the Di¬

vidend ; but if there is not such a Digit, take the greatest, which multiplied into the
Divisor, makes a Product lest than the Dividend ; that Digit st the integral Quote, and
the Remainder ( which must be lest than the Divisor) set fractionally over the Divisor,
compleats the Quote . The Reason of this Rule st in Schol.1. preceding.
4 = 6, and 2 remains;
Examp. 1. 12 -4- 3 = 4 ; because 4X3 = 12. Examp . 2. 26
Quote is 6 Z; for 6 X4 = 24 : then 24 ^ - 2 -- 26. Examp. 3. 8 -7-5 = 1,
and 3 remains; To the complete Quote is if.
so the complete

Whoever st familiar with the Table of Multiplication, can find at first hearing the
Answer to any Example of this Case. Or we may take help of that Table, thus : Seek
the Dividend in the Table ; and if it is not there, seek the greatest Number which is lest
than it ; the Digit in the same Line on the Side of the Table, or in the same Column on
the head of the Table, st the Divisor, and the other is the integral Quote.
Case II . To Divide any Number by another.
Rule. Set the Divisor on the left of the Dividend , as in the following Examples ; then
take as many Figures from the Left-hand of the Dividend as are in Number equal to the
Places of the Divisor ; and if these Figures, considered by themselves, make a Number lest
than the Divisor, take in one Figure more, [which will necessarily make a Number greater
than the Divisor,] this we call the first Dividual^ (or partial Dividends We are then to find
how oft the Divisor is contained in this Dividual ; and here it is that we are left in a great
measure to guest at the Figure sought: But this we know, that the Quote cannot ex¬
ceed 9, as mall be afterwards demonstrated. And then also (by Corol.2. preceding,) :it
must
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must be such, that the Product of the Divisor by it do not exceed the Dividual, (for then
it is too great a Figure:,) and the Remainder (or Difference of the Dividual and Product)
be less than the Divisor, (else the Quote-Figure is too little j) and thus we must find the
Quote by trials. But to prevent too many useless trials, we have this help, viz. Find , by
Cafe I . how oft the first Figure on the left is contained in the first on the left of the
Dividual, when this and the Divisor have equal number of Places j But in the first two
Figures on the left of the Dividual, when this has one place more than the Divisor; and
this Number limits the guessing, so that you cannot take a greater ; and if this happens
to exceed 9, [which it will in no Cafe but the last, and that where the first of the two
Figures in the Dividual is equal to the Divisor-Figure ; for it is certain this will be found
in these at least 10 times,] your guest begins at 9. But then it will often happen that this
Number is too great, and we have no other general Rule, or Help here, but to begin at
this Figure and make trials, by multiplying the Divisor; for if the Product does not exceed
the Dividual, that is the Figure sought: if it does exceed, take the next lesser Figure, and
with it make the like trial; and go on so gradually till you find a Figure whose Product
does not exceed the Dividual; for then the Remainder will certainly be lest than the Di¬
visor, which is the true Proof of the Quote-Figure’s being right. Having thus found the
first Figure of the Quote, set it down (on the Right-hand of the Dividend) and write the
Product of it by the Divisor under the Dividual, and subtract that out of this; and then
before the Remainder ( on the right) set the next Figure of the Dividend, (or die Figure
on the right of the first Dividual,) and this Number is the second Dividual. Then in the
same manner as before, find how oft the Divisor is contained in this Dividual ; set the
Figure found on the Right-hand of the Quote Figure last found ; then multiply the Di¬
visor by it : write down the Product under the Dividual, and subtract as before ; then to
the Remainder prefix the next Figure of the Dividend, and this is the next Dividual to
be divided as before. In this manner proceed till every Figure of the Dividend st em¬
ployed step by step : And observe, that if any Remainder with one Figure of the Di¬
vidend prefix’d, makes a Number lest than the Divisor, set o in the Quote, and
prefix also the next Figure ; and so on.
All the Quote Figures thus found, taken in order as they are placed as one Number,
is the true Quote sought; and the last Remainder st what the Dividend contains over so
many times the Divisor as the Quote expresses.
I sliall next illustrate this Rule by Examples.
Ex amp. r.
Divr. Divd. Quote.
4 ) 6392 ( 1598.

To divide 6392 by 4, I proceed thus : I seek how often
the Divisor 4 st contained in 6,the
(
first Figure of the Divi¬
4
dend) which is but once ; therefore I set 1 in the Quote ; then
1X4 = 4 (or the Divisor multiplied by the Quote is 4,) which
23
20
I write under the Dividual 6, and subtracting, the Remainder
is 2, to which I prefix3, the next Figure of the Dividend, and
then I take 23 for my next Dividual ; and examining how oft
4 st contained in it, I find 5 times, (for had I taken 6, it were
32
too great ; for 6 x 4 = 24, which st greater than the Dividual
32
23; and had ! taken 4, it were too little, for4X4 =
i6 , and
00
23—' 16, is 7, which is greater than the Divisor 4 ;) therefore I
place 5 in the Quote on the Right of the former ; and
under 23 set 20 = 5x4; then subtracting, the Remainder st 3, to which I prefix the
•next Figure of the Dividend, viz.. 9 ; then st 39 my next Dividual : and in this I
find the Divisor 4 contained 9 times, which I write in the Quote on the right of the
former ; then 9 X4 — 36, which I write under the Dividual 39, and the Remainder is 3,
to which prefixing the next (and last) Figure of the Dividend 2. This Number , viz.
2
Z2
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32 is my next (and last) Dividual, in which the Divisor is contained 8 times, which I set
in the Quote on the right of the preceding Figures; then setting down the Product 32
( = 8x4, ) there is no Remainder ; and the Quote sought is 1598, that is, 4 is contained
in 6392, 1598 times.
—To 2.
divide 85609 by 36, I proceed thus : There are two
Exams.
Places in the Divisor, therefore I take the first two Places of
36 ) 85609 ( 2378.
72
the Dividend, viz. 85 , which making a Number greater than
the Divisor, I take them for the first Dividual, and seeking
136
how oft 3 (the first Figure of the Divisor) is contained in 8
108
(the
first Figure of the Dividual, because they have equal Pla¬
280
ces) I find it 2 times, which I find also by trial to be the
2 <f2
true Quote of 85 by 36 ; sol place 2 in the Quote, and sub¬
289
scribing the Product 72 (— 2X36) I subtract it from 85, the
288
Remainder is 13, to winch prefixing the next Figure of the
Remr.
Dividend 6, my next Dividual is 136. Then I seek how oft 3
(the first Figure of the Divisor) is contained in 13, the first
two of the Dividual, ( because it has one place more than the Divisor,) and I find it 4
times : but this is too great for the whole Divisor, (because 4X 36= 144) therefore I
try the next Figure 3, and find it right ; therefore I set 3 in the Quote , and subscribing
the Product 108 ( = 3X 36,) I subtract it from 136, and the Remainder is 28 ; to which
prefixing o, the next Figure of the Dividend, my next Dividual is 280. Then I seek how
oft 3 is contained in 28, and I find 9 times ; but this is too great, (for 9 x 36= 324.) I
take again 8, and find it also too great, (for 8x36 = 288) and at last I find 7 to be right;
therefore I set 7 in the Quote, and subscribing the Product 252 (= 7 X 36) the Remainder
is 28 ; to which prefixing 9, the next and last Figure of the Dividend, I have for my next
and last Dividual 289, in which I find as before, that the Divisor is contained 8 times, and
1 remains. So the true Quote is 2378 , and 1 over ; which is 2378/x.
Examp. 3.
To divide 2744895 by 465, I proceed thus : my first
Dividual is 2744 ; I seek how oft 4 ( the first Figure of the.
465) 2744897 (5903
2325
Divisor) is contained in 27 (the first two of the Dividual.)
I find it 6 ; but this is too great, and I take 5, and find it right.
4198
Then multiplying and subtracting, and prefixing to the Re¬
4185
mainder the next Figure of the Dividend, my next Dividual
1397
is 4198 ; and here I find the Divisor contained 9 times. Then
proceeding as before, my next Dividual is 139; winch be¬
2 Rem r.
ing less than the Divisor, I set oin the Quote, and then prefix
another Figure ; so that my next Dividual is 1397, in which
the Divisor is contained 3 times, and the Remainder is 2 ; so the true Quote is 5903 ; or,
taking in the Remainder, it is 5903
Exams. 4.
To divide 3235386 by 462. The first Dividual is 3235, in
462) 3235386(7003 which the Divisor is contained 7 times, and the Remainder is 1;
the next Dividual is 13, in which the Divisor is not contained;
3234
therefore I set o in the Quote, and bringing down the next Fi¬
gure, I have 138 for a new Dividual, which is also left than the
Divisor, therefore I set another o in the Quote ; and bringing
0000
down another Figure, the next Dividual is 1386, in which the
Divisor is contained 3 times, and o remains.
Examp. 5.
To divide 149100 by 372. The first Dividual is 1491, and
372) 149100 (400
the Quote of this is 4, then the Remainder is 3, and the rest
1488
of the Dividuals are 30 and 300, which are each Ids than the
300 Remr.
Divisor, and therefore die Quote is 400.
I
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Examp. 6 .

62) 210800 (3400
186
248
248

i.

To Divide 210800 by 62, the Quote is 3,400.
In Cafes like this, when there is no Remainder in any step,
and that the Remaining Figures of the Dividend are all o’s, we
have no more to do than to join as many o’s to the preceding
Figure, found in the Quote.

These Examples will be sufficient to make a diligent Learner understand this Rule;
and I shall only set down a few more Examples, with their Answers, leaving the Operation
for an Exercise to the Student.
' Examp.

7.

To

divide

5713070046

by

678

Quote

, the

is

8426357.

Exams. 8. To divide 6069944827 by 8376 , the Quote is 724683 f \ yxExamp. 9. To divide 293682135936 by 8405 , the Quote is 34960078

In order to the Demonstration of the preceding Rule, and for the fake of some other
special Rules to follow, we must premise the following Truths in the Theory of Division.
LEMMA

I.

1. If two Numbers consist of an equal Number of Places, the lessor is not contained
in the greater above 9 times.
2. Again, If the greater of two Numbers has but one Place' more than the lesser; and
supposing also that, excluding the first Figure on the Right of that greater Number , the
remaining Figures on the Left make a Number less than the lessor given Number , then
this lesser Number is not contained in the greater above 9 times.
Demon . Part

1.

If

a Cypher is prefix’d to the lesser of two Numbers , (which have

both the same Number of Places,) it is thereby multiplied by 10 ; and consequently that
is the least Number which contains it 10 times : but the other given Number having
one Place fewer than this Product , is a lesser Number , and consequently does not con¬
tain the lesser given Number 10 times, or does not contain it above 9 times. Example,
11 is less than 99 ; but is not contained in it 10 times, for 10 times 11 is no , which is
greater than 99. Universally, Let A be the greater, and B the lesser of two Numbers
having an equal Number of Places; BX 10 contains B precisely 10 times, -and it is a
Number that has one Place more than B or A, and consequently is a greater Number
than A ; wherefore B is not contained 10 times in A.
The lesser given Number ( as 476 ) is greater, by supposition, than as many

Part 2 .

Places (475) on the left of the greater given Number C4759j) and must exceed it by at
least 1: therefore 10 times this lessor Number , (viz,. 4750,) must want at least 10 of 10
times the given lesser Number , (viz. 4760 .) But whatever Digit we add to this deficient
Product , or put in the Place of the o, ( making in the present Examp. 4759, ) it cannot
make up the defect of 10 ; and therefore the given lesser Number (476) is not contained
in the given greater Number (4759) 10 times, or not above 9 times.
The second Part of this Lemma is but a particular Case (accommodated to
our present purpose) of a more general Theorem; which is this, viz,. If any Number A,
is greater than another, B ; and if B is multiplied by any Number R , then A is not con¬
tained R times in R B, nor yet in the Sum of RB , and any Number N which is less than
Schol

.

R ; /. e. in RB -f- N.
The Reason is; since A is not once contained in B, neither is R A once contained in
RB , which must want at least as many Units as R to make it equal to RA ; and since
N is less than R , RB -f -N cannot be equal to RA ; i. e. A, which is contained precisely
R times in R A, is not contained R times in RB -f -N , which is less than RA.
LEM 7
2
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II.

N is resolved into any Parts A, B, C , & c. i. e. if N — A -j- B - s- d,

&c. then,

1. If all these Parts A,B,C , &c. are severally Multiples of any Number D , or all ex¬
cept one i then dividing A, B, C , &c. severally by D , the Sum of the Quotes is equal to
the Quote of N -r- D . (Examp. i , 2, 3.) And the Remainder in the Division of that
D.
Part which is not a Multiple of D , is the Remainder in the Division of N
2 . If there are more than one of the Parts of N , that are not Multiples of D ; and if
the Sum of the Remainders , in the Division of these Parts that are not Multiples of D,
is less thanD , then the Sum of the Integral Quotes , is the Integral Quote of N - hD; and
the Sum of the Remainders , is the Remainder in the Division of N -r- D . (Examp . 4 .)
3. If the Sum of the Remainders is equal to , or greater than D ; then , being divided
by D , and the Integral Quote added to the .Sum of the Integral Quotes of the Parts
of N , this last Sum is the Integral Quote of N - rD ; and the Remainder in the Division
of the Sum of the Remainders , is equal to the Remainder in the Division of N -^- D.

(Examp. 5.)
Demon . The Reason of all these Articles is easily seen from the Equality of the Whole
and all its Parts . In the first and second Article it is obvious : for as oft as D is contained
& .c. severally, so oft at least as the Sum of these times , it must be contained
in A,B,C , <
in the whole N ; and if the Sum of the Remainders in the Division of the Parts A, B, C , &c.
is less than D , then it is plain that D is contained no oftner in N than the Sum of the
times it is contained in all its Parts A, B, C , drc. and the Remainder in N — D, must
be the Sum of the Remainders in the Division of the Parts , when this Sum is less than D;
but if this Sum is equal to , or exceeds D , (as supposed in Article 3.) then since these Re¬
mainders are Parts of the Dividend , it is evident , that as oft as D is contained in their
Sum , that must be added to the Sum of the times it is contained in A, B, C >& c. and
this last Sum is the times it is contained in N ; and the Remainder on the Division of
the Sum of the Remainders , is the Remainder in dividing N by D.
Schol . If we take the complete Quotes

Examp. 1.
D N — A + B -f C.
Divisor 4) 36 = 16 ~f- 12 - )- 8. Dividends.
9 — 4 - ^ 32.- ^Quotes

Examp. 2.
J- 8. Dividends.
Divisor 5) 48 = 25 —f—15 —
9 = y -4- 3 -f - 1.
Quotes
3.
Remainders 3 =

Examp. 3.
-Divisor si) 46 = 24 4 -18 - f- 4 . Dividends.
7 — 4 -f - 3 4 -o.
Quotes
4.
Remainders 4 =

Examp. 4.
Divisor si) 53 = 20 - - 2 7
8 = 3 - j- 4
Quotes
Remainders 5 = 2 + 3

si. Dividends.
1.

by Fractions made of the Remainders and
Divisor ; then it is an UmversalTruth, That
the Sum of the Quotes of the Parts of N di¬
vided severally by any Number D , is equal
to the Quote of N divided by D . For the
fractional Parts of the Quotes have all the
fame Denominator D , and their Numera¬
tors are the several Remainders . But from
. the nature of Fractions it is obvious , that
several Fractions having the fame Denomi¬
nator , and being referred to the fame Inte¬
ger *, their Sum is the Sum of the Numera¬
tors , applied as a Numerator to the fame
Denominator . Examp . j of any thing , and
’ of the fame thing , make | . So that if the
Sum is an improper Fraction , we find its
Value in a whole Number , or with a pro¬
per Fraction annex ’d, by dividing the Numerator
I 2
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Examp. 5.
Divisor 6) 88 =46 -f -29 4 -13 . Divid.
Quotes
14 , 7 + 4 - - 2.
Remainders 4 , 4 -J-15 4 " *•

In this last Example, the Sum of the
Remainders is 4 + 5 1= IO’ vduch is
greater than the Divisor 6 3 and being di¬
vided by it, the Quote is 10 = 6 — 1, and
remains. Then this Quote 1 added to the
um of the former Quotes, the Sum is
7+ 4 + 2 + 1= 14, the Quote of 88—6,
and the Remainder of 88 = 6, is the same
as that of 10 = 6, which is 4.

merator by the Denominator , ( as before
explained.) It is plain then, that if the
Fractions belonging to the complete Quotes
of the Parts of N divided by D, are added
together, and the Value of the Sum added
to thelntegral .Quotes, the Operation is the
same as expressed in the Lemma for it is
adding the Remainders ; and if their Sum
exceeds the Divisor, taking the Number of
times the Divisor is contained in it, and ad¬
ding this Quote to the Sum of the Integral
Quotes j which makes the Universal Truth
here proposed evident.

Corollaries.
I . If a Number N is resolved into any Number of Parts, and these Parts be
divided severally by any Number D, in this manner, viz. First divide one Part, and
if there is a Remainder, add it to another Part, and divide the Sum ; and so on, adding
the Remainder of every Division to the next Part ; and if any Part with the preceding
Remainder is less than the Divisor, then we add another. Having thus gone through all
the Parts, the Sum of the Quotes is the Quote of the first Number N divided by the
fame Divisor D ; and the last Remainder in the Division of the Parts, is the Remainder
in the Division of N by D.
That this is in Effect the fame Cafe as the first Article of the preceding Lemma, or .a
plain Consequence of it, will be obvious by considering, that if the first Remainder is
taken out of the first Dividend, it leavesa Multiple of the Divisor, viz. the Product of
the Divisor and Quote ; and the same being true in all the rest of the Steps, it follows
that the Cafe is the fame as if N were resolved into Parts equal to these Multiples of
the several Quotes by the Divisor; all which Multiples with the last Remainder make
up the Dividend N . For Example, 50 = 17+ 8+ 27, then 17 = 3= 5, and 2 re¬
mains, which added to 8, makes 10 ; then 10= 3= 3, and x remains, which added to
25, makes 26 ; and 26 = 3 = 8, and 2 remains; lastly, the Sum of the Quotes is 5 + 3
+ 8= 16, the Integral Quote of 50 = 3 ; and the last Remainder 2, is the Remainder
of 50 = 3. And this Work is the fame in effect as if we resolve 50 into these Parts,
i 5( = 3 X5) + p ( = 3X 3)+ 24 (= 3 x 8.)
Or this Truth is plain independently of the Lemma, because the Divisor is taken out
of every Part of the Dividend as oft as possible, by carrying the Remainder of every
Part forward to.the next.
II . If the fame Divisor D is applied to two different Dividends, whereof the
greater is a Multiple of the lesier, as N and N m ; then- if N contains D, a number
of times 7, without a Remainder ; N m will contain D, m times as oft as N does, or
M2 times; i. e. if N = D = y, then N » -rD = » j . Again, if N = D hasa Remain¬
der r, then N m will contain D at least m y times with a Remainder equal to m r. And if
m r is equal to, or greater than D, then, as oft asD is contained in m r, so many times
oftner than ni q is it contained in N m. The Deduction of this from the Lemma is plain;
because N m is resolvable intoN + N + N , &c. taking N as oft as m expresses; so that
if N = D = f , and r remains ; then D is contained in Nm at least m y times, with a
Remainder equal torw. See these Examples, wherein m=100.
Exams.
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N q.
q: D
D N
Exams. 2. 3) 23 ( 7.
Examp. i. 3 ) 18 ( 6.
21 = D g.
' 2z= r.
Nm m q.
3) x800 (600. '

then

D Nw mq.
3) 2300 ( 700.
2ioo = Dx » f
20O =

r w.

ScHot . These Examples are of the Kind which we have particular Use for in De¬
monstrating the Rule of Division: And we have this further to be carefully remarked in
all Examples like the second, viz,. That tho’ the Remainder (m r) in the second Part of
the Example, is greater than the Divisor, whereby the Integral Quote is not so great as
the number of times that D may be got in N vi, yet of the Number it wants to be added
to it, (which is the Quote of m r by D, ) all the Figures will fall in the Places of the o’s
standing on the right of that Part of the Quote which is already found, and can never be
of the same local Value with any of the other Figures. So 3 is found in 2300 as many
times oftner than 700 times, as the Quote of 200 by 3 3 yet no Figure of this Quote can
rife to the Place of 100 ; the Reason of which, and of all such Cases, is explained in
Schol. to Lemma I . For 3 being greater than 2, is not contained 100 times in 200.
And which wist also be true, tho’ we set any other Figure in the Place of the o’s that
stand on the right of the Remainder , since the Remainder without these o’s is less than
the Divisor. See the Scholium referred to.
III . If N ( = A-f- B) is a Multiple of C ; and if A is also a Multiple of C, then so
must B be. Again, if N — A -f- B -f- C -|- D , &c. and if N is a Multiple of R ; and
also if each of the Parts of N to the last, are Multiples of R, so must that last be.
L E M "M A III.
If one Number it divided by another, and the Quote again divided by the fame, or
any other, and every succeeding Quote again divided as long as you please or can ;
the last Quote voill be equal to the Quote of the first Dividend by the continual
Froduft of all these Divisors.
Demon . i . We shall first suppose the several Dividends are Multiples of the Divisors ;
and in this Cafe it will easily appear, as in the annex’d Example.
The Reason is this. If we take the last Quote and all the Divisors
in a reverse Order, and multiply them continually, they must produce
2) 168 (84.
the first Dividend, (by what is already shewn of the mutual Proof of
3) 84 (28.
Multiplication and Divisions) Thus , 4X 7 = 28. 28x3 = 84. 84X2
7) 284.
then because — 168. But we may take these Factors in any Order, they will pro¬
2X3X 7 = 42; duce at last the same Number , (by Lemma II . in Multiplication.) And
therefore
if we order them so as the last Quote in Division be the last Factor in t
multiplying, the Truth proposed will be manifest, thus ; Because 4X7
42) 168(4.
x 3x2 = 168. Therefore also2 x 3X 7x4 = 168. But 2X3X 7 — 42;
therefore 42X4:. = 168; and 168-7- 42 = 4. The same Reasoning will hold in all
Cases, which we may represent by Universal Characters. Thus ; if A ~h £= M; and
N ; andN ~r- <5s= 7 : then A +- bcd — q. For , q ^= N ; Nr = M ; and M b
M -t- c=
— A ; that is, qdcb -= . A; or bcdq — A: But b c dq -b- bcd — aj i . e. A = s>cd -= .q.
2. Suppose there is a Remainder in each Division, yet the last Quote will still be equal
to the Quote of the first Dividend by the Product of all the single Divisors, tho’ the Re¬
mainder will not be the fame as the Remainder of the last Division. That we may see
the Truth proposed in this Case, and also how to find by the several Divisors andRemair -;
dors
3
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ders, what the Remainder would be upon dividing by the Product of the Divisors, we
shall consider the Example annex ’d ; wherein the thing proposed is proved. But to
fee the Reason of it, we must take the reverse Multiplication, as in the Margin on
the Right.
3) 479 (i59
rem . 2
5) i59 (3i
rem . 4

4) 3*(7
rem . 3
then because
3 X 5X4 = 60
therefore
60) 479 (7

Thus, - Take the last Quote and
the several Divisors, as so many
simple Favorsj and multiply them
continually, taking in the correspon¬
dent Remainders with the Product,
(to make up the several Dividends.)
Now the first thing to be shewn
from this Multiplication is the rea¬
son why, That tho’ the last Pro¬
duct (479) exceeds the continual

last quote
lastaiv

3, last rem.

2d quote 31 : 4, 2d rem.
2d div r.
5
ist quote 159 : 2, istrem.
1st divr.
3 _

479

= 420, ( as it must do, because of
the Numbers taken in j) yet itcannot exceed it by a Number as great
as the continual Product of the several Fattars excluding the first 7, (/. e. the several Di¬
visors, viz. 4X 5 x 3= 60 ;) which is thus shewn.
The Number by which the last Product , or Sum (479) exceeds the continual Pro¬
duct of all the simple Fattors 420,
(
) is plainly to be found thus; viz. Take the Product
of the last Remainder (3) by the last Divisor but one, (5;) then to this Product (15)
add the next preceding :Remainder (4,) and multiply the Sum (19) by the next prece¬
ding Divisor (3,) and to this Product (57) add the next preceding Remainder (2,) and
so on : for the last Remainder 3 is taken in with the first Multiplication ; then it is multiply’d in the second Multiplication by 5, with which the second Remainder is taken in,
(which makes 15 + 4.= 19.) Then is all this multiply’d in the third Multiplication by 3,
and the first Remainder 2 is taken in, and the whole is 59 ; so the true Remainder fought
is 59. But this must be always less than the Product of the Divisors, because in the
several Multiplications the Numbers taken in are lest than the correlpondent Multipliers,
(for they are Remainders of a Division wherein that Multiplier was the Divisor ;) where¬
fore the Product of any of the Divisors by the following Remainder, for Remainder of
the next Division,) with the present Remainder added, is lest than the Product of the
fame Divisor by the following Divisor, and consequently the continual Product of all
the Divisors is greater than the Product of all the Divisors (excluding the last,) with the
Remainders taken as directed. This being once clear, the Truth concerning the last
Quote is manifest; for nothing else can make it different from the last Case but these
Remainders, or Numbers added in the Multiplication, which can never make the Quote
lest: and, by what is now shewn, they cannot make it greater, because all the Increase
upon the last Dividend is lest than the total Divisor, ( or Product of the particular
Divisors.)
As to the fractional Part of the Quote, it will be of the fame Value, tho’ not of the
fame Expression. But the Truth of this will not appear so easily till we have learnt the
Dottrine of Frattions^ where you’ll find it particularly explained.
Demon-
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As to finding every one of the Figures of the Quote singly, as the true Quotes of the

Divisor into the several Dividuals considered by themselves, we need no further De¬
monstration ; because each of them is found by trial, and proved to be true by a certain
and infallible Mark, (discovered in Corel.2. to the Definition> before it is admitted. All
that I have more to add, is to observe, That you have in Lemma 1. the Reason that the
Divisor can never be found in the Dividual , (or Partial Dividend , as it is to be taken
by the Rule) above 9 timesThe only rbing then that remains to be proved is, That the several Figures of the Quote
taken as one Number , according to the Order in which they are placed, is the true Quote
of the total Dividend by the Divisor; and this will be easily shewn, thus : It is plain, that
in this Operation we have resolved the Dividend into Parts, and divided them severally
in the manner proposed in Corol.1. Lem. 2. For we have first taken one Dividual, then

added the Remainder of that to another Part of the Dividend, and after dividing this,
we have added to the Remainder another Part of the Dividend, and so on. But we have
considered the several Dividuals without regard to the Places they possess in the Whole
Dividend , and thereby taken them in a less than their true Value ; but if that Defect is

supplied by placing the several Quotes, (or Parts of the total Quote) so as they have the
true Value they ought to have from the complete Value of their respective Dividuals, (or
Parts of the Dividends) and that by so placing them they make one Number equal to the
Sum of their complete Values; then is that Number the true Quote sought, (by the
said Corol.1. Lem. 2.) But thus it actually is : for the complete Value of the first Divi¬
dual is to , or ioo,dre. times the Value in which it is taken in the Operation, according
as there is one, two, dye. Figures standing before it : Also its quote Figure standing first
On the Left-hand, there are as many Figures of other Quotes set before it, as the Number
of remaining Figures in the Dividends because for each of these there is, by the Rule, a
Figure put in the Quote : therefore this first quote Figure receives by its Place, a Value
10, or 100, or 1000, dye. times its simple Value, according as there are one, or two, or
three, dye. Figures before it, corresponding to the true Value of the Dividuals, (as
ought to be done by Corol.2 . Lem. 2.) Therefore this first quote Figure taken in its com¬
plete Value from the place it stands in, is the true Quote of the Divisor in the complete
Value of the first Dividual. For the same reason, all the rest of the Figures in the Quote
taken according to their Places, are each the true Quote of the Divisor in the complete
Value of their Dividuals; because as the first Figure on the right of each succeeding Di¬
vidual, is one Place more to the right of the preceding, (or has one Figure fewer standing
before it,) so ought their Quotes to have ; and so are they also ordered : Consequently
taking all the quote Figures in order as they are placed by the Rule, they make one Num¬
ber, which is equal to the Sum of the true Quotes of the several Parts of the Dividends
Which is therefore the true Quote of that whole Dividend.
To leave no Obscurity in this Demonstration , I shall illustrate it by two Examples.
In which I shall set down the Dividuals, Quotes, and Remainders according to their
true Values,
Exampl
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Ex amp. I.
Divisor. Dividend.
?6 ) 85609 Quofes.
i st dividual 85000 ( 2000
36 x 2000 = 72000
ist remain. 13000
add
600
2* dividual 13600 ( 300
36 x 300 = 10 800
a4 remain . 2800
add
00

3d dividual 2800 (
36 X 70 = 2520
3d remain.
280
add
9
4th dividual
36 X 8 =
last remain.

7°

and AhsiraB Numbers*

Book I*

In the first Example, the Dividend 85609 is re¬
solved into these Parts, ’viz. 8500
600 -j- 00 9For tho’ the first Dividual is considered as 85, yet

it is truly 85000 ; and therefore its Quote instead
of 2, is 2000, and the Remainder 130003 and so of
the rest, as you see in the Operation. But if we
take the Multiples of the Divisor by the several
Quotes, with the last Remainder , and consider the
Dividend as distributed into these Parts, (which are
here 72000 -f -10800 -j- 2520 -j- 288 4 i, ) then the
Work is reduced to the Conditions of Lemma 2.
Article 2.

289 (
8
2378 Sum
1 of the Quotes.

288

Examp. 2.
Divisor. Dividend.
465 ) 2744897 Quotes,
ist dividual 2744000 ( 5000
465 X 5000 =2325000
ist rem.
419000
800
add
2d dividual
419800 ( 900
465 X 900 = 418500
2d rem.
*”
1300
add _ _97.
I 397 (
3d dividual
465 x
7 -Tr¬ U95 5903
ials rem.

In this second Example, when we have got the

second Quote, the Remainder is 13003 then we add

the two next Figures of the Dividend, because the
Figure of the Quote must be of the seme local Va¬
lue as the last of these Figures : For since 465 is
not contained in 139, it is not contained 10 times
in 13903 and so the next Figure in the Quote after
9 must be o, and the significant Figure of the Quote
of 1390 -7- 465, must be in the second Place after 9,
i. e. in the present Example, in the Place of Units:
and therefore we take in also the Figure 7, which is
in the Place of Units, to find at once all that Part
of the Quote which belongs to the Place of Units 3
for had we divided 13900 by 465, the Quote is 2,
and the Remainder 460 3 to which adding the last Fi¬
gure of the Dividend 7, the Sum is 467, in which
the Divisor is contained once, and 2 remains3 and so
these two Quotes both in the place of Units, viz. 2 -f- 1 make 3, which is more con¬
veniently found, as in the Operation in the Margin. The like reason you’ll find in all
Cases where there are o’s in the Quote. And for the last Example, take 113764 = 28
=4063 , the first Dividual is 113000, the Quote 4000, and the Remainder 10003 to
which if we add 700, the Sum 1700 does not contain the Divisor 28 such a number of
times as can fall in the Place of Hundreds 3 therefore we take in another Figure, which
makes 17603 and the Quote 6 falls in the second Place after the preceding Quote 4.
The last Figure of the Quote is 3.
§ 2.
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Rules for contrasting the Work of Division m

certain Cafes : And , for managing it with more Certainty, tho\
•with more Work, in all Cafes.

C Ase the When
isaDigit
,
Subtracti8n of the Products from the Dividuals,

Quotes
,

i.
the Divisor
the multiplying
of the Divisor
and
and
also
may be easily performed
without writing down any thing but the Remainders ; and these, with the Quotes, set
more conveniently, as in this Example; wherein 37546 is divided by 4. Thus, 4 in 37
is 9 times, and 1 remains,- the Quote 9 I set under the Dividend, and the remainder 1
above ; then this Remainder, with the next Figure of the Dividend
, W6
prefix’d, makes 15 ; the next Dividual, in which 4 is contained 3 times,
4'and
3 remains
; the Quote3 is set after the preceding Quote
, and the
* Remainder
3 over the 5 of the Dividend
. Then is the next Dividual
34, whose Quote is 8, and 2 remains; then the last Dividual is 26, and the correspond¬
ing Quote is 6, and 2 remains. Again, in this Cafe it will be very easy to do the Work
without writing down the Remainders, only conceiving them, in the places where they
ought to be. And the Conveniency of doing it tins way, you’ll see in Cafe 3. Observe
also, that you may easily use the same Practice, if the Divisor is n or 12.
Case 2 . If the Divisor has o’s in the first Places next the Right-hand, take no notice
of them in the Operation, making the Divisor only the remaining Figures on the Left;
and exclude as many Figures, whatever they are, from the Right of the Dividend, as those
o’s of the Divisor; making the remaining Figures on the Left the Dividend. Having
finished this Division, you have found the integral Quote sought: And for the fractional
Part , to the Remainder of the Division prefix all the Figures excludeiS from the Divi¬
dend ; that is the true Remainder that would happen if the Division were done by the
common Method : This Remainder, with the given Divisor, makes the Fraction . But
observe, that if there are any o’s standing clear on the Right-hand of this Remainder, you
may omit them all (in making your Fraction) if they do not exceed the Number or o’s
excluded from the Divisor; or as many of them, as are equal in Number to those in the
Divisor ; and omitting the fame Number of o’s in the Divisor, of the remaining Figures
on the Left make your Fraction.

Example 1. To divide 84700 by 4600 , I divide 847 by 46 , the Quote is 18, and 19

remains; but the true Remainder is 1900 : Making this Fraction 4!ff > which is equi¬
valent to this # .
Ex. 2 . To divide 3640 by 800, I divide 364 by 8, the Quote is 45 , and 4 remains;
is 420 : Making this Fraction
equal to this | | .
Examp. 3. To divide 68704 by 2400 , I divide 687 by 24 ; the Quote is 28 , and 15
remains; but the true Remainder in the Question is, 1504, and the Fraction is ~ £| i.
Examp. 4 . To divide 367854 by 800 , I divide 3678 by 8 ; the Quote is 459 , and the

but the true Remainder

Remainder 6 ; but the true Remainder is 654, and the Fraction jSiThe Reason of this Rule is contained in Ecm. 4. Thus, if an equal Number of o’s are
excluded from Divisor and Dividend, the remaining Figures on the left express like ali¬
quot Parts of them, viz, a tenth Part if one o ; a hundredth, if two o’s were excluded,
and so on. But like aliquot Parts of two Numbers make the fame Quote as their
Wholes, (by Lem. 4.) Ex. 46 -and 847 are the hundredthParts of 4600and 84700, and
so have the fame Quote 18, with a Remainder 19, which is the hundredth Part of the
Remainder in dividing 84700 by 4600 ; and therefore the two o’s cut off from the Di¬
vidend are to be prefix’d to it, to give it the true Value. Again, if the Figures excluded
the Dividend are not all o’s, yet if We suppose them so, the Quote is right : And that it
cannot be increased by the Value of the Figures cut off, whatever they are, is plain ; beK
cause
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cause being prefix’d to the Remainder found by the Rule, they must make a less Number
than the given Divisor,- since that Remainder is less than the Divisor without its o’s,
which are as many in number as these Figures prefix’d to the Remainder , which therefore
can never make up the Defect. SoinE *. 4. when 3678 is divided by 8, the Remainder
is 6, which being less than 8, no Figures prefix’d to it can make a Number equal to 8,
with as many o’s prefix’d. But these Figures being a part of the Dividend, belong to the
Remainder j which, instead of 600, as it would have been had the Figures cut off been

o’s, is 654..
Tho ’ this is the proper Demonstration of this Rule, yet you maybe sufficiently satisfied
of the Justness of it, by considering any Example wrought at length ; wherein it will easily
appear, that by excluding the o’s in the Divisor, and as many Figures in the Dividend,
we only save 'the Trouble of writing many superfluous Figures, and yet bring out the
same Quote . As in these Examples.
4600)84700(18
4600
38700
36800
1900

800)367854(479
^200

+785"

As to that part of the Rule for con¬
tracting the Fraction, you’ll find the
Reason of it explain’d in Book II.

4. 000

7854

7200
654

Case 3 . If the Divisor is the Product of two or more Digits, and that you can easily
discover these Digits; then divide first by any one of these, and the Quote by any other,
and so on : the last Quote is that sought. And for the Fraction, multiply the Divisor by
the last Quote, and take the Product from the Dividend, you have the Remainder , which
would happen by dividing after the common way. Or find it thus ; Multiply the last Re¬
mainder (of the Work ) by the preceding Divisor (or the last but one) and to the Pro¬
duct add the preceding Remainder j this Sum multiply by the next preceding Divisor,
and to the Product add the next preceding Remainder, and so on, till you have gone
thro’ all the Divisors and Remainders to the first. But when there are no Remainders
in any of the particular Divisions, the Dividend is a Multiple of the DivisorEx. 1. To divide 9048 by 24, I divide by 4 and 6, because 4x6 = 24. Thus,
9048 4 = 2262, then 2262 -4- 6 = 377.
Ex. 2. To divide 754683 by 42, I divide by 6 and 7, because 6x 7 = 42, as in the
Margin,- wherein the first Quote is 125780 , and 3 remains, which I
have set over a Line after the Quote, - then the second Quote is 17968,
6 j 754683
and 4 remains, which multiplied into the preceding Divisor 6, pro7 I 125780!
duces 24, to which the first Remainder 3 being added, makes 27 ; so
t 17968I!
that the true Remainder is 27, and the fractional part of the Quote
Ex. 3. To divide 18472 by 32, I divide by 4 and 8, because 4X 8 = 32 ; the first
Quote is 46i 8, and nothing remainsj the second Quote is 577, and 2
remains, which multiplied into 4, produces 8, the true Remainder.
18472
But in this Cafe, where there is no Remainder in the first Step, the
4618
ft
'
577 tv
Fraction may be made of the Remainder,, and Divisor of the second
Step. So here it may be | .
Ex. 4. To divide 48767 by 15, I divide by 3 and 5, because 3 X5 = 15 : the first
Quote is 16255, and 2 remainsj the second Quote is 3251, and nothing remains; wherefore there is no Product to be added to the first
3 48767
: and so that is the true Remainder, and the Fraction
5 16255- Remainder
is Tf.
3251 7V
Ex.
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5 . To divide 3428689 by 12 6, I divide by 3, 6, 7 , because 3 X6x 7— 126:
ihe first Quote is 1142896, and the Remainder 13 the second Quote
is 190482, and the Remainder 4 ; the last Quote is 27211, and the Re3 3428689
6 1142896 2. mainder 5, which multiplied into the preceding Divisor 6, produces
190482 £ 30 ; to which the preceding Remainder 4 added, makes 34 ; which
7
multiplied by the preceding and first Divisor 3, produces 1023 and the
2721lift
Remainder 1 added, makes 103 the true Remainder, and the Fraction
10 XOt
r1S T ?<
The Reason of this Rule is explained in Lem 3 . and as to the Contraction of the Frac¬
tion in Ex. 3. you’ll learn the reason of it in Book II.
This Practice is of very good use, especially where the Divisor is the Product of two
Digits3 because when it is so, they are easily discovered : and the use of it you’ll find more
remarkably in the next Chap. §. 5. Observe also, that if the Factors of the Divisor are
n or 12, it’s easy to divide by them as by a Digit. Thus to divide by 144, chuse 12, 12,
because 12 X12 = 144. For 33 take 3, n . For 84, take 7, 12.
Case 4 . One who is tolerably acquainted with the Practice of Division, according to
the preceding general Rule, may contract the Work , by omiting to write down the
Product of every Figure of the Quote by the Divisor ; doing it in mind, and gradually
as the Product is made, subtracting it from the corresponding Figures of the Dividual 3
setting the Remainder either above or below the Dividend, in the manner of the follow¬
ing Examples: For it’s no matter whether the Figures of any Remainder or Dividual stand
all in one Line, if they are duly iituated with respect to one another, from Left to Righthand. Also, instead of setting the Quote on the Right-hand of the Dividend, it may stand
as conveniently under or over the Dividend.
Ex . 1. 72849 -4- 46 = 1583, and 31 remains.
That you may perceive the manner of working without Confusion, I shall represent it
as it appears separately at every Step.
3
26
26861
2686
268
46) 72849
72849
46)
46) 72849
46) 72849
1
1583 | | Quote.
158
15
Ex.

The first Dividual is 72, the Quote 1, and Remainder 26. , The second Dividual is
268, the Quote 5, and Remainder 383 which is found gradually3 Thus, 5x6 = 303
then o (the first Figure of the Product ) from 8 (the first Figure of the Dividual) re¬
mains 8. Again 5 X4 = 20, and 3 ( the Number of xo’s carried from the last Product)
is 23 : then 23 from 26 ( of the Dividual) remains 3 3 whence the next Dividual is 3843
the Quote 8, and Remainder 163 Found thus, 8x6 = 48, then 8 (of the Product)
from 4 (of the Dividual) cannot be taken, but from 14, and 6 remains: Again 8 x 4= 32,
and 4 (from the last Product ) is 36 3 then 36 from 37 (instead of 38 of the Dividual, be¬
cause 1 was taken from the 8 in the last Step to make 14) leaves 1. Or it comes to the
same thing, if to the Product we add 1, for the 10 that was borrowed in tire last step 3
so the Product 36 and 1 (borrowed) is 173 which taken from 38, there remains 1. The
next Dividual is 169, the Quote 3, and Remainder 31.
By this Example you may understand how to do, or examine others. See the fol¬
lowing.
23
3
^
33
2527
304
Or it may
4304
4455+5
stand thus. 68) 24786
Ex 2 . 68)24786
3247893
467)
3.
Ex.
It
364
364z;.
Quote
Quote . 6954m
Uvjerve,
K 2
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When in any Step there is io borrowed in the Subtraction, then the Re¬
mainder will be always greater than the Subtrahend, (because if any Digit is taken from
the Sum of io and a lesser Digit, the Remainder must be greater than that lester
Digit .) And when you come to the next Step, look back upon the last Remainder,
its being greater than the Subtractor over which it stands, is a certain sign that io was
borrowed in the last Step, and consequently that x for that to is to be taken from the
Subtractor, or added to the Product in this Step : And this Observation is very useful,
because we are aptest to forget this i . So in Ex. 3. the last Dividual is 2243, the Quote
4, and Remainder 375 : Thus found, 4X7 = 28 ; then 8 from 13 leaves 5. Again,
4X6 = 24, and 2 (carried from the last Product ) is 26, and 1 (borrowed, because 5 is
greater than 3 over which it stands) makes 27 ; then 7 from 14 leaves7. Again 4x4 = 16,
and 2 (carried from the last Product ) and 1 (borrowed) makes 19, which taken from 22,
leaves 3.
In the common way of practising this Method, they daih a Line thro' every Figure of
the Dividual, gradually as the Figures of the Remainder are set over them, in order to
prevent Confusion; because the next Dividual appears the more distinctly from the Fi¬
gures of the preceding Dividuals that are thus cancelled. As in this Example, represented
in all its Steps separately.
Observe,

Observe, As it is to the fame Purpose whe¬
ther we write the Remainders over or under
the Dividend, so the Method of placing them
24)57.26 24 )572,6
has
a little Confusion in it, which is helped by
23
dashing the Figures. But I think it a more con¬
venient way to set the Remainders under the Dividuals, and so as the Figures of the fame
Remainder be in a Line ; leaving the next Figure of the Dividend, which makes up the
Dividual, where it stands, and setting the Quote over the Dividend, as in these Examples.

9
24)5726
2

238

24 )5726

?

Quote.
Dividend.
Remainders.

20

h

I shall recommend this Method of Division only to
such as, by Practice, have acquireda Habit of close and
careful Attention ; otherwise ' tis too difficult. But there
are some particular Circumstances wherein ' tis very easy
and convenient, as in the two following Cafes.

364 Quote.
68) 24786 Dividend.
30 5-Remainders.
343

Case 5 . If the Divisor has the Figure 9 in all its Places, as 9, 99, 999, &e. then
the Quote is either 1, when the Dividual is equal to the Divisor; or if the Dividual has
one pTace more than the Divisor, the Quote is either the first Figure on the Left of the
Dividual, or the next greater Figure. Thus, if the first Figure added to the remaining Fi¬
gures (taken as one Number ) makes a Sum less than the Divisor, that first Figure is the
Quote, and that Sum is the Remainder, after the Product of the Divisor and Quote is
taken out of the Dividual. But if that Sum is equal to, or greater than the Divisor, the
Difference is the Remainder, and the Quote is the Figure next greater than the first Fi¬
gure of the Dividual.
Thus the Quote and Remainder being easily found, (without the Product ) we may
chuse the Method of the preceding Cafe for placing them ; and we may also make it
shorter, by not writing down such Figures of the Remainder which are the same with
their Correspondents in the Dividual, but leaving them where they stand.
Exl
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Here the first Dividual is 468, tire Quote 4, and the Re¬
mainder 72 (— 68 -j- 4.) The next Dividual is 727, the Quote
7, and Remainder 34 (= 27 + 7.) The next Dividual is 349,
the Quote 3, and Remainder 52 (= 49 + 3.) The next Dividual
is 523, the Quote 5, and Remainder 28.
Ex . 2. o
Here the first Dividual is 6793, the Quote 6, and Remain¬
799 (= 793 + 6.) The next Dividual is 7994, the Quote
der
, 92
is 8 (— 7+ 1,) and the Remainder 2, (because 994 + 7 = 999
999)679345*2
+ 2.) The next Dividual 27, and the next again 258, beinoQuote . 68oo2fff
each Ids than the Divisor, the Quote Figures are o ; the lal?
Dividual is 2782, the Quote 2, and Remainder 584 (= 582 + 2.)
, fee the following.
By these Examples you may easily do or examine any other®
. The thing to be demonstrated in this Rulers the way of finding the Quote
Demonst
and Remainder when the Dividual has one place more than tire Divisor, which, upon a little
Attention, wfll be very obvious. For 99 wants 1 of 100, (and any Number expressed
thus by 9’s, wants 1 of a Number expressed by 1, and as many o’s.) And however oft
100 is contained in any Number of the fame Number of places, (which is always as oft
^ the remaining Figures on the Right being the Re¬
as the first Figure on the Left expresses
mainder ; so 462 = 100= 4, and 62 remains) so oft at least must 99 be contained in it:
and the Remainder will be the Sum of tire Remainder when divided by 100, and of the
Quote or first Figure ; which is the Remainder when 99 is taken out of any Number of
Hundreds. Thus, 468 = 99 = 4, and 72 remains, viz. 68 + 43 for in 400 = 99, the
Remainder is 4. And therefore, since 4 + 68 is less than 99, it must be the true Remain¬
der in dividing 468 by 99. Again, 697 = 99 = 7 and 4 remains ; for 99 is contained in
600 six times, and 6 remains3 then 6 + 97 = 99 + 4, in which 99 is contained once, and
4 remains : Wherefore 99 is contained in 697, 7 times, and 4 remains. The same
Reasoning holds in all Cafes.

Ex. 1. 35
72428
99)468793
Quote . 4735^

Examp. 3.
73
7622
999)746985
Quote . 747 HI
Examp. 6.
7i

99)99467
Quote . 1004—•

Examp. 4.
3 9
99) 39976
Quote .403

Examp. 7.
9 61
99) 6039457
Quote . 61004ft

Examp. 5.
92 4
999 )67? 34582
Quote . 68002

Examp. 8.
9
99)40596
Quote . 4105s

Examp. 9.
809
99)67419
Quote . 681

The Use and Conveniency of this Cafe, you’ll find chiefly in Chap. 4. Book5. where
such Divisors frequently occur.
C a s e 6. If the Divisor has any other Figure than 9 in all its Places, as 44, 666, &c.
doing the Work in the manner of Cafe 4, will be easier than if the Figures were all dif¬
ferent: But it will be still easier with a little more Work . Thus, divide by n or in , &c.
with as many Places as the Divisor has; and here the Quote is easily seen, for it is either
the first Figure on the Left of the Dividual, or the next lesser Number ; or o, if the Di¬
vidual has the some Number of Places as the Divisor. But if the Dividual has one Place
more than the Divisor, the Quote is 9. Then the Product of the Divisor and Quote
having the fame Quote Figure in all its Places, the Remainder is easily sound without
writing down the Product, and so may be disposed in the manner of Cafe 4. Then,
lastly, divide this Quote by that Digit of which the Divisor consists, by Cafe 1.

Division
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Examp. i .

of Whole
44 ) 362387.

Thus.
11261
11) 762387
4) 31126—
12781^ -

and AhfiraSl Numbers. Book r.
Examp. 2 .

777 ) 4672869

Thus,
1 10
230872
111) 4672869
4) 42097 —
10724141

A General

Method

to make DIVISION

certain, and easy.

The Work of Divijion rgay be made more certain and easy with the writing a few
more Figures; by making a Table of the Products of the Divisor by all the Digits ; as
was done in §. 2. of the preceding Chap. for Multiplication. To be used thus ; Seek the
Dividual, or the next lesser Number , in the Table against it is the Quote Figure, and
that Number itself is the Product of the Divisor and Quote : By this means the Work
may be done as fast as Figures can be written. Nor need the Products be copied out of
the Table, but taken where they stand. The Remainders may be found and written under
the Dividual : And here also we may chuse to write the Dividuals and Remainders under
the Dividend, and without bringing down the Figures of it to the Remainders, taking
them where they stand, as has been shewn in Cast 4.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Example.

483 )37268749(72y6o4?I986 34<ri
Here the first Dividual is 3726; the nearest Number to
1469 1278
it in the Table is 3401, against7, which is therefore the
986
1972
Quote, and 3401 is the Product . The next Dividual is
1238, whose next Number in the Table is 986, &c.
2435
2727
2435
2918
7 3401
2924
8 3884
29x8
9 4367
69
But the Work may be made without writing the Products out of the Table ; and it

•will stand

1
2
3
4
7
6
7
8
9

thus.

483 ) 33268749(72y6o4l ’986 127
Scholium . As to this Method of Practice , the Rea1469
272
dinese with which the Quote and Product is found, may
1972
292
be reckoned a sufficient Balance for the Time and Trouble
2433
6
of making the Table, in all Cases where the Divisor exceeds
2918
two Places, and the Dividend is so large a Number thatthe
3401
Quote will consist of several Figures; and especially too, if
3884
we subtract the Products as they stand in the Table , with4367
out writing them under the Dividual : And this part will
still be more easy, is we write the Table upon a separate bit of Paper, so as we can place
each Product under the Dividual.
And, lastly, in such Questions and Calculations where the fame Number must be fre¬
quently used as a Divisor, this Method of a Table, especiallya moveable one, is most
convenient, as you’ll find afterwards.
NEP £ R’s Rods may also be used for making the Table of the Divisor.
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of DIVISION.

Of the PROOFS

1. We have already explained one Proof of Division by Multiplication, which is this,
The Product of the Divisor and Integral Quote added to the Remainder, is equal to
the Dividend.
2. But it may be also proved by Division. For the Dividend being divided by the Inte¬
gral Quote , the Quote of this Divifon will be equal to the former Divisor, with the same
viz.

Remainder. Thus , 3 is contained 4 times in 14, and 2 remains : But 4 times 3 = 3
times 4 ; therefore 4 must be contained 3 times in 14, with the same Remainder 2 ; as it
actually is. The fame Reason is good in all Cafes.

3. Lastly, Division may be proved by casting out the y's. Thus 3 Subtract the Re¬

mainder out of the Dividend, what remains here ought to be the Product of the Divisor
and Quote ; which you may prove by casting out the y's, as was done in Multiplication.

CHAP.
Of Applicate

VII.
Numbers.

Explaining the preceding Fundamental Operations,
are Applicable to Questions about Particular Things,
with their Circumstances in Human Affairs.
1. Of Applicate
With TABLES

WHY

Numbers ; and their cDiflin £tion of Simple

and Mix’d.

of the Variety of Coins , Weights
BRITAIN.
of GREAT

, and Measures

.
already

we are
now greater
learnednecessary that But
certain
we haveit was
calledthe Applicate,
are for
Numbers That
Use of Society,
to consider,
Quantities should be subdivided into other lesser onesj and these again into
others Idler ; each having its distinct and proper Denomination ; but all considered as sub¬
ordinate Species of the greater ; in order to the giving and receiving more or less of any
Goods or Commodity , as occasion should require. As for Example, One Pound (of
Money) is divided into 20 Shillings, one Shilling into 12 Pence, and one Penny into
4 Farthings. These several Idler Quantities, as they have distinct Denominations, are as
really Integers of their own kind as the greater, of which they are a Part ; and a Number
of each Species considered by itself, is called a simple Number; as 48 Pounds, or 56 Shil¬
lings, d'-c. Bur when we take together a Number of several Species, taking still less of
each inferiour Species than what makes an Unit of the higher, and considering it as a Part
of that Unit, this makes a mix’d Number. For Example ; 48/ . 14 s. 9 d. 2f. is one
mix’d Number . Again consider, that as the Numbers of the inferiour Species that make
a mix’d Number are less than an Unit of the superiour, and have always a known and
cer-
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certain Relation to them, (as i Shilling is a

20 th

Part of a Pound ;) so they are in effect:

Fra &ions, and being summed up with a regard to that relation (as we shall learn ) they are
truly considered as Fraffio?is, (or Numbers related to one another) in the Operation . But
the relative Denomination (which in every Fraction is a Number ) being ihppress’d and

understood, [tho’ considered in the Operation] and each Species distinguished by pro¬
per Denominations, which of themselves express no such Relation ; they are all consi¬
dered as Whole Numbers: as indeed each Species is in the most strict, and proper fense,
considered as an Integer with respect to tire lower. So that each of them, except the
highest and lowest, is considered both as a Whole Number and a Frafdion.
This Account of the Nature of mix'd Numbers might perhaps be sufficient; yet there
are several Reflections, useful to such as would havfe complete Notions of Things, con¬
cerning the Nature of the various Kinds of mix'd Numbers, tliat may be very proper in
this Place : for tho’ it may be thought a Digression from the business of Arithmetical
Operations, yet it can never be impertinent to make useful Reflections upon the Subject
of these Operations.

The Nature and Design of Society has introduced amon» Men a Necessity of ex¬

changing such things as are the Product of their different Applications and Labour ; for

every Country does not produce, nor every Man apply himself to every thing : Now,
whatever way this Exchange is made ; whether things are valued by their real Use, or by
Fancy, there is always some Equality supposed, or made by agreement of Parties, betwixt
certain Quantities of one thing and another- And that Commerce might be regular and
certain, it was necessary to constitute some fixed and standard Quantities under certain and
constant Names ; otherwise Men could never be able to treat about these Exchanges un¬
less they were together, and the Subjects were immediately before them ; and even then
not without great Inconveniency. Again, because Men need less and more on different
occasions, it was necessary there should be various Quantitys of every Kind, which
differing only as less or more, it was convenient that each (or several) of the greater
should contain a precise Number of the lesser as distinct and certain Parts of them,
whereby subordinate Quantitys coming under one general Name , constitute one kind of

mix 'd Number ; the several Parts or Denominations of which we call the several Species
of that Kind.
The more common Subjects of these mix'd Numbers are the external sensible Objects
which we fee and feel, and which in general we call Bodies.
Now the Quantity of Bodies can only be considered in two respects, either as to their
Bulk , i. e. the external Measure of Length , Breadth, and Thickness ,- or their Weight:
And to compare different Bodies in these respects, there must be certain common stan¬
dard Measures and Weights to which all others are compared. In some Bodies only one
Dimension, which we call Length, is considered; because the other two are either incon¬
siderable in themselves; or rather, because in a comparison of more and less of these
things, the other Dimensions are equal, (or supposed to be so;) and the Dimension chosen
is that which admits of most Degrees : so that the more and lest are here according to
the Length. Hence proceed what we call the Measures as Length. See the following Tables
rf mix'd Numbers. Again, in some . Length and Breadth are both considered ; and from
this nroceed the Superficial or Square Measures. Others are measured in all their three
Dimensions; hence the Solid and Cubical Measures: under which may be comprehended
y/hat we call the Measures of Capacity, by which are measured the Quantity of Liquids,
and of all such things as consisting of small Particles either altogether distinct, or cohering
very loosely, cannot be measured singly, nor given out by Number ; but are considered
according to the Bulk they make, when being laid together they appear as one continuous
£cdy ; for Example, Corns, and Meal, or any solid Body reduced to Powder.
Again, other things are more conveniently measured by their Weight.
In the next place we must observe, That some things are exchanged by Number , the
Individuals (which must all be of one Species of things) being really separated and di-

3 stinct;
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ftinct ; and which having neither superiour nor inferiour Species, are not valued by Weight
or Measure; or one of them being fo valued, the rest are supposed to be equal; or the
things are such, as cannot be weighed or measured. In this manner are Cattle, and in¬
numerable other things bought and fold by Tale, ( in the common Phrase ; ) and for these
there is no distinct Order of mix’d Numbers. But there is also a kind of mix’d Numbers
constituted for some things that are exchanged by Tale j the Species of which are called
Gross and Dozen , <
& c.

Now

here the Species are not any real continued Quantitys,

but certain Numbers distinguished by particular Denominations, which therefore re¬
quire no Standards, but to have a true Idea of the Number they are affixed to. Whereas
in other things, the several Denominations give us immediately the Idea of some con¬
tinued Quantityand we apply Number to them only by an arbitrary Subdivision into
Parts : So that we may conclude, that mix’d Numbers arise more generally and properly
from the imagined Parts of continued Quantitys, either Solids, Superficies
, or Lines.
AS to Co ins , observe, That 'they are properly measured by Weight : But the Weight
being ascertained by publick legal Marks, their Species have not the proper Denomination
of Weight ; and therefore we don’t ordinarily talk of them as things weighed-, yet when
there is any suspicion of false Weights, they are compared to some standard Weights.
As Numbers are not only applied to Bodies, and their imagined Parts, but also to
every thing that is capable of more and less; as to the conceivable Parts of Time ; so we
have also from this last a particular kind of mix’d Number.
Again observe, That for different things we have different kinds of Weights and Mea¬
sures; so we have Troy Weight and Averdupoise Weight, <sc. We have different Mea¬
sures for Corn, Beer, Wine, syc. Wherein these different Weights and Measures coincide
and agree, or what the Relation betwixt them is, and by what means their Standards were
first settled, is not so strictly the business of this Work to consider. The Statutes
explain and determine these things ; and perhaps Custom only is the Foundation of some
of them.
The last thing I shall observe upon this Subject, is, That of the Denominations of Coins,
Weights, and Measures, some are merely imaginary, i. e. are not Names of any one

real distinct Quantity, but of some possible Quantity supposed equal to a certain Number,
or a certain Part of some real standard Quantity. So for Example, a Bound of Money
is an imaginary Quantity equal to 20 Shillings. A Last is an imaginary Quantity equal to
12 Barrels. And again, you must observe, that there are many more Denominations
known, and used upon different Occasions in treating or speaking of these things, than are
convenient or ordinarily used in keeping Accounts. In the following Tables I lhall give
you a full account of all the Kinds and Denominations that are commonly known ; and
distinguilh those that are used in keeping Accounts.

TABLES

of the most common Coins , Weights
, and Measures,
[Real and Imaginary] of GREAT
BRITAIN.
iinglijb

The Real

Money.

Coins

now Current and com¬

monly known, are these:

4 Farthings
^
4 Pence
I
6 Pence
I
12 Pence
I
$ Shillings
6 Shillings-j- 8 Pence I
10 Shillings
I
13 Shillings-s- 4 Pence 1
20 Shillings
J

1 Penny.
1 Groat.
1 Tester.
1 Shilling.
1 Crown.
1 Noble.
1 Angel.
1 Mark.
1 Pound.

L

1. Of Copper-Money; a Farthing, and a
Halfpenny.
2. Of Silver-Money ; a Penny, Two¬
pence, Four-pence, Six-pence, a Shilling,
Half a Crown, a Crown.
3. Of Gold-Money ; Half a Guinea =
10 Shillings-f- 6 Pence ; a Guinea = 21 Shillin
"
' '
—
1

some Silver, but not very common.

Ac-
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Accounts are kept in Pounds, Shillings, Pence, and Farthings ; which are marked by
Whose Relations I mark over them, thus ;
these Characters, I : s : d : q or f
20 12 4 i. e. 4/ = I d. 12 d = is . 20s = il.
1 : s : d :f
Observe, In Scotland they use the same Denominations , except Farthings, and 1 Pound
English = 12 Pound Scotch. But they begin now to use Englijh Money in their Accounts,
English

Weights.
Apothecary's Weight.-

Troy Weight.

20
3
8
12

1 Penny-weight.
24 Grains
20 Penny-weight= 1 Ounce.
1 Pound.
12 Ounces
Accounts are kept in the same Denomina¬
tions, marked thus:
12 20 24
ft : oz : dw : gr.
!Averdupoise Weight.

4 Quarters of
a Dram
16 Drams
16 Ounces
14 Pound
2.8 Pound
4 Quarters of?
a HundredS
20 Hundred

x Dram.
1 Ounce.
1 Pound.
Stone.
Quart . ofaHund.
Hundred W eight.
Tun.

Grains
Scruples _
Drams
Ounces

1
1
1
x

Scruple.
Dram.
Ounce.
Pound.

Marked thus.
12 8 3 20
:
ft : 1 : 5 : 9 gr.
In keeping Accounts, this Weight is sub¬
divided into two Kinds,-called Averdupoise
Weighty the Greater, and the Lejser.
The Greater comprehends these Denomi¬

nations, Tun . Hundred Weight . Quarter.
4 28
20
Pound . Marked thus j T . C . Qr . ft.
But the last 3, w*. C . Qr . ft . are sufficient.
The lesser comprehends these; Stone.
Pound . Ounce . Dram . Quarter . Marked
14 16 16 4
thus : St. ft . 02. dr. qr.

Observe^ ly Scotland die Stone is commonly reckoned 16 Pounds.

The Original of all Weights in England was a Corn of Wheat taken out of .the Middle
of the Ear!, and well dried ; of which 32 made one Penny-weight; instead of which, they
made afterwards another Division of the Penny-weight into 24 Grains. Mr . Ward (in his
Young

Mathematician's Guides cites a Statute of Edward III. by which there ought to be

ho Weight used but Troy. But Custom , says he, afterwards prevailed in giving larger
Weight to coarse and drossy Commodities, and thereby introduced the Weight called
Averdupoise,

And as to the Proportion betwixt Troyand Averdupoise Weight , he fays.

That by a very nice Experiment he found that iPound Averdupoise is equal to 14 Ounces,
x1Penny-weight, 15 and 4 Grains Troy. So that neither the Ounce nor Pound are
die fame.
By Troy Weight are weighed Jewelsy Goldy Silver, and Bread.
By Averdupoise Weight are weighed all Grocery Wares.
The Apothecary’s Pound isTroy Weight : but instead of subdividing the Ounce into dw,
they divide it into Drams and Scruples.
Sheeps Wool Weight has these Denominations ;

7 Pounds = 1 Clove : 2 Cloves = 1

Stone : 2 Stoness= 1Tod : 64 Tods ^ x Wey : 2Weys = i .Sack: 12Sacks — 1 East.

L I QJJ I D;
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Measure.

Lic ^uid

Ale and Beer Measure.

Wine Measure.

L Pints
4 Quarts
42 Gallons .
1 j Tierce
1| Hogshead
if Pflnchion or
2 Hogsheads
2 Butts or Pipes

I
1
i
1
1

2 Pints

1 Quart . "1 A Firkin
Gallon. J of Soap
1
Quarts
Gallons Ale
andHer'
Firkin
9 Gallons Beer i stings
are
2 Firkins
1 Kilderkin. I the fame
2 Kilderkins
[ with that
1 Barrel.
1i Barrels
1 Hogshead.J of Ale.

Quart.
Gallon,
Tierce.
Hogshead.
Punchion.

t

1 Butt or Pipe.
1 Tun.

Which may for Accounts be reduced to
these; Tun . Hogshead. Gallon. Quart.
Pint. Thus Marked:
4 2
4 6;
T : hd : gal : qt : pt.

6;

Or

it
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may be sufficient to use hd : gal : pt.

Observe also, That all Spirits , Mead,

Perry, Cyder,Vinegar, Oil, and Honey are
measured as Wine . Again, 18 Gallons
make 1 Runlet ; and 31s Gallons make
a Wine or Vinegar Barrel.

Mr . Ward says, This Distinction of the Ale
and Beer Measures are now"used only in Lon¬

don ; but in all other Places of England it is
by a Statute of Excise made in the Year 1689,

without distinction 8 f Gallons to 1 Firkin.
And this Measure may be reduced to these
Denominations, viz.
2
4
48
hd : gall : qt : pt. for Ale.
54 4 2
hd : gall : qt : pt . for Beer.
Or , according to the last Account for both,
*
4
5i
.
hd : gall : qt : pt.

There is also another way of keeping Accounts, especially in the Affairs of the Revenue,
as the Excise; where they make the lowest Denomination a Cubical Inch, (i. e. a Mea¬
sure 1 Inch long, 1 Inch broad, and i Inch deep :) And theiti of Wine Measure, 231

Cubick Inches make 1 Gallon. In Ale and Beer Measure, 282 Cubick Inches make
1 Gallon ; and you may chuse as many of the superiour Denominations in your Accounts
as you please.
As to the Original of Liquid Measure, it is from Troy Weight . Thus ; 8 lfe Troy Weight
of Wheat gathered out of the Middle of the Ear, and well dried, is, by the old Statutes
of Henry III . &c. ordained to be a Gallon of Wine Measure; neither were any other
Measures allowed, tho’ Time and Custom has introduced others. Mr . Ward mentions an
Experiment he was witness to at Guildhall, before the Lord-Mayor of London and others ;
whereby it was found that the old Standard Wine Gallon contained exactly 224 Cubical
Inches ; tho', fays he, for several Reasons, the supposed Content of 231 Inches was
continued.
Observe , In Scotland , the common

Denominations

of Liquid Measure are these:

Hogshead. Gallon. Pint . Mutchkin. Gill . and 4 Gill = 1 Mutchkin ; 4Mutchkins — 1
Pint ; 8 Pints = 1Gallon ; and 16 Gallons= 1Hogshead. They also call 2 Mutchkins,
1 Chopin ; and 2 Pints 1 Quart. The English Pint is a very little larger than a Scotch
Mutchkin. But the Excise in Scotland, since the Union c)f the two Nations, is calculated
upon English Measure.
L

2

Dry
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Dry
also

2
2
2
2
4
5
4
2
4
5
2

Measure
, called
Corn
Measu
re.

Pints
Quarts
Pottles
Gallons
Pecks
Pecks =
Bushels
Coombs
Quarters
Quarters
Weys

i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

Quart,
Pottle,
Gallon,
Peck.
Bushel, Corn.
Bushel, Water,
Coomb,
Quarter,
Chalder.
Tun orWey.

For Accounts, these Denominations are sufficient;

4

8

4

i £>

Ch : qr : bush : pk : pt.
I have taken this Table as it is in Wingate and
others j but Ward fays, io Quarters = i Wey, and
12 Weys— i Last of Corn .
,
As in Liquid Measure, so in dry, the lowest De¬
nomination used in the Calculations of the Revenue
is a 'Cubic Inch, whereof 268 + § make 1 Gallon:
For the Winchester Bushel with a plain round Bottom
I Last.
and equally wide from Top to Bottom, is 18 4 In¬
ches wide, and 8 Inches deep ; whence follows by
Calculation, that 268 Cubical Inches make 1 Gallon.
16
4
The common Denominations of Corn Measure in Scotland, are Chaldron. Boll. Bushel.
4
4
Peck . Quarter. But they are different Measures from the Englijh of the fame Name.
Measures
ist.

12 Inches
3 Feet
45 Inches
2 Yards r=
54 Yards
40 Poles
8 Furlongs

1 Foot.
1 Yard.
1 Eln.
1 Fathom.
1 PoleorPerch.
1 Furlong.
1 Mile.

<?/Length.
2d.
4 Nails_ 1Quarter
Deno¬ 4Qua r ~i Yard.

For Accounts use these
minations;
8 220
3
12
Mile : furl : yd : feet : Inch.

Marked.
4
4
yd : qr : na.

The Original of Long Measures is from a Corn of Barley, whereof 3 taken out of the
Middle of the Ear, and well dried, make 1 Inch j and therefore 1Barley-Corn is the least
Measure, but not used in Accounts.
Time.

1
Seconds
1
Minutes
=
1
24 Hours
365 Da .-j- 5 ho.-k-.48
min.-4- 57 sec. ^ 1
60

60

Minute.
Hour.
Day.
Year.

Because 1 Day is not an aliquot Part of
a Year, therefore all these Denominations
cannot conveniently be mixed in Accounts.
And we may chuse to make Days the
greatest Denomination in Accounts ; and

then any Number of Days may be again
reduced to Years, by dividing them by
3<>5 Days, 5Hours,4.8 Minutes, 57 Seconds,
as will be afterwards taught. In Astrono¬
mical Calculations there is a necessity to be
thus exact : But for common Uses we
may neglect the 5 Hours, 48 Minutes, 57
Seconds, and make 36; Days= 1 Year. Or
also casting away 1 Day -f- 5 Hours, &c. we
may call 364 Days = 1Year : And make
this Division of the Year, to.

Of AppUcate Numbers.
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Seconds
Minutes
24 Hours
7 Days
4 Weeks, or
28 Days
13 Months

60
60

1 Minute.
1 Hour.
1 Day.
1 Week.
x Month.
1 Year.

But to make 365 Days sr: 1Year, and use
no Denomination betwixt Year and Day, is

the better way in Calculations of Interest,
where it occurs most ; as you’ll find after¬
wards : yet Months and Weelcs make a con-,
venient Division of Time.

0/Superficial
16 Square Quarters?
of an Inch 5
144 Square Inches
9 Square Feet
30 1 Square Yards
40 Square Poles
4 Rods

77

or

S qjt are

Square Inch.

Measure.

Observe, "Square Measure is that which

is as long as broad ; and therefore as 4
Quarters make 1 Inch in Length, so a
Square “Foot.
Surface 1 Inch long and 1 Inch broad is
Square Yard.
Square Pole.
divisible into x6 Parts, each £ Inch long
Rod of Land. and broad ; and so of the rest. The Rea¬
Acre.
son of which will be understood after
you know what Multiplication is.
For small Surfaces the Denominations of inch. foot. yd. are enough. And for Land
these of Acre Rod . Pole . Also when we say so many square Feet or Yards, &c. it
were the same thing to fay so many Feet or Yards long, and one broad. And thus a Rod
is 40 Poles (or 220 Yards) long, and 1 Pole (or 5^ Yards) broad; which is also 1210
Yards long, and 1 broad.
Scholium,

* “i —

relating to

the following

Applications.

Thole who would be very nice and scrupulous as to the Method and Order of bringing
in the following Applications, would first explain all the four fundamental Operations of
ion, Multiplication, and Division, as applied to simple Numbers , before
they say a word of mixed Numbers ; and they have this Reason for it, viz. Because the
Addition of mixed Numbers is indeed not the simple Effect of Addition, but of that and
Division too : and therefore, according to the strictest Method, ought to be brought as a
Addition,

Sub tr aft

mixed Application of both . It is true, that according to the Order we have hitherto
followed, (the general Rule of Division being already taught) we may propose any Rule
with a Division to be performed ; for this cannot be called the proposing to one the
doing of a thing which he has not yet learned : yet still it will have thus much of Disorder
in it, that we mail anticipate something that does more immediately and properly belong
to the Application of Divison. But that beinp simple, and the Reason of it very obvious,
I have chosen rather to explain the Practice of Simple and Mixed Numbers one immediately
after the other, in each of the four Operations. And to serve those who incline to learn
the Addition of Applicate Numbers before they learn Division of Abstract Numbers , I
have also explained the Method necestary to be used in that Case.
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Case
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To

of Applicate

Numbers. Book

of Applicate

Numbers.

add Simple Numbers all of

| ? U L E. This is -done in all respects

as

one

i.

Denomination.

AbstraB Numbers, these being -ho other than

AV Numbers applicable to any kind of thing.

So that a particular Application can never

alter the Rule and Reason of Operation. And that they ought to be all of one Deno¬
mination, is also plain* But see the following Scholiums.
Scholiums.
Sterling.
2468
7890
7678

Years.

1. That is called a Proper Addition, when Num¬
bers are so added together as that their Sum is a
256
new Number distinct from either of them ; and
789
that Applicate Numbers may be added in this man¬
56;
ner together, the Units of each that are to be added
must be of the same Value and Denomination, or
L. 18781
Sum Y.i 9s5
applied to the same Species of things, else the Sum
can have no particular Denomination and so be of no use in Practice . So 4 Men and 3
Books make 7 things; but are not either 7 Men or 7 Books.
Again, Numbers of different Denominations are said to be added improperly when each
Number is distinctly represented by itself with some Mark or Word for Addition ; as for
Example, 3/ . and 4 s. or 3/. -f- 4 s. or more simply 3/ : 4 s. and such Additions constitute
L.

347

But still it is to be minded , that applicate Numbers cannot be added,
even improperly, i. e. to make one mixed Number, unless they have certain Relations to
one another, so that a certain Number of one kind is equal to one of another. And
for the same Reason when there are several mixed Numbers to be added, the Numbers of
each Species must be separately and distinctly added together, as in the following Case:
Concerning which, carefully observe the following Article.
2. The Sum of several mixed Numbers may be found and expressed after two very
different manners. (1.) We may add the Numbers of every Species by itself into one
complete Sum ; and express these several Sums distinctly and separately. Or, (2.) Re¬
garding the mutual Relations of the several Species, the total Sum may be found and
expressed in a more simple manner ; so that there shall be no Number in it of any infe■riour Species but what is less than an Unit of the next above. [The Value of the Sums
of each inferiour Species being expressed in Numbers of the next higher Species, gradually
mixed Numbers.

to the highest.]
Now the First is the Only Method natural and proper to Addition ; for the Answer it
finds is the pure Effect of Addition; and is indeed only so many distinct Questions of
simple Numbers added, without any dependence or regard to one another. As in the
annex’d Example.
But the Answer found by the second Method, {which
shall be taught immediately,) is the most Simple and Use¬
I. : s. : d.
ful in -Business; because it expresses the Whole in one Spe¬
24. :-. 14 : 10
cies (and that the highest) as near as possible; and so
68 : 18 : 09
makes the Comparison of different Quantities more simple
352 : : 06 :: 11
and easy: yet the Operation is more complex ; for it is
:
10
:
08
467 :
the mixed Effect of Addition and Division. I have in
list Method 911 : 48 : 38
this Example expressed the Sum both ways. How the
second is performed, you learn in the following Rule.
2d Method 913 :: 11 : 02
Lastly,
1
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Lastly, Observe, That tho’ the Numbers to be added are all of one Denomination,

and so far belong to the first Case; yet if they are of such kind of things as have supe¬
rior Species, the Answer may, in some Cases, be found and expressed two ways; either
in their own Species by simple Addition, as in Casei . or regard maybe had to the superior
Species: And then, if their Sum taken in their own Species is greater than an Unit of
the Superiour, the total Value of the given Numbers may be expressed in the superiour
Species, as far as it reaches. And so it will be either a simple Number of some one su¬
periour Species, or a mix’d Number of several Species, ("the Rule for the performing cf
which, is contain’d in that of the next Case.) For Example, several Numbers of d. or
jh. being proposed to be added, we may find the Sum all in d. or /A or in /. s. d. as far
as the Value will reach. So if we take the Shillings of the preceding Examp. for tire
given Numbers of a Question, the Answer is either 4-81. or 2/ . 8 s. wtjjch you’ll find
equal to it by the Rule given in the following Cafe.
Case

II . To

add

MIX ’D NUMBERS.

Rule 1. In every Line of mix’d Numbers let the Species be distinctly separated, and in

order to this, write first down the Names (or Characters) of the Species, [the highest
on the Left-hand, and the rest in order toward the Right] and then write every Line of
Numbers in order under these, the Number of each Species under its own Name j and
in every Species observe duly the Order of places of each Figure.
2. Beginning at the lowest Denomination , add all the Numbers of that Column toge¬
ther ( as simple Numbers ) and when you have found the Sum, you must find how many
Units of the next superiour Denomination it’s equal to : Thus ; Divide it by that Number
of the Species added, which is equal to an Unit of the next above ; what remains in the
Division write down under the Numbers added, as a Part of the total Sum which be¬
longs to that Species, and the Number of the Quote take and add to the Numbers of
the next Species. But if the Sum is less than an Unit of the next, set down what it is,
and there is nothing to be carried to the next. Go thus thro’ every Denomination, till
•you come to the last or highest, and write down the total Sum of that as it is, because it
has relation to no higher ; and all these Numbers , set down under every Denomination,
make the total Sum.
Examp. of Money.
st ’-

I.

4760
6854
5923
640
832
7925
8894

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

d.

14 : 11
16 : 10
08 : 06
10 : 09
00 : 11
18 : 08
19 : 10

f.

:2
: 3
. 2
: o
-3
: 1
: 3

35832 : 10 : 08 : 2

Thus, in the annex’d Example, the total Sum of the Far¬
things you’ll find to be 14 ; then, because 4 Farthings — 1
Penny, I divide 14 by 4, the Quote is 3, and 2 remains,
which is written in the Sum under Farthings, and the Quote
3 I carry to the Pence ; and the Sum is 68d. which 1 di¬
vide by 12 (because 12 d.~ i/A) the Quote is 5, and 8 re¬
mains, which is written down under d. and the 5 carried to
the Shillings, whose Sum is 90, which I divide by 20 (be¬
cause 2o/A = i/ .j the Quote is 4, and 10 remains, which is
written under ./A and the 4 carried to the Pounds, whose Sum
is 35832, making the total Sum 35832/ . ior . 08 d. 2/.

The Reason of making the Divisions directed (which is the only new thing we have to
account for) is plainly this, viz. Because 4/ .— 1 d. therefore as oft as 4 Farthings is con¬
tained in any other Number of Farthings, ib many Pence is that Number of Farthings
equal to : and the like Reasoning is good in all other Cafes.
But for those who do not yet understand the Rule of Division ( and even tho’ they do)
the following is a convenient Method.
To

8o
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MIX ’D NUMBERS

without the Rule of Division.

Rule. Begin at the lowest Species, and add the Numbers thereof together
; not by
single Columns, as you do simple Numbers , but take the whole Number that is in every
Line together, and add them to one another, pointing when you come to such a Sum as
is equal to, or greater than an Unic of the next higher Species, (but less than two such
Units ) and carry on the Excess, adding it to the next Number ; and so thro’ all that
Species ; setting down in the total Sum what Excess there happens to be after the last
Point . Then for every Point carry i to the next Species, and go thro’ all the Species in
the fame manner ; but the highest you are to add by single Figures, as simple Numbers.

1.
46
68
72
94
282

Rxamp.
S.

d.

: 14 - : 6
: 18 : ii: 10* : IO'
: 9 : 8
: 13 : 11

The Operation of this Example is thus : Beginning at the
Pence of the lowest Line, I fay,8 + io = 18, which is 12-f- 6;
therefore I make a Point at the 10, and carry forward the 6 ;
thus 6+ 11= 17, which is 12 + 5, this makes another Point
at 11, and 5 to Carry forward ; then 5 -j- 6 = n , which be*
ing less than 12, I write it down : Then for the two Points I

carry 2 to the Shillings; thus, 2 + 9 ( — 11) -4- 10= 21,
for which I make a Point (for the 20) at 10, and carry for*
wards the 1 over 20 ; thus 1+ 18 (= 19) + 14= 33, for which I make another Point
at 14, and the Remainder 13 (over 20) is written down : then for these two Points I
cany 2 to the Pounds, and add them as in Cafe 1.
observe, We need not point the-Shillings, but take this easy Method, viz. Add the first
Column and write down what’s over 10’s, fas simple Numbers ) then carrying the Num¬
ber of 10’s to the second Column, (or Place of ro’s) sum it up, and if the Sum is an even
Number , set down o and carry the half of the Sum to the Pounds ; but if it’s an odd
Number , set down the odd 1, and carry the half of the Remainder.
The Reason of this Practice is plain, for two 10’s make 20 ; and we may easily suppose any body, the least acquainted with Addition, can take the half of an even Number.
Another

Method.

Some propose to make Tables, that may serve instead of Division; whereby, when
the Sum of any Species is taken by itself ( as simple Numbers ) you may, by Inspection,
find how many Units are to be carried to the next higher Species: The Method of which
will be very obvious, by considering the following Examp. for Money, which is made by
simple Addition. Thus ; Beginning at 4 f. Write
Table for the Addition of Money. against it 1 Jb. then 4 + 4
= 8, and against it write
d. d. . Ib. Jb.
1.
/•
2 ; then 8 + 4= 12, and soon , still adding the
last Sum to the first Number . The fame way pro¬
4 — 1 12 — I 20 ~ 1
8 — 2 24= 2 4o= 2
ceed in all other Species. And for the Length of
12 = 3 36 = 8 60 = 3
the Table, you carry it on as far as you please;
which, for long Pages or Columns of Numbers
16 = 4 48
4 80== 4
may require 40 Lines : But if you’ll subdivide the
20 = ? 6o — 5 IOO= 5
Column into Parcels of about 12 or 20 Numbers,
24— 6 72— 6 120= 6
28 — 7 84 = 7 140= 7
taking their Sums separately, and adding them to¬
gether, then a Table carried so far will be suffi¬
32= 8 96— 8 160= 8
cient.
36= 9 108= 9 180= 9
40= IO 120— IO 200 = IO

Chap,7.
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The Use of this Table (and all others of the fame kind) is obvious j for, having sum¬
med any Species, seek that Number in this Table (in its proper Column, if it does not
exceed the greatest Number in the Table ) and if that precise Number is not there, take
the next lesser, and against it you have the Number of the next superiour Species con¬
tained in the [Sum : which Number you are to carry to the next superiour, and take the
Difference betwixt the Sum and that Number next less, which you are to write down
under the Numbers added. I shall leave you to examine the preceding Examples by this
Table , or make others for your Exercise.
Observe, Those who propose such Tables do it to prevent blotting of Accounts by
pointing ; for they design them for the more Ignorant, who can’t do Division. But as I
have said enough already to the Objection against pointing, I shall only observe, that any
Accounts such Persons can be intrusted with, can’t require so great Nicety as to make
pointing a Fault. And I think ’tis plain, there is less Trouble with it in the Practice, and
is even more convenient than to do the Work by Division (when one can do it so) be¬
cause more simple.
EXAMPLES/ir

the Exercise of ADDITION
Money.

/.
346
268
4689
7846
6320
25683
64

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

20
r.

12
d.

14
16
09
10
00
18
12

: 08
: 10
: 11
: 06
: 04
: 00
: 11

Troy

4
f.
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

3
2
2
3
0
2
1

45219 : 17 : 05 : 1

Weight.
12

ft .

20
dw.
: 18
: 15
: 10
: 12
: 19
: 08
: 13

: 62
: 60
: 48
: 29
: 36
: 54
: 46
: 24

:
:
:
:
:
;
:
:

4

24
gr.
: 20
: 23
: 18
: 10
: 06
: 09
: 22

Ct.
372
468
593
678
976
678
789

qr.

28
ft.

: 3
: 2
: 0
: 2
: 3
: 1
:2

: 27
: 20
: 10
: 18
: 19
: 24
: 06

4558 : 1 : 12

Long Measure.

4 6; 4. 2
Ton. kd. gal, qt . ft.
:3
:2
:1
:o
:1
:2
-3
: 1

.'

Averdupoise Weight;
the Greater.

:: 11
:: 10
:: 08
:: 06
:■04
: 07
:; 11
12597 : 01 : 19 : 12
4768
2345
3689
875
762
86
67

Wine Measure.

436
678
569
456
789
987
672
4591

in Mix ’d Numbers

8

2. i
3:0
1: 1
3: 1
2:o
x: 1
3:i
1:1

220

3

12

Mile. furl . yd. f

in.

3467
4567
5678
78967
56789
24608
35791

10
11
08
09
11
10
06

209871

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

5
7
6
4
3
2
1

: o

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

219
184
062
009
084
147
210

:

80

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

2 :
1:
2 :
o :
2:
1:
2 :

: o : 05

In this Example of Long Measure, because 220 Yards = 1 Furlong, therefore in adding
up the Yards, the easiest way is to add up the Column of Units, writing down what’s
over 10’s, and carrying the Number of io ’s to the other two Columns, sum them both
together pointing at every 22, or dividing the Sum by 22.

M
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i.

, concerning the more special Application of the

Rules of Arithmetic!;.
A good Arithmetician must be capable of something more than barely to perform any
Operations with given Numbers , when the Question is simply proposed to Add, Sub¬
tract, <
& c. i. e. when he knows what Operation is to be applied, and to what Numbers.
For, the great Art of Application lies in the Solution of such Questions as, to distinguish
them from the other, I call Mixd or Circumstantiate Questions, i. e. wherein no Opera¬
tion is named, but we are left to find the proper Work from the Nature and Circum¬
stances of the Question. Now , for this there are not any determinate and general Rules:
it depends upon the good Sense and Judgment of the Arithmetician, whereby he can
distinctly and perfectly comprehend the Nature and Circumstances of a Question. It
supposes him to understand the Nature of the Subject about which the Question is ; and
lastly, to understand perfectly well the true general Import and Effect .of the several
simple Operations of Arithmetics
By which means he may know when the Reason of
the Question requires such an Operation.
The more simple the Circumstances of a Question are, it will be the more easy; and
where there is but one Operation to be applied, it will be always obvious : But, where a
Variety of Circumstances occur , and several Qperations become thereby necessary, the
Difficulty increases; which Experience only can make easy. And therefore, as a proper
Introduction to that Experience, I shall give you, after each of the Rules, some practical
Questions, whose Solutions being considered, may help to guide the Judgment in like
Applications.
The Effect of Addition being the Discovery of a Number , which is equal to certain
given Numbers , taken all together ; whenever the Sense and Reason of a Question shews
that any given Numbers must be collected, or that the Number sought is equal in Value
to several Numbers given, then Addition is the Rule j as in the following Examples.
Mix ’d Practical

Questions

for ADDITION.

Quest. i . A Father was 18 Years 4 Months old, (reckoning
13 Months to one Year, and 28 Days to one Month ) when
his eldest Child was born . Betwixt the eldest and second were
11 Months 10 Days.. Betwixt the second and third were 3 Years
8 Months. When the third is 12 Years, 6 Months , 20 Days,
how old is the Father ? Answer 35 Years, 4 Months, 2 Days.
For that all these Numbers ought to be added together, is ma¬

nifest.

Quest. 2 . I bought a Parcel of Goods, whereof the first Cost
was 40/ . 1or . paid for packing them 13x. for Carriage 1/. 6s. 8 d.
and spent about the Bargain making, 15s. 6d. What do these
Goods stand me in all? Answer, 43 /. 5 r. 2 d.

rZ 28.
ye. mo. da.
18 : 04 ;: 00
: 11 : 10
3 : 08 : 00
12 : 06 :: 20
35 : 04 : 02
1.

s.

d.

40
00
01
00

:: 10
: 13
;; 06

:: OO
:; 00
: : 08

43

of

: 15 :; 06
:: 02

[uef.
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flueft. 3. There is owing me by the following Debtors , viz.
A. owes 20 1. 1 yr. B . owes ioo/ . C. owes 56/ . ior . 8. as. jD. owes

20 :
IOO :
56 :
82 :
260 :

8a/ . i8r . 4^. What is the Amount of the whole ? Answer*
2601. 4 ^.

s.

H
00
10
18
04

m. furl.

Quest. 4. The Distance betwixt two Places is such, that if 3
Miles and 5 Furlongs is taken from it, what remains is equal to
8 Miles, 4 Furlongs and 100 Yards. What is the Distance of
these two Places ? Answer, 12 Miles, r Furl. and 100 Yards.

d.

:
:
:
:
:

00
00
08
04
00

yd.

3 : c>5 : OOO

8 : 04 : IOO
12 : 01 : IOO

w

§. 3. SUBTRACTION

of Applicate

Numbers.

Case i . To subtract simple Numbers of one Denomination.
Rule.

This is done

as

AbstraU Numbers.
Gallons.

I.

Subd. 72306
Subr. 9462
Diff 62844 Gallons.

Sub1*. 468
Subr. 2^3

Diff
Case

2 . To subtract Mix’d Numbers.

Rule 1. Having set the Subtractor orderly under the Subtrahend, with a due regard to
the Places and Species3 2. Begin at the lowest Species of the Subtractor, and take the
Number of that from its correspondent in the Subtrahend, and write down the Difference.
Do the same with all the Species, and you have the Difference sought.
But if the Number of any inferiour Species in the Subtractor, is greater than its Cor¬
respondent in the Subtrahend, then to this add a Number equal to an Unit of the next
Species [for Examp. to sis. add 20, and to d. add 12] and subtract from that Sum 3 and

then to the Number of the next Species in the Subtractor add 1, (or take 1 from the
Subtrahend) and then subtract : And when you come to the highest Species, do as in
simple Numbers , i. e. add 10 where you can’t subtract.
Examp. 1.
/.

si} .

Examp. 2.

/.
48
26
21

d.

Subd. 72 : 18 : 10
Subr. 29 : 10 : 04
Diff 43 : 08 : 06

st . d.
: 14 : 6
: 17 : 10
: 16 : 08

The first Example is simple and easy. For the second, I do it thus, id (in the d.)
from 6 cannot, but from 12 -f- 6 = 18, and 8 remains, to be set down in the d. Then
1 + 1? (in.//'-) — 18, which from 14 cannot, but from 20 + 14 (= 34) and 16 remains,
to be set down in si. Then 1-[- 6 (in /.) is 7, which taken from 8, 1 remains: Then 2
from 4, and 2 remains. So the total Difference is 21 /. 16s. 8d.
The Reason of this Practice is sufficiently plain from the like Reasoning used for the
abstract Rule.
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Scholiums.
1. What was observed in Addition , is true here also, viz. That Number ought to beset
down in any inferiour Species , but what’s less than an Unit of the next ; otherwise the
Species are confounded : Yet still it’s arbitrary to make any Species the highest, and then
in it we write down any Number.
2 . Observe, That this Rule supposes we can readily (or in our Mind ) diseover the Diffe¬
rence betwixt any Number of any Species less than an Unit of the next higher, and any
other Number greater, but less also than such an Unit ; or betwixt any such Number and
a lefler increased by a Number equal to such an Unit . And to do this readily, requires
a little Practice ; but then the Operation for each Species may be performed separately,
Figure by Figure, which will remove this Supposition ; yet it will be more tedious Work;
and we must by Practice acquire the Capacity which the Rule supposes. And to make
it somewhat easier, take this Method : When the Subtrahend Figure is least, take the’Subtractor Figure out of the Number to be added, and the Remainder add to the Subtra¬
hend Figure ; the Sum is the Number to be set down in the Difference . As in Examp. 2.
above , I fay 10 d. from 6 can’t, but from 12, and 2 remains ; which added to 6, makes 8
to be set down.
Other Examples in Subtraction.
Troy Weight.
24
12 20
ft . oz. dvs. gr.
342 : 08 r 10 : 06
84 : 03 : 17 : 20
278 : 04 : 14 : 10

uest.

Eong Measure.

4

2
.
hd . gal . eft. ft.
24 : 42 : 2 : i
17 : 76 : 3 : 0
8 : 48 : 3 : 1
Questions

Mix ’d Practical
Quest.
16s. 8 d.

Wine Measure.

yd.
18

9
8
for

SUBTRACTION.

1 . Having borrowed 20/ . 131. 4 d. and paid thereof 8/.
What ’s yet due ? Answer, 11 /. ids. 8 d.

2 . Having bought 2 hund. Weight, and 5 qr. of Sugar;

android thereof 1 hund- 2 qr. and 14 st. what is yet unsold?
Answer, iC . 14 ft.

Quest.

3 ; A Father was

24

Years, 9 Months,

qr.
2
3
2

10 Days old

when

his eldest Son was bom ; and is now 56 Years, 3 Months, and
and 22 Days . How old is the Son ? Answer, 31 ye. 7 mo. 12 . da.

4

na .
0
1
3

I.

C.
2 :
1 :
1 :

Quest.

4 . What

is

that Sum of Money, which being added to

d.

cfr. ft.
3: OO
2: 14
0: 14

13 28
Ye. mo. da.
;6 : 3 : 22
24 : 9 : 10
31 : 7 :: 12
I.

36/ . 6r . Id. will make 50/? Answer , 13 /. 13 #. 4 d.

s.

20 : 11 : 4
8 : 16 : 8
II : 16 : 8

S.

d.

70 : 00 : 00
36 : 06 : 08

13 : 13 : 04
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The following two Questions are mixed in Addition and Subtrattion
s:

I:

Borrd
y . Having borrowed 100/ . and paid at one
time 20/ : 13/: 4.0. at another time 33 1: 61 : z d. How
much is yet due ? Anstu. 46 1 : 6 d.

: 00

20

: 13

: 04
: 02

Paid

83 : 06
53' • 19

:: 06

:: 00

;: 06

C: qr

: ft.

46

§ . 4 . Multiplication
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d.

: 00

Quest.

Quest. 6. There are 2 Casks of Sugar; the Weight of
the one full Cask is 1 C ; 2 qr. of the other 1 C : 18 ft.
The Weight of one empty Cask is 25 ft . of the other,
1 qr 7: ft . What is the Weight of Sugar in both Casks ?
Anfoj. 2 C : 14ft.

:

IOO

1 :
1:

Full Casks

Empty Casks

2

: 00

0

:

18

2

: 2

:

18

0

: 0

0

:

1

: 25
: 07

0

: 2

: 04

2

: 0

: 14
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he answers3 /. I hope the Absurdity is manifest. He may indeed fay, that he means to
have it taken as oft as 3/. contains 1 1. But then the direct simple Answer to my Question
is 3 times, and not 3 /. And so the Denomination of I. applied to 3, does notbelong
to it as a Multiplier, and is only a certain circumstantial way of signifying how oft the
Multiplicand is to be repeated : which is going round about to no purpose, when your

Meaning can be expressed more simply; for you see it must still end in this, that the
Multiplier is an abstract Number expressing only how oft the other Number is to be
repeated.
Again observe, That the Authors of such Questions give us this for a Principle , That

the two Terms must be both applicate to one kind of thing, as Money, Weight, or Time;
so that they would very readily pronounce this Question, Nonsense, viz. To multiply
8 /. by 3 Days. But here their confused Notion of this matter will appear yet clearer;
for this Proposition is every whit as reasonable as the other : Because if 3 /. cannot be a
direct and reasonable Answer to that Question, How oft ? till you explain it by sayino-, as
oft as 3 /. contains 1/. it is plain, thatby the fame Method , I may propose to multiply
8 I- by 3 Days; meaning to take 8 1, as oft as 3 Days contain 1 Day ; which is equally
good Sense as the other.
But further : Since an Explication is necessary; and something must be understood
which is not directly expressed in proposing to multiply %I. by 3 1, it may as well signify
the taking of 81. 60 times , [i . e. as oft as 3/ . contains 1fh. which is 60 times;] for so
I may explain it. Again, to multiply 8 1, by 3fh. signifies, according to their meaning,
taking A Parts of 8/ . (because 1 fh— -- of a /.) which is not purely a Question of
Multiplication, but of that and Divijion too . But why may it not as well signify the taking
8 /. 3 times si. e. as oft as 3fh. contains 1fh.) or 36 times, si. e. as oft as 3Jo. contains 1d.)
All these meanings are equally reasonable; since the simple proposing to multiply 8 /. by 3fh.
limits it to none of them : for it has no meaning till it be explained; or, it has any one
of these meanings indifferently. And this shews how ambiguous such Propositions are ;
or rather, no Propositions at all, till their meaning is thus cleared up and determined.
But now, after all this, you are to know that Questions may occur which are solved
by Multiplication; yet the mix’d Circumstances of the Question be such, that all the given
Numbers may be particularly applied; whereby the Reasonableness of such Propositions
as I have here censored, may seem to be fairly accounted for. To which I answer,
That in all such Cases, before we know what is to be done, we are obliged to reason
upon the Nature and Circumstances of the Question, and by that means we discover,

that some one given Number of things is to be taken as oft si- e. multiplied) as some
other contains an Unit of a certain Denomination. But then, as the Multiplication im¬
ports only the taking a number of things a certain number of times, so in the Operation,
the Multiplier signifies only how oft the other is taken, (this being the proper and formal
Notion of a Multiplier) the' it is discovered by the Circumstance of a Number applied
to some particular thing in the Question.
Again, the very same Number of things in different Questions will be Considered in
different Views, when it expreffes the Multiplier, and so make different Multiplications;
which shews that a simple Proposition of multiplying 8/. by 3 I. or %fh. (and all Questions
of this kind) have no determinate Meaning, or are plainly Nonsense. Nor is the Pro¬
position less or more reasonable, tho' the two Terms are applied to different things which
can be explained to the fame meaning as the other, and occur as often in the Circumstances
of mixed Questions.
I shall illustrate all this by particular Examples immediately; but shall first explain the
Practice in simple Questions : which, according to the Distinction above-mentioned,
-consists of two Cafes.
Case
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Rule. This is to be done by the General Rule for AbfraEt Numbers; and the Pro¬
duct is an Applicate Number of the fame Denomination with the Multiplicand.
Example i.

74.64 L.
8
59712 L.

Example 2.

467 Years.
2^

Y.

S CHo L IUM S.
J. Since any onq of two .Numbers may be made the Multiplier, and that it is
sometimes more .convenient to make it the one than the other, tho’ that one happens to
be the Applicate Number , (i. e. the Number to be multiplied) there is no mattery be¬
cause it is but supposing the Denomination to be shifted and applied to the other Number,
and then the Effect is the very same. For Example : To multiply 3/ . by 48, I apply 3
as the Multiplier, as if ,it were 48/ . by 3 ; whereby I make the Multiplier according to its
proper Notion , Abstract ; which gives the same Product and of the fame Denomination:
For since 48 times 3'= :3 times 48 ; if the Denomination of the Multiplicand is the fame,
the Product is in all respects the same.

II. Multiplication being in effect only a compendious Addition of Numbers equal
among themselves, or the Repetition of the same Number , the Observations made in
Schol. 2 . after Cafe

1.

in

Addition, are applicable here also : m . That the Product

os a mixed Number may be found and expressed two ways; either, 1. By taking the
Product of each Number by itself as so many distinct Questions and Applications of
Cafe 1. which make a confused Answer, tho’ the Work is simple Multiplication . Or, 2.
Regarding the Relations of ,the Species, and expressing it in the highest as far as possible;
which,is,considering it properly as a mixed Number , whereby we make a more simple
and useful Answer, tho’ the. Operation is more complex j for it requires Division, the
same way as Addition of mixed Numbers.
III. Again; When the Number multiplied is a simple Number of such things as have
a superiour Species, the Product may be ;found also simply;in its own Species ; or may
be expressed in superiour Species, as far as it .-reaches; according to the Method of the
following Rulefor mixed Numbers . But whereas in Addition we had an easy way to
supply the Rule of Division,by pointing, we cannot apply that Method here ; and therefore
Division is indispensable
, if we would express the Product in its highest Species, unless we
make use of the Tables described already for Additionj and then the Examples must be
either very small Numbers, , or -the Tables exceeding large. But there is yet another way
of expressing the Product of mixed Numbers simply without Division, which you’ll find
in the next Case.-; In the mean time, before we proceed to that, there is a special Class
of mixed Practical Questions preparatory to it, which are Applications of the first Cafe,
comprehended under this Title ; viz.
REDUCTION

from a Higher to a Lower Species; i. e.

Finding a .Number,qf thingst .of a Lower Species, (Denomination, or Value)
Equivalent to a g’iyeq Number of a Higher -Specks. For which, this is the
Rule ’ V 5.
1■•
r
Rule-
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Rule.
Multiply the given Number by that Number of the Species to which you
would reduce it, which makes an Unit of the Species reduced • the Product is the Num¬
ber sought.
Ex amp.

i.

Examp. a*

48 /.
20
960/ ; .
12

1x520 d.
__

4

46080/

34

Exam. 1 . To reduce 48/ . to Jh. it is — 960 fb. and
this again to d. is = 11520^. and again to fat. iz —
46080/ . According to the Operation in the Margin;
each Step being in effect a new Question.

a.

12

408 oz.
20

8168 dw.
24
196032

Examp. 2 . To reduce 34 ft Troy Weight ; it is =
408 oz 8i68
=
<sw 5=3196032 gr.

^ .

The 'Reason of this Practice is obvious : For if 1 I — 20Jh. then48/ . is= 48 times
or 20 times 48/s . which is the same thing. (The like Reason will be found in
other Cases.) Therefore you are to observe, Thattho ’ the Denomination of /. is left with
the given Number 48, as it stands in the Operation, yet it is performed in a quite different
view; for we are to consider it not as the Multiplication of 48/ . by 20, the simple effect
of which would certainly be, 960/. But from the Reasons now explained, we consider
it as the Multiplication of 48 fb. by 20, or of 20Jh. by 48 ; which is = 960Jh. And so
of the rest. Which takes away the seeming Absurdity of naming the Product differently
from the Multiplicand.
20so.

Scholiums.

I . If it is required to reduce a Number to a Species which is not immediately the
next to it, as I. to d. We may either do it by Steps thro' all the intermediate Species, as
above ; or it may be done at one Multiplication, if we know how many Units of
that Lower makes 1 of the Higher . For Example ; To reduce I. to d. we multiply by
240 ; because 1 / = 240 d. And for this purpose, it is ordinary to have Tables of Re¬
duction, shewing how many Units of any Species (of common Use in Business
) make 1
of any other ; which are easily made by the preceding Rule, from the known Relations
betwixt each Species and the next, which you have in the Tables of Addition. One
or two Tables will be sufficient here to explain this Matter ; and you may make the like
for all other mixed Numbers , at your pleasure.
TABLES
1.

Money.

2

I1• Jh : * d ' : /
I = =20= 240 ==960

1=

12 = 48
1= 4

of REDUCTION.
. Troy Weight.
->

ft : oz : dvi : gr.
1 = 12= 240 = 5760
1= 20 =
1=
24.

The Use of these Tables is plain; for under every Denomination you have 1, and

in the fame Line the Number to which this 1 is equal of each inferiour Species: So,
for Example, to reduce /. to / at once, the Multiplier is 960.
But you’ll find that it will generally be as convenient to reduce any given Number to
any inferiour Species by reducing it gradually thro’ all the Denominations, especially for

this
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this Reason, that it were impossible to remember all these Tables, and too much trouble
to turn to them upon every occasion; whereas the gradual Relations of the several Species
are easily kept in mind. And lastly, the Reductions that most frequently happen, are of
mixed Numbers , which necessarily must be done gradually; as in the following Article.
II . If a mixed Number is proposed to be reduced to the lowest Species expressed in
it, for to the lowest possible;J begin at the highest, and reduce it to the next Species,
adding to the Product the given Number of that Species. Then reduce this Sum to
the next Species, and so on thro’ them all, taking in always the given Number of every
inferiour Species: As in the following Example ; which needs, I think, no further
Explanation.
Examp. 1.

I : (h
724

20

:

l 7

d f
: 09 : 2
Observe, The Numbers of the inferiour Species may be
taken into the Product of their Species without the pains os
writing them down and adding them , by adding them Figure
by Figure to the like places of the Product , as they are found
in the Multiplying. You’ll easily understand the Method by
examining the following Examples. I shall only further ob¬
serve, that it is best to take them all in upon the Multiplica¬
tion with the Units place of the Multiplier, in cafe when this
has two Places, you do the Work at length. But in the fol¬
lowing Examples I have made the Product at once,

14480/ft.

add
14497 fi12
17

173964 *■
9 add
173973 d4
_
695692/
add
_2
60c <04.
Troy Weight.
ft ' oz, : dw : er.

Ex . 2.

.v .

'

—7-

Ex.

N. E.

In this

Ex. 2.

as

you

\ 2 ' ^ ' 1 ' 23 may reduce the dv>. at two
-—
5^5 oz- and
2024
11716 dw.

-

24.
281207 gr.

Steps ; multiplying first by 6,
then by 4, (because 6x4
) you must mind that
=
the 23 gr. are to be taken in
with the last Multiplication.

3. Averdupoise Weight.
St ft: : oz : dr : qrl
256 : 12 : 14 : 08 : L

16

4108 ft.

16

65842 oz.

16

10534.74 qr.

These Examples shew the Practice sufficiently; and we need give no other, but leave
Examples of other kinds of Things to the Student’s own Choice and Exercise.
You’ll observe here also the great Difference betwixt multiplying a mixed Number, and
reducing it ; tho’ this is performed by Multiplication : For multiplying it, is a Repetition
of the Whole so many times, or finds a Number which contains every Part of the given
mixed Number so many times ; but reducing is only finding a Number equal to the given
mixed Number in the lowest Denomination ; in which every part of it is differently mul¬
tiplied, and the last part not multiplied at all. So in the first Example, 724 1, is multiplied
by 20, and 12, and 4 continually, that is by 960. But 17/ft. is only multiplied by 12
and 4, or 48. and 9 d. only by 4. The Answer of theQuestion being 695894/ . Whereas
the Product of 724 ! : 17 s 9: d : 2/ by any Number would be equal to that Number
Case
N
of times 695894/
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C a s e II .

To multiply a Mixed Number.

Rule.
Begin at the lowest Species of the Multiplicand, and having multiplied that
Number , reduce the Product to the next Species j i. e. find by Division [in the manner
already explained in Addition of Mixed Numbers] how many Units of the next superiour
Species it is equal to, and what remains over ; set what is over as a Part of the Answer of
the Denomination multiplied. Then multiply the given Number of the next superiour
Species, and to the Product add that Number to which the Product of the preceding
Species was reduced ; and reduce this Sum to the next superiour Species ; marking the
Remainder , or what is over, as a Part of the Answer of the Species multiplied ; and goon
thus thro’ all the Species of the Multiplicand.
Examp. To multiply 236 / : 14si? : yd. by 26.
In the annex’d Scheme you fee the Method of the Work of this Rule ; except that the
Effect of the Reduction of the several Products is set down without the Operation by
which it was done ; these being supposed to be done a- part by themselves, ana transferred
to this Scheme . But you ’ll find another way immediately , wherein Division is used, and
the whole Operation appears in one Scheme , without any confusion.
I:
23 6 :

d.
09
26

st>
14

6136 : 364
W

T9 :

234
6

383
3

Another Method without Division.

. =234

d.

■ — 3 ^ 4 “ H J 9P-

6i <u ; ^6157

:

°3 :

06

T<

Operation.
1 : fi : d.
4$ : 16 : 8
20
976 sij.
12

11720 d.
492240 d.

Reduce the Multiplicand to the lowest
Species, as has been already caught; then
multiply this Number by the given Mul¬
tiplier, and the Product is the Number of
that Species equivalent to the proposed
Number of times the Multiplicand.

Product.
Examp. To multiply 48 / :
492240 d. as in the Margin.

16so : 8 d. by 42, it is equal to

This Answer is the only proper and natural Effect of Multipli¬
cation . And if it is required to know the Value of it in higher Spe¬
cies, this is properly a Question of Division , to be performed in the
manner already explained; which is to divide by the Number of
every Species which makes an Unit of the next above . But I shall
refer you to Division to fee the best and neatest Methpd of or¬
dering the Operation. And here only observe these two things.

i - That with large Multipliers, this last Method (viz. of reducing to the lowest Species
by Multiplication , and then to the higher by Division ) will generally prove a more con¬
venient Method than that of the first Rule . But, 2. If the Multiplier is a single Digit,
or any Product of two Digits , the Work may, in most Cases, be easily performed accor¬
ding to the first Rule , without writing the Divisions : As in the following Examples.
Ex.

*?/ ' Applicate Numbers.
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Here I say, 3x7 = 21,* which is if. over 20, or
5 times 4 : therefore I write down 1, and carry 7.
Ex.
Then 7X9 = 63, and 5 carried, is 68 d; which is
8 over 60, or 5 times 12 : fo I write 8 d. and carry
5. Then 7X14 = 98, and 7 is 103 j for which I
write 3, and carry 7, (for 7 times 20 is 100.) Then
multiply the 68/ . and add the 7 from the Shillings.
C : qr : fe
For the zd Examp. I resolve the Multiplier into 4
Ex. 2.
37 : 3 : 18 by:
and 7. Then beginning with 4 ; I say, 4x 18= 72,
4
which is 2 times 28 ( = 76, ) and 16 over ; or re¬
solving the 4, I say 2 x 18 = 36, which is 28, and 8
148 : 2 : 16
over ; consequently in 2 times 36 ( = 72) there are 2
7
times 28, and 2 times 8, or 16 over. The rest is
00
:
2,
:
X040
easy. Then for the 7, I consider that 7 being the
4 th Part of 28, and 4 the 4 th Part of 16 ; therefore
yx 16, or 16 times 7, is equal to 4 times 28 ; for which I write 00, and carry 4. Then
7x2 = 14, and 4 carried is 18 ; for which I write 2 qr. and carry 4 C.
By such means as these, one may by Practice easily perform any Questions of this kind.
I:
63

st : d.
1.
14 : 09 : 3
7
00
M
483 : Ocr

Schol . As to the Solution of other mixed Questions , there is no other general Direction

can be given whereby to know when Multiplication is to be applied, but only this, •viz.
To consider, that the true Effect of Multiplication being the repeating of any Number,
or taking it a certain number of times ; therefore whenever the Sense and Reason of a
Question requires that any given Number of things be repeated, or that a Number be
found equal in Value to a certain given Number of things, repeated or taken as oft as
some other given Number in the Question contains Unity ; then Multiplication is the
Work required. As in the following Examples.
Mixed Pr apical Questions in Multiplication.
1 . There is in each of
1277 / : 6Jh 8: d.

Quest,
Afistw.

28

Bags, 44/ : i 6st 8: -f. How much

is in the

Whole?

Here theNature of the Question plainly requires that 44/ . : 16Jh 8: d.
I : st : d.
44 ■16 : 8 be multiplied by 28, the Number of Bags; for if 1 Bag contains so
4 much, 28 Bags must contain 28 times so much, which imports a
_
179 : 06 : 8 Multiplication by 28 ; which is taken abstractly in the Operation, tho’
is applied to Bags in the mixed Proposition. As to the Manner of
;_ 7 itworking,
_
I have chosen 4 and 7 as Pallors ; because 4X 7 = 28.
1277 : 06 : 8
Quest. 2 . At 3 1 : 6Jb : 4 el. per Yard , what is the Value of 467 Yards ? The Reason
of this Question shews, that 3 / : 6Jh 4: ^. must be taken 467 times ; or multiplied by
467. For the Value of 467 Yards must be 467 times as much as the Value of 1 Yard.
•. 4 d. to d. it is = 796 d. which multiplied by
\
And to do the Work , I reduce 3 1 6Jh
467, produces 370140 d. which is again equal to 1742./ : 7st- by Division. As you will
learn afterwards.

Division
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I : (b : d.

16 : 6: 8

Quest. 3. There are 7 Chests of Drawers ; in each of which are

6 18 Drawers ; and in each of these are 6 Divisions; in each of which
98 : o : o there is 16 / : 6Jb 8: d. How much Money is in the Whole ? Anfw.
12348/.
_18
1764
It is plain there must be a Sum of Money equal to the continual
7
Product: of 161 \ 6st 8: d. by 6, 18 , and 7.

_

•Quest 4. If 1/. give 4/h . of Interest in any time ; How much wiU 346 L give in the
346 X4/A Here the 346 is applied to /. in the Proposition,
fame time ? Anfw. 13 84 (b—

but is an abstract Number in the Operation ; winch is not multiplying \st. by 346/.
but by the abstract Number 346.
If this Question be proposed, viz,. If ist. yield 4/Z». Interest; How much will 4 / : 10 fb.
yield in the same time ? It is plain it must be 4A . taken as oft as 4/ : 10 !b. contains
1 (b. viz. 90 times, (for 4 I : iost = yofb.) which makes 360/ ?>= 90 X\ (h. But this
is not multiplying 4 jb. by 4 / : 10 st. which would be an absurd Proposition.
Again, Suppose the Question were ; If 1 /. yield \ {h. what will 4 / : 10 !b. yield ? The
Answer is 6st. equal to 4 (b. taken as oft as 4 / : 10Ib. contains x /. which is one and a
half. But this, and all other Questions where Fractions come in, are not simple Questions
of Multiplication. And as either of these Questions have an equal right to be called the
Multiplication of 4/ . by 4 / : 10 s. it strews us how unreasonable such Propositions are,
since it is the mixed Circumstances of the Question that determine how the Multiplication
is to be made, which is different in different Circumstances.
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Efore

we
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this

we

must

consider

the

various Senses that

may

In the Definition, Chap. 6. there is but one Sense expressed; but there are other three
ways of proposing a Question in Divison, so dependent upon that in the Definition, that
the fame Number solves the Question in all the Senses in which it isa possible Question.
The first Sense is that in the Definition, viz. To find how oft one Number is con¬
tained in another. The second is to find, What Part of the Dividend the Divisor is equal
to . The third is, To find a Number which is contained in the Dividend as oft as the
Divisor expresses. The fourth is, To find a Number which is such a Part of the Divi¬
dend as the Divisor expresses or denominates.
Now it will easily appear, That the Answers to all these Questions, or the Impossibility
of some of them in some Cases, is discovered by dividing according to theprecedingRule
taken in the first Sense: Thus,
1. Let us first suppose, That the Division is without a Remainder, and all is plain: For
the Number (hewing how oft one Number is contained in another, (which is the first
Sense,) does, from the nature of an aliquot Part, denominate what Part the Divisor is of
the Dividend, (which is the second Sense.) Again, the fame Quote is a Number con¬
tained in the Dividend at oft as the Divisor expresses; (which is the third Sense,) as has
been shewn in the Proof of Divison. And hence, lastly, it is such a Part of the Dividend
as the Divisor denominates; (which is the fourth Sense.)
Examp,
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From what’s explain’d we fee evidently, that as all the four Questions or Views of Di¬
vision, are possible when the Divisor is an Aliquot Part of the Dividend ; so when it is
not an Aliquot Part, there are but three really different Questions ; and which are all possible
when the Subject of the Question is not pure Numbers , i. e. When we admit another
Consideration than that of the Number of Things expressed, viz. their Divisibility into
Parts or lesser Quantities : For then a Fraction comes naturally into the Answer, and makes
a compleat Quote.
Now , from these different Views and Senses of Division, we learn what Variety there
can possibly be in the particular Application .of Numbers for a Question of Division ; of
which there can only be two Cafes.
1. To make a Question in the first or second Sense, the Divisor and Dividend must
both be applicate, and both to things of the same kind : And mutually, if the Divisor
and Dividend are so applied, the Question admits only the first or second Sense; and
the Quote is an abstract Number , mewing how oft the Divisor is contained in the Divi¬
dend, or denominates what Part the Divisor is of the Dividend, if there is no Remainder.
For, as it is a reasonable Question to ask, How oft one Number of any kind of Things
is contained in, or what Part it is of another of tire same kind of Thing ; so a Question
being proposed in this manner, and either Divisor or Dividend being applied to a particular
kind of Thing, the Nature of the Question imports, that the other is also applied, and to
the same kind of Thing ; since it’s absurd to ask, How oft a Number of one kind of
Thing , as 3 Pounds, is contained in a Number of another kind of Thing , as 14 Days?
2. To make a Question in the third or fourth Sense, the Dividend must be an Applicate
Number , and the Divisor Abstract, denominating what Part of the Dividend the Quote
is, or how oft it is contained in it : so that the Quote is a Number applicate to the same
kind of Thing as the Dividend ; the Part of any Thing being of the some Nature as the
whole. Again, mutually the Dividend being considered as applied, and the Divisor as
abstract, the Question can admit only of the third or fourth Sense.
That the Application must be ordered in the manner now explained, may be also de¬
duced from the Connection and Dependence of Multiplication and Division: For, since
in Multiplication the Product and one Factor must be applicate to the fame kind of Thing,
the other Factor being abstract ; and in Division the Divisor and Quote produce the
Dividend : it follows, that the Dividend, with the Divisor or Qtiore, are alike applied, the
other being abstract.
Again, Observe, That in mix’d Questions it will happen that two Numbers which in the
Proposition are applied to different Things, must be divided one by the other : But in
this Case, you’ll always find that the Number made Divisor is considered in the Opera¬
tion, as abstract; denominating what part of the other the Nature and Reason of the
Question requires to be taken. So that in all Cases it’s true, that the Divisor is either
abstract, or applied to the same kind of thing as the Dividend.
We shall next explain the simple Practice in Division of Applicate Numbers.
Case i. The Divisor and Dividend being both applied to the same kind of Thing.
Rule. Reduce , (if need be) the Divisor and Dividend to simple Numbers of one Name,
(the lowest expressed in either Term ; ) then divide these Numbers by the general RuleThe Quote shews how oft the Divisor is contained in the Dividend, or what Part the
Divisor is of the Dividend, when there is no Remainder.

Exams,

Chap . 7.

Dr vision

Ex amp. 1.
Exatnp.

3/ . ) 24/ . ( 8

Z - . 3Jb. 12/.
)
or,
%jb. ) 240 so. 80
(

Examp. 5.

13 oz . %dr. ) 128 ft.
By Reduction,
30208 dr. (139

216
“860"
648
2128

of Applkau
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Examp. 2.

3/. ) 20/ . ( 6 s

years , mo. ye . mo. da.
3 : 4 ) 24 : 7 : 18
By Reduction at 13 Months to
a Year, and 28 days to 1 Month.
. 1204 days) 8950 da. (7 T4| J

Examp. 4 .

8428
?22

1944

184
The 'Reason of this Rule is plain3 for the Divisor and Dividend expreffing Things of
the fame Value and Name , it is evident the Operation is to be managed as with abstract
Numbers , by the General Rule3 i. e. The Quantity expressed by the Divisor is contained
in the Quantity expresied by the Dividend, as oft as the Divisor is contained in the Divi¬
dend, taken purely as Numbers . Again, If the Divisor and Dividend express Things of
the fame general Nature , which can be said to contain one another, then tho’ thdy are
not of one particular Species or Name , yet the Question is possible, only it requires that
they be reduced to Numbers that expreis Quantities of ohe Species or Name 3 and then
it is manifest, that the Division of these Numbers by : the General Rulex gives the true
Quote - So in Exam . 1. 3 /. is contained in 24 /. as 6ft as 3 in 24. But in Examp. 2.
3 *• is oftner contained in 12/. than 3 in 123 for it is as oft as 3 in 240, the Number
of Shillings equal to 12/ . And, because the Divisor and Dividend are then only in a
State to be managed as pure Numbers , when they are b6th simple Numbers of one
Name , this shews the Reason of reducing mix’d Numbers .
.
Case 2 . The Dividend being Applkate, and the Divilbf Abflraff.
Rule. If the Dividend is a simple Number , greater than the Divisor , divide it by the

General Rule 3 the Quote is a Number of the fame things as the Dividend : and if
there is no Remainder, the Operation is finished; but if there is a Remainder, reduce it
to the next Denomination, and divide3 and so on, as long as there is a Remainder, and
any lower Denomination, and make a Fraction of the last Remainder . Thus you have the
Answer in one Species or several3 which is an Applicate Number contained in the Divi¬
dend as oft as the Divisor expresies, or is such a part of the Dividend as the Divisor de¬
nominates. (See Ex. 1.)
Again , If the Dividend is a simple Number , left than the Divisor , you must first re¬

duce it to a lower Species, till it be equal to, or greater than the Divisor, and then di¬
vide and proceed with the Remainder as before. ( See Ex. 3, 4.) If it’s not equal to the
Divisor in any Species, then the Answer is a Fraction of the given Species, whose Nu¬
merator is the given Dividend-. (Ex. 6.) . .
- .
Lastly, If the .Dividend is a mix’d Number , you may do the Work two ways : Either

(1.) Reduce it to a simple Number of tire lowest Species, and then divide3 so you’ll
have the Answer in that Species, (which may be reduced again to ' superiour Species by
Division, as has been formerly explained, and will be more particularly by and by.) But
it will be better to proceed in this manner ; ( 2.) Begin with the' Number of the highest
Species in the Dividend 3 divide it, and reduce the Remainder to the next Species, taking
in the given Number of that next Species3 then divide 3 and so go on. (See Ex. 2.) But
if tire Number of the highest Species is lest than the Divisor, reduce it, taking in the
given -Number of tire next Species, and so on, till you have a Number equal to, or
greater
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greater than the Divisor : (Ex. 5 .) And if that be not in any of the known Species, then
the Answer is only a Fraction, whose Numerator is the Dividend, reduced to the lowest
Species, and refers to an Unit of that Species. ( See Ex ^mp. 7 .)
I. s. d.
Examp. 1.
Examp. 3.
Examp. 2 . <1) 23 : 10 : 8 ( 3/.
3 ) V - ( +'•
12
24 ) 18/.
18_
20
2 Rem.
5 Kem.
20
20
3601. (15X
nor . ( i8r.
24
40 s.1( ; 5.
108
120
_39_
2 Rem.
120
i Rem.
12
12
izd .{ 44.

32 * . ( V d -

3°

2 Rem.
4.

Examp. 4.
42 ) 161.
20
320 s.7( r.
294

Rem.
12

26

312 ^ . ( jd .

294

i8Rem.

Examp. 5.
/.

t.

14) 8 20

175r. ( 12 r.
168
7 Rem.
12
84 -/. ( 6 </.
84

Examp. 6.
3460) 31. (njVs-of 1/. because 3 r<v
duced to Farthings
is but 288 of.
Examp. 7.
3460 ) 3/ . 121.

20

H

^ sof n.

4
72/ -(1&f

42
30

The Reason of this Practice is plain : For, if we find any proposed Part of all the
Members of which any Number or Quantity is composed, we have the like Part of the
Whole ; since the Whole is nothing else but all the Parts. And if the Dividend is less
than the Divisor, yet if reduced to another Species, it is equal to, or greater than the Di¬
visor3 it’s plain that the equivalent Number in another Species being divided by the
same Divisor, gives the true Answer: Thus 18/ . — 3601. therefore the 24 th part of 18/.
is the 24th Part of 3601.
Scholium
. What ’s already done shews the Practice of Division , or the Solution of
simple Questions, where the Proposition is directly and simply to divide one Number by
another, (in any of the Senses above explained-) And as to the Solution of mix’d Que¬
stions, all the further Direction can be given for knowing when Division is to be applied,

is to eonsder well the Effect of Division as above explained: Which may be reduced to
two principal Views, viz. Finding how oft one Number is contained in another, or find¬
ing a proposed aliquot Part of a Number . Then , when the Reason and Nature of a
Question
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Question requires, that you find how oft one Number , simple or mix’d, of any kind of
Thing , is contained in another Number of the fame kind of thing ; or , that you find
such a Part of any Number of things, as another Number denominates, or as an Unit of
any Species of Things is of a certain given Number of the fame Things ; then is Division
your Work , as in the following Examples.
Mix ’d Practical

Que

st i o n s/or

DIVISION.

A special Class of such Questions is comprehended under Title of,
REDUCTION
from a lower to a higher Species, i. e. To find a Number of things of
a higher Species, equal in Value to a given Number of a lower Species; . or, at leaf,
to find the greatest Number of the higher contained in the Number of the lower, with
what remains over of that lower Species: Supposing always , that an Unit of the lower
Species is an aliquot Tart of an Unit of the higher. For which this is the
Rule.

Divide the given Number by that Number which expresses how many Units of

the Species to be reduced, are contained in an Unit of the Species to which it is to be
reduced. The Quote is the Number sought of that higher Species, and the Remainder
is a Number of the Species reduced.
Thus you may reduce gradually from the lowest to the highest Species ; or all at once
to the highest, if the Number of Units of the lowest, which make one of the highest, is
known. (As you may know by the Reduction Tables, explained in §. 4.)
In all the following' Questions, I have performed the Divisions by the contracted Methods, explained in Chap. vi. §. 2.
Examp. 1. In Money.
4 74608395/.

12 18652098/ : 3/
20 1554341 s :6 d.
77717 I : is.

Here 74608395/ . being divided by 4, Quote 18652098/.
and 3 / over j these d. divided by 12, Quote 155434m and
6 d. over ; these st. divided by 20, Quote 77717/ . aiwm over.
Wherefore 74608395/ .= 18652098/ . 3/ .= 1554341s. 6/.
3f = 777 i 7 l- 15. 6/ . 3/

By this you know how to explain the following Examples.
Examp. 2 . Troy Weight .
Examp. 3. Long Measure.
24

34765

12 46320689372589 inches.
3 3860057447715 feet : cyinch.
1286685815905 yd. : 00
1169714378095848571890 furl. : 1057/.
731071486 miles : 2 furl.

894 .26 grains.

869147356- !
144857892 dw. : i8gr.
7242894 0L. : 12 dw.
603574 Ib- : 6

The Reason of Dividing in these Cases is obvious : For Ex. Since 4 Farthings= 1/ .
therefore as many times as 4/ are contained in any Number of / io many a. is that
Number of/ , equal to . In which observe, that the immediate Effect of the Division is
an abstract Number , shewing how oft 4/ is contained in a greater Number of / . and
we apply the Name of / . to the Quote, from the Reason of the Question, as now explain’d.
Quest-1. 8 Men have equal Shares of a Stock of 146/ . 16 s. what is each Man’s Share ?
Answer, 18/ . js . viz. the 8th Part of 146/ . 16 s. For the Nature of
8 ) 146/. : 16 s. the Question plainly directs us to take an 8th Part . Where observe,
18 : 7
that tho’ 8 expressesa Number of Men in the mixt Proposition, yet in
the Operation it is considered abstractly as the Denomination of that
Part of 146/ . 16 s. which the Nature of the Question requires to be taken.
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A certain Number os Persons, each of whose Ages is 17 Years
3 Months (reckoning 13 Months to 1Year) make up in all 182 Years,
1o Months ; how many Persons are there ? Answer, 12. viz,. The
Number of times that 17 Years, 3 Months, are contained in 182 Years,
10 Months.

198 ) 2376 ( 12
198
396
396
Quest.

3 . What is the Value of 1 Yard of Cloth , whereof 48 Yards cost is

I.

10

s,

4/.

Answer, 6s. 5 d. 2 \ f. — Part of 17/ . ion 4 d.
I.
For it’s plain, the Value of 1 Yard of 48 Yards,
d. f
must be the 48th Part of the Value of the whole
15 10 4 : o
11 8 : 2 -r
2
48 Yards, which directs us to Division, or taking a
6 5 : 2 zZ or
48th Part of is /. ion 4 d. And so this 48, which
in the mix'd Proposition is applied to Yards, is con¬
sidered abstractly in the Operation ; which is therefore not a Division of Money by Yards,
which cannot be made in any Sense, but taking such a Part of the Money as 1 Yard is
of 48 Yards, viz. a 48th Part.
Observe , Had it been proposed , in the last Question , to find the Value of 1 Quarter of

a Yard, we may do it either by finding first the Value of 1 Yard, and then the 4th Part of
this is the Value of 1 Quarter ; or, by reducing 48 Yards to Quarters, which make 192;
and taking the 192^ Part of the given Money. The Reason for which is the fame as for
the other Case.
The following Question requires all the four Operations of Arithmetick.

Quest. A Father left among s Sons an Estate , consisting of 500 1, in Cash ; with 7Bills,

each of 48/ . 10s. 6 s. He ordered 20 / . to be bestowed upon his Burial, and his Debts
to be paid, amounting to 164.1. Then his free Estate to be divided in this manner, viz.
The eldest Son to have the 3d Part, and the other 4 Sons to have equal Shares. What is
the Share of each Son ? Answer 186/ . 4 s. id. to the eldest; and 93/ . is . id. to each
of the rest.
Operation -.

48 /. :

/.

20
: 6 d.
164
j _BilIs.
12 6
184
00 o Cash.
12 6 Total
00 o deduced.
6 Free Estate.
2 Eldest Son.
: 8 : 4 Remains.
: 2 : 1 the Share of
each of the other 4.
10 s.

Scholium
. As Questions may be vari¬
ously mix’d, so the Solution will depend upon a

due Consideration of the several Parts of the
Question, and what Operation each may require,
according to the Sense and Effect of the different
Operations in Arithmetick . But there are mix’d
Applications of Multiplication and Division,
which require other Rules and Directions, to
know when and how they are to be made ; these
you’ll learn in Book4. and especially in Book 6.
4 ) 372
under the Name of Proportion. What has been
93
already done in this Book, being sufficient for
explaining the Nature of the fundamental Opemore simple
Applications in whole Numbers . For the Doctrine of
rations, and
_ their
.
.
Fi actions, you have it in the next Book.
242
soo
742
184
3 ) 558
186
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CHAP. Vin.
Rules of the Literal
following Farts
the Jo>
:, necessary in the

Containing the more particular
Arithmetics

of

this Work .
I. For Addition

or Subtraction.

I.
CASE

Co¬
the same
or subtract
3 a, or 5areb, add
all by the
,or as,subtracted
expressed
by certain
be added
to Numbers
Letter , multiplied
If the Numbers
efficients (i. e. the Numbers by which the Letters are multiplied) and multiply the
fame Letter into the Sum or Difference, it is the Sum or Difference sought.
—2»— 3
Ex.
Ex. 2 bf- - 3 b -\ - b~ 6 b.
Examp. 3 « -f- 5 <?= 8 a.
Ex. 3 ab— ab — ±ab.
Ex. 4 -f- 3 — 7 «6.
. In order to understand the other Cases, we must premise this Obser¬
Scholium
vation, viz . After the Addition or Subtraction of one Number to, or from another, we
may suppose another added to, or subtracted from the preceding Sum or Difference,- and
another added to, or subtracted from the last Sum or Difference, and so on : Then is this
whole Work exprefled by setting the Numbers , or Letters representing them, in the same
order, with the proper Signs of the several Operations betwixt them. Thus, if b is added
to <*, and from the Sum c is subtracted, and from this Difference d subtracted, and to
this last Difference * added ; the Result of all this is expresled thus, a -\- b — c - d -se. But
again, Observe, That if the same Numbers can be added or subtracted in any other or¬
der, the final Result Or Effect will still be the same; which, in all the possible Orders
wherein the Operations can be made, is plainly the Difference betwixt the Sum of all
these Terms that axe added in the several Steps, and the Sum of all these that are sub¬
tracted : Because in whatever order any Numbers are added and subtracted, it’s evident
there is so much in whole added, as the Sum of all these that are added in the several Steps,
and as much subtracted in whole, as the Sum of all that are subtracted in the several
Steps : Wherefore, the final Result is the Difference of these Sums. Whence , again, this
follows, That ’tis no matter in what order we place the several Terms of a mix’a Expres¬
sion, if we always prefix the same Signs to the same Letters, and also take the Meaning
of the Expression to be universally the subtracting all these Terms that have — prefix’d,
out of the Sum of all these that have -f- prefix’d : So that when the Operations can be
performed in a proposed Order, we may explain the Expression either according to that
Order, or in the preceding general way, (if that is not the proposed Order.) And if they
cannot be performed in the proposed Order, then we explain it after the general way, as
the universal Meaning of all such Expressions; for tho’ some may be explain’d another
way, yet the final Result is always equal to this.
For Example, If b is greater than a, then a — b -j~c can ’t be explained in the Order of
it
■
these Letters ind Signs; and if it is at all possible, it is so in this Order, a -j - c— b yet
regard
much
so
not
do
we
while
r,
-j—
L
a
thus,
standing
thing
may represent the same
the
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the Order, as the general Meaning of the Signs, which is as if it were in this Order,
a -f- c— b.
C a s E II . If any complex Expression [whether it is a Sum, having all its Terms
joined by the Sign -f- ; or a Difference, having its Terms partly -f -, partly —] is to be
subtracted from another, (expressed {imply or complexly) the Difference fought may be
expressed two ways. .
.
.. .
Rule i . By drawinga Line over the whole Terms of the Subtractor
, and joining it to
the Subtrahend with a Mark of Subtraction between them . Thus, the Difference of
a and b -f- c is expresseda — b -j - e, signifying that b and c both , or their Sum, is taken
from s, which is a quite different thing from a — bj- - c without the Line, which would
signify the Difference betwixt a -fe and b. Again, if the Subtractor is the Expression
of a Difference, as b— c from a, the Difference sought is expresseda —so— c, signifying,
that the Difference of b and c is taken from a j i. e. That c is taken from b, and the Re¬
mainder taken from a, which is a different thing from a — b — c, which expresses the Dif¬
ference of a and b, c both , i. e. That b and c are both taken from a.
Now , tho’ this Method is sometimes convenient, yet it would often prove too general
and indefinite, which is supplied by another Rule, whereby, from the simple Terms of
the given Subtractor and Subtrahend, another Expression is found equal to the Difference
sought. Thus,
'
Rule2. Change the Signs of all the Terms of the Subtractor, and join them to the
Subtrahend without a Line over them j and this expresses a Number equal to the
Difference sought. Thus, if the Subtractor is a Sum, as b -fc, the Difference of this
and a is a— b — c ( = a — b-\- c.)
The Reason is plain; for the Sum is subtracted, when all the Parts are subtracted one
after another ; since the Parts are equal to the Whole.
Again, If the Subtractor is a Difference, as if b— c is to be taken from a, the Re¬
mainder is a — b -\~c {— a — b'— 'c) which more directly represents the Difference be¬
twixt a -j- c and b, yet is equal to the Difference of a and b— c.
The Reason is plainj for by adding the lesser Term c, and then taking away the greater
a, we take away as much as was before added, and also all that a exceeds b Or, if b
does not exceed a, we may first take b from a, and to the Difference add c; for thus we
restore all that was taken away, except so much as b exceeds c : And so both ways, the
Thing really taken away is precisely what b exceeds e, or their Difference. If the Sub¬
tractor is a more complex Expression, or consists of more than two Terms added and
subtracted, the Reason of the Rule is still the fame, from what has been explained, m.
That such Expressions signify no more in Effect, than the Difference of the Sum of all
that are added, and the Sum of all that are subtracted. Wherefore , by what’s now shewn,
all that are added in the Subtractor must, in expressing the Difference sou ght, be subtracted ; and all that are subtracted in it, must be added : Thus, a — b-sc —d— e
= — b — c-\- d -\- e, or a -sd -se — b — c.
Scholium.
The last Case of this Rule may be considered as a Theorem, and ex¬
pressed thus : If the Difference of two Numbers is subtracted from a third Number , the
Remainder is the same, as if we added the lesser of these two Numbers to the third, and
from the Sum subtracted the greater. So « — b— e = a- j- r — b.
Case III . If any complex Expression of a Difference is to be added to any other
Expression, join them without changing their Signs, or any Line over them . Exams. If
to a we add b -se, the Sum is a -sb -se. Again, to a add b — c, the Sum is a -j- b —•c.
To a — ^ add e-—d -se i the Sumiss —
->«?.)
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The Reason of this Rule is evident, when the Expression added has all its Terms -}-, as
in Exams i . And if they are some -4- some —, as in Ex . d. the Reason is this; we are
to add b— c ; but to add b would be too much by c, therefore out of the Sum a -}- b,
we must take away c : which is the fame in Effect, as if the c had been first taken from />,
and the Difference added to a. And here observe, that tlio’ a Line is drawn over the
complex Expression added, it alters not the Effect : So a J- - b— c is the same in Effect as
s -s- L— c; since both ways the Difference of b and c is added to at as has been ex¬
plained.
Now, to sum up these Cases and Rules in one General Rule, it is this : To Add, join
the Expressions without changing their Signs; and to Subtrabf, join them, changing all
the Signs of the Subtracter ; or draw a Line over the Subtracter , without changing the
Si<ms, only join the whole Expression thus united (and, as it were, made one Expression
byb the Line) by the Sign— betwixt it and the Subtrahend. Lastly, If the Numbers added
or subtracted are expressed by the fame Letters with Coefficients, or particular Numbers
prefix’d, add or subtract these Numbers , and prefix the Sum or Difference to the com¬
mon Literal Part.

II. For Multiplication.
Case I . When two Numbers are expressed by any Letters, with particular Numbers
.prefix’d, (or, multiplying them) then if two or more such are to be multiplied together,
multiply all the Coefficients, and prefix the Product to the Product of the Literal Ex¬
pressions. Thus, q.ax ^ b — izabj also, •xabx ^ ae = ioa z b c.
The Reason is obvious j for it is only a continual Multiplication, which may be done
in any Order.
Case II . If the Multiplier and Multiplicand, one or both , are complex Ex¬
pressions, the Product may be expressed by the general Rule, thus : Draw a Line
over the complex Terms , and join them by the general Sinn of Multiplication x.
Example, To multiply a -f~b by c -\ - d, the Product is a sb x c-j- dj or, a -f- b by c— d
makes a -sb X c— d. Which would be very different Expressions, if any of the com¬
, as the Alge braists call it ; ) thus a ~\- b x c-sd
plex Terms wanted the Line (or Vinculum
would be the Sum of a, and the Product of b into c~sd ,- and a -sb X c— d, is the Dif¬
ference of d, and the Product a -}- b X c.
So that we are to understand the Sign of Multiplication to refer only to the first of the
simple Terms on either hand, unless two or more of them are joined by a Vinculum.
And here too observe, That when several Letters stand together, with, or without the
Sign of Multiplication, (whereby they also express the Product of these Letters) this is to
be reckoned but one Term , with respect to the following or preceding Sign, whether of
Multiplication, Addition, <tstc. as a b-f- d, or a -f- b X cd. And mind also, that all the
Terms joined together by Multiplication or Division, upon the Right-hand of the Sign of
Addition or Subtraction, make but one Term to which that Sign re fers; as a -sbcXc -sd
which is not to be understood as if a ~j ~bd were multiplied by c ~j~d, which then would
£ c X r -j- d ; but it is the Sum of a and the Product of b c by c -j~d.
be made
Observe, Tho ’ this general way of representing the Products of complex Expressions is
often convenient, yet there is another Rule more useful, whereby the Product is not ex¬
pressed so indefinitely, but all reduced to more simple Terms without any Vinculum.
3
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'Another R UL E fir Complex Expressions.
Multiply each simple Term of the Multiplier by each simple Term of the Multiplicand,
(according to the general Rule .) And if the Signs before each of the two simple Terms,
multiplied together, are the fame or like (viz. both -4- or both —) prefix the Sign - f- to
the Product ; but if they are unlike (viz. the one - j- and the other — ) prefix the Sign — .
The following Example; sufficiently shew the Application.
Ex

amp.

i . ax bJ - c “ abJ- -ac .

2.

a ~j~ b X c ~sd ^=:ac

3.

aXb — c ^ ab — ac.

Ex.

ad ~j^bc-j- bd y

4 . aj- "b X c — d'xxz ac — ad ~j~ bc— bcL
.

a — b X c— d ^
xxiac — ad —-be -^*bdi

D E M0 N ST R A T I ON.
1. Where all the Signs are + 3 as in Examp. 1 . and 2 . the Reason is plain, and it has
also been shewn in Lemma 3 . Chap. y . Book 1.
2 . If one of the Terms is simp le, or a Sum, and the other a Difference , as in Ex . 3,4,
then, for Ex. 3 . to multiply b— c by a, it is evident that ab is too much ; for we must
take only a times the Difference of b and c, or what b exceeds c, therefore if we 'take
out of ab, the Remainder is a times the Number by which b exceeds c. Or thus,
Let b — c -fid, then ab = aXc -\~d — ac ~\ ~ad by
(
the ist Ex .) from which take ac,
there remains ad , -viz. the Product of a into the Difference of b and c. . Again, If a
Difference c — d is to be multiplied by a Sum a -j - b, the Reason is the same for the
Multiplication of each Term of the Sum into the Difference : As in Ex. 4.
3- If both Multiplier and Multiplicand are Differences , as in Ex. y . then haying mul¬
tiplied c — d by a, as( in Ex. 3 .) the Product is ac — ad. Which is a times c — d, or
c— d times a: But , if instead of c — d times a, we ought to take only c— d times'a — b,
therefore, reasoning as in Ex . 3. it’s plain we have taken too much by c — d times b, or
cb — db, and this being taken from the preceding Product ac — ad, the Remainder is
the true Product , viz . ac — ad — cb — db — ac —■ ad — cb -fidb, by
( the Rules of Sul>traction) which is according to the Rule .
_
Or we may reason thus : Instead of taking a times c — d, which is ac — ad, we ought
to take only a — b times c — d ,- therefore we have taken too much by the Product or
c — dby b, which is cb — db. Or also thus : Let a — b -f~ n, then axe — d — b -j- nX c— d,
— bXc — d f- nx c — d,by
( Artie. 1. taking c— d as one singleTerm .) And n being the
Difference of a and b, therefore , nXc — d is the Product sought : Consequently
y x c— d '- {- nXc — d, or its Equal aXc — d, exceeds it by b X c —d — be — bd, which
taken from ac — ed, leaves ac — ad — bc -j- bd, as before.
Observe, If any of the Terms are more complex than these Examples, yet the Reason
is the fame in all ; because they are nothing else but a Sum or a Difference.
ac

III. For Division.
All the Use that is to be made of the Literal Division in the following Work , re¬
quires only, that to the General Rule I add these two Observations. ,
1
*■
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